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Claims For Bounties Indicate Local Insurance Man, Who Rotarians Yesterday Given
They’re Plentiful—So Are
^mo«ve,0n Trfjilh L°'
h By ChwCam'len
Partridges
By

Editor

THREE CENTS A COPY

Crockett’s Point Lime Privilege

It helps in many ways, in these ’
Arthur L. Orne, prominent local
Insurance man, was arraigned be days, to understand our world at ,
fore Judge Z. M. Dwinal in Muni large, if one can understand it. It is
A11 official and social success ls Bumble Bee (Rimsky-Korsakow). The
cipal Court Thursday morning on a equally Important that we underThose large brown seaweeds, to be negotiating for a portion of
charge of violating traffic regulations. stand our local communities and espe- credited to Camden Garden Club with Widow's Lament ((Manojlovic, At the which are classed by the dictionary the (Crockett’s JPoint property
The complaint was the aftermath cially those who are endeavoring to completion today of its hostess role to Fountain (Schumann-Siegel), Song under the head of kelp, and which owned by the Rockland & Rockport
(Slavenski)
'"'“ /w-.
—vn-; Motto Perd-Lime Co., Inc., and if the deal is
of an accident which occurred July 13 serve us ln some trusted public the fall conference of the National and rDance
grow profusely along the North At successful will there inaugurate an
petuo (Novacek).
plentiful ln virtually all sections of the at the railroad crossing on upper capacity.
Council and annual meeting of the
8t***w..**********n| Pine Tree State Is evidenced by Llmerock street when an automobile
lantic shores, may yet play an im industrial plant, employing for the
Rotarians yesterday were treated to
i
North
Atlantic Region of Garden
Z
I am a great friend to public Z t>0Unty and dama8p Clai™S Paid by driven by Mr. Orne was in collision a comprehensive and informing talk ;
Yesterda/’s Proceedings
portant part in Rockland's indus moment about 12 men.
Clubs which opened Thursday at
amusements, for they keep peo- ♦ 'he State during the summer months. with the locomotive of the Llmeroci by Chief of Police Almon P. Richard
CarXing coals to Newcastle ap
Running the middle course yester trial scheme.
Whitehall Inn. Registrations from 21
♦ pie from vice —Johnson.
♦ Many of the claims came from Island Railroad Company.
son; a talk that gave his hearers
day, regional vice presidents reviewed
One plant has been in operation plies to the method by which the
States were recorded by Mrs. William
Palls. Wlllamitlc, Athens, Topsfield,
concisely the attainments in their on the Southend waterfront thej corporation will obtain its material,
An impressive array of witnesses something of an insight into the prob
B. Hay and Mrs. Walter E. Tobie of immediate localities, Mrs.
-----------------j Carroll, Prentiss and Lee.
Peter past year—established by W. H.|for the kelp will be brought here
appeared on behalf of the complain lem of maintaining law and order
Mntnr I ironcac
Bear are J115' “ thick, however, ln ant, consisting of the engineer, fire among us. He emphasized the fact Portland
from Nova Scotia waters, and thus,
_
,
...__ JCorpstein of Phoenix, Arizona, being and L. B. Betz. It has pursued
Preparations for entertainment
, ______ ________
___ ____
especially in the man, conductor and other trainmen. that police officers are appointed by
the only official absent. The finan- the even tenor of its way, appar it may be .explained, is necessitated
reached
the
perfected
stage
through
_,
_ f __
_
, ! 13,000,000 acres of woodland from
| ctal report of the council was sup- ently to the satisfaction of the pro- by the fact that the Governor and
The particular provision of the law the political party in power and
r ourtccn Of Them Suspend- which damage claims are only oc- relating to the case requires a trav stated that civil service applied to committee appointment of Mrs. E. J. I plied by Mrs. Brice P. Disque of New prietors.
Council leased to the Betz concern
ed—What Was Done In casional because there are few if any eler upon the way where a railroad police departments in our American Cornells and Miss Emma Alden who Ycrk who also recounted the general
Comes now the interesting re the kelp rights along the Maine
were supported by the local club of
pv.i
p
I camps or storehouses for bear to crossing is located to reduce the speed cities would be a marked gain for the
activities and aims of the organiza port that another concern is com coast, it apparently not having been
ficers; Mrs. Pearl G. Willey, presi
er aS€S
break Into and no domestic animals of his vehicle and proceed cautiously public in law enforcement.
tions in her State.
ing here to operate in an experi taken into consideration that a sec
He gave very interesting figures on dent; Mrs. Allston K. Thorndike. Mrs.
Mrs. Kemble White of Clarksburg, mental way for the present, hut ond company would appear.
ovei the crossing.
Licenses of 14 motor vehicle opera- for 'hem to kill.
Charles A. Perry, vice presidents; and W. Va.. dealt with conservation work
Witnesses called by the State told the different offenses for which of
with a very fair prospect that a
tors of Maine were indefinitely sus- _ The bear 5eason OP™*1 lhe same
In Nova Scotia the Alzine com
Miss Bessie Bowers, secretary-trea
in her commitee report; Mrs. Wind large production plant may even pany is understood to have already
day as the partridge and woodcock of an usually heavy rain, accom fenders are taken into custody. He
pended Thursday by Secretary of
Qct t BW sh<x)ters haye panied by considerable wind. The dwelt upon difficulties growing out surer. The general chairman was | sor T. White of Ohio, garden centers;
tuate.
leased a wharf and made plans for
State Frederick Robie after he had returned with reports of having seen whistle was blown 100 feet south of of the fact that our country has a Mrs Fred S. Woods of Portland, past i Mrs. Jerome W Coombs, horticula large warehouse. The kelp would
The
new
concern
is
known
as
president of the Maine Federation. ! ture; Mrs. E. W. Frost ot Texar
conducted hearings on various com- many bear signs and a lot of deer, the crossing and the bell was ring liquor license while surrounding
Algine Corporation of New York be gathered by Nova Scotia fisherSeveral
members
of
the
summer
kana. Ark., roadside beautification; which, through the production of men, and shipped to Rockland by
plaints and petitons for restoration
wUl become legal targets In the ing continuously. The train con countries do not.
The problem of law enforcement Is colony who remained late for the Mrs. Waldo Cummer of Jacksonville, algine from kelp may discover new water.
sisted
only
of
the
locomotive
and
the
six
northern
counties
commencing
of operators' certificates.
autumnal foliage, held open house for pla ylglUng gardens; Mrs F Joel
October 16 and In the rest of Maine entire crew was In the cab. Only one of cooperation between the pub
In the new proposition there are
processes which will have a profit
Robie issued a conditional license
those on the left side witnessed the lic and the police department. This the visitors. Mrs. E. J. Cornells was , gwlft Q{ Nyaclc.on.Hudson. N. Y„ able industrial value.
j beginning Nov. 1.
possibilities which make jfor pleas
to John B. Barry of Belfast, whose
Many sportemen who
seelt accident. The automobile was ap fact was driven home by Chief Rich hostess at a 4.30 tea Thursday at her advlsory councll
The Algine Corporation is said ant consideration, to say the least.
estate which overlooks Camden
permit had been revoked because of only the swift and wary deer now parently not visible until the lo ardson's talk.
An old fashioned clam bake ln
Visiting Rotarians were Frank Po- harbor, the mountains Battle and
a drunken driving charge, Robie said, concentrate on bear as they have comotive arrived at the street line.
Megunticook forming a background Maine style Is becoming something of
Its
position
was
placed
at
between
30
land.
Boston;
Gilbert
Harmon.
CamHe suspended for 30 days the found that it requires Just as much
for a setting acclaimed a gem by the a lost art but Dr. Fred S Woods of
licenses of Ephrem Cote of Augusta. ,11 "ot 7°re skl11
°ne of the and 40 feet at the time. Estimates den. Guests, Dwight Stanley, Monassembled nature lovers. Mrs. Donald Portland, husband of the general
hegan;
Arthur
Robinson.
Rockland.
of
the
automobile's
speed
varied
from
I under-slung beasts as It does to get
D. podge also entertained that day at chairman, remembers the technique
speeding complaint, and Robert L., # shot ftt a fleel.fooUd white.ull
20 to 30 miles an hour.
an afternoon luncheon, her gorgeous j and put it in execution for the 1
Sidell of Madison, reckless driving
At
the
conclusion
of
the
plaintiff's
A map showing distribution of wild
gardens at Beauchamp Point proving garden devotees at noon Friday at I
complaint.
Mr. Orne's
attorney,
game in Maine, prepared from In evidence.
Hosmer Pond Outing Club Lodge.1
a delight of the first rank.
The license of Alvin Brewer of formation supplied by wardens of the Charles T. Smalley, moved for a con
The group of hospitality guardians with 94 partaking of the feast. Pearl
West Southport was suspended to Jan. Maine Department of Inland Pish- tinuance for a reasonable time in Appeal For Good Sport smanship In Protecting This consisted of Mrs. C.Gmer Porter. Mrs. O. Willey, husband of the Camden
1 of next year, because of a reckless erles and Game, shows in graphic which to prepare the defense. The|
Walter B. Brockway, Portland; Mrs. Club's president, proved an energetic
driving complaint. Robie suspended . fQrm that many kinds of
animalj) case was accordingly continued for
Bird
It would be difficult to imagine dam. and many of the contributors
William R. Pattangall, Augusta; Mrs. co-worker and handled to good aduntil insurance security was filed the ,
yirtually eywy
of
further hearing until Oct. 19 at 2
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
vantage
several
bushels
of
clams
with
a
more congenial gathering than that made their pledges on the strength
Thomas
E.
Greenway,
Skowhegan;
license of George F. Morrill of Rock-| gtate wlth mQOse deer
fox p. m.
Now that the open season for tak Mrs. Ernest A. Robbins and Mrs. W. accompanying yards of seaweed wh,ch surrounded thj tables m the of completed service. It is under
port, reckless driving complaint.
County
Attorney
Burrows
pres

raccoon and rabbits predominating.
ing upland game birds is here many Griffin pribbel. Evidences of their ' Lobsters and corn were also featured
stood that salmon will be available
Robie restored the license of Wil
the case foi the prosecution.
Silas Watts bridge restaurant in as soon as this has been brought
State and Federal wardens report ented
Mr *(^e”w*a”"severely”itojured"'at hunters w111 g0 afleld W enjoy thelr thoughtful welcoming touch were | on the menu,
liam B Greene of Milton. Mass., an abundance of ducks and geese ou
Mid-westerners and others hailing Warren, last night, Comprising It about.
found in souvenir gifts typical of
“pending final disposition of drunk- i resting and feeding grounds. The the time of the accident and bears fuvorite sport,
In certain localities many pheas Maine at this season of the year. from as far distant as Colorado were the directors and advisory I A committee comprising C. Earle
en driving case" He denied the water fowl season opened Oct. 9.
some apparently permanent scars
upon his forehead. His automobile ants will be found and due to the Aroostook Region presented small viewed the coastwise proceedings beard members of the Knox County Ludwick. John C. Creighton Charles
petition of Harold J. French of Wal
Commissioner Stobie of the State
friendliness of the farmer and others
with skeptical eye. doubtful If the Fish and Game Association, with1 Starrett, Arthur McDonald. Albert
doboro for restoration of his license, Pish and Game Department, after sustained extensive damage and re
boxes of choice potatoes attractively
who
have
fed
them
during
the
past
clouds
of smoke arising from the Oscar Starrett, president of the As- B. Elliot and Austin M. Moody was
revoked because of a drunken driv an aerial expedition into various pairs to the locomotive are said to
boxed, while Camden's gift was a
few
years
they
have
become
more
steaming
shellfish could
possible soclation, acting as host. The supper appointed to confer with officials
approximate $50. Mr. Orne claimed
ing charge.
selection of graded apples from the
parts of the State, reported part
he was proceeding cautiously at the ! or less domesticated. This quite nat Parker Deane orchards arranged with forebode anything edible. Fears were proved so pleasing to the palates of of the Georges River Mills who will
Robie said conditional licenses ridge as “very thick everywhere."
time, but owing to the heavy wind urally makes them an easy prey for evergreen in a wooden bowl, the latter allayed, however and gave place to the nlmrods and anglers that they be told of the Fish and Oame Assowould be issued to August Apin of
and rain did not hear the bell of the dog and gun and many can be to serve as a permanent memento. epicurean delight when the succu- piomptly voted to hold their next elation's willingness to turn over the
Togus. "misstatement ot fact'' com
BATES' DEBATING SEASON
the locomotive and because of the taken unless the sportsmen show the Decorations were in charge of Mrs. lent morsels were sampled. President | board meeting at the same place two j sum of $1,000 when the fishway at
plaint, and Aimee Godbout of Lew
the upper dam is completed. The
C. C. Rich of the Outing Club , weeks from that date,
buildings, trees and flat cars on his ' dl'^°n £
Albert R. Benedict of Medomak
iston, drunken driving complaint,
A womans' team from the Univer right, was not aware of its approach ,
Association has on hand $780 and
by
the'eommittee
of
aCld
’
*
ssed
group,
explaining
the
1
It
was
also
voted
to
have
a
memwas
tne
consensus
ot
opinion
_
_
when they "pass compulsory exam sity of Vermont will open Bates' fall
bership meeting in one of the Thom plans to raise the balance that would
Snow-Bowl project.
until too late to avoid a collision.
inations."
enough to warrant an open- season Fleven
Eleven were
were conducted
conducted Wednesday
Wednesday
debating season in Lewiston Oct. 21,
bring It to $1,000.
A turnpike drive around Megunti aston churches Nov. 19.
on them in Maine this year and the night with Mrs. O. W. Dynes of Hins- cook Lake ushered in the afternoon,
-----------------I discussing the question. ‘Resolved:
Warren Everett of Thomaston was
A new member of the official
Lady: “Please send me a leg of! that the several States should adopt
Commissioner of Inland Fisheries dale. Ill., in the chair as president of visits being also made to other points| board was welcomed last night. He strongly endorsed for a position at
the unicameral system of legislamutton.”
and Game, guided by public opinion. the National Council. "Maine Day" of interest such as the Bok Amphi- was John C. Creighton, a prominent one of the State game camps, and a
I'm
sorry,
but
I
have
tion."
Elizabeth
Kadjperooni
'38.
Comes
Storv
Of
Putnam
acted accordingly. In some sections was observed Thursday when Mrs theatre and State Park. Special pro- Union merchant, who succeeds his committee will see Commissioner
Butcher:
-------------“
J
of the gtate ,hey gre numerous Josephs Leach, regional vice presi-|
had such a run
on my-----legs-------------------------------------------today Lewiston; Ellen Craft '38.------------New York;
vision had been made for open house late fellow townsman, Frank Gorden. Stobie to see why the appointment,
Company Raised ln What enougb to perhaps have a short open dent, of Walpole, Mass., and East
and Caroline Pulsifer 39, Poland.
Much of the talk last night con as promised, has not been forth
that I have none left.'
to the visitors at "Montpelier.”
season, and this seems self evWent I B^bhay. opened the meeting ofthe
ghops suppUed attractlve cerned the new fishway which is ap coming.
------------------------------------------------- will uphold the affirmative for Bates,
Is Now Washington
that if they are protected for a few words
a tribute to Mrs. Woods, i fcrowslng fQr those thus lncllned
There was also some discussion
1
Prof. Brooks Quimby, debating coach
proaching completion near
the
( more years their numbers will be P55' president of the Maine FederaFOR SALE
announced. Because the topic Is the Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
Returning for a banquet at White Georges River Mills in Warren, and in regard to a sportsmen’s show at
Sixty-six Hereford Cattle—one-halt same as that for the high School
In looking over some old papers I sufficient to have a season when they tion; following which Mrs. Harrie S. hall Inn, members were treated to which is pronounced by experts to be the Rockland Community Building
Heifers and one-half Steers; weight debating leagues throughout the found something which will be of In- can be taken legally throughout the Coe of Portland, the new president, a surprise in the form' of individual one of the best in the State, if not the coming winter.
400 pounds up:
O**- ’•
country thu wint4!r, invltatlons t0 terest to some of your subscribers, state.
gave a report, in the course of which
Richard O. Elliot will be chairman
miniature pine trees planted in flower the best. There has been expended
she commended the Caribou Club for
Knox
County
is
most
favorable
for
Telephone 6-4 '
Union Maine attend have been sent to nearly 50 especially those in Washington, as
pots, the latter being the gifts of oil this project $600 for materials, of the membership meeting in Thom
118-125 High Schools In Maine and New Putnam was a former-name of Wash their well being, as the winter months securing the Prof. Olaf Nylander col Mrs. W. Griffin Grlbbel of Philadel $600 for labor and the whole propo aston. Nov. 19. and Dr. Walter P.
Conley of Camden and A. C. Hock
' j Hampshire, members of the Bates In ington. I have copied the paper ex are not as severe as in some sections lection of 50.000 specimens; and the phia. Ihe trees were from the nurs sition will cost about $1,500.
Coupled with It is the necessity of ing of St. George will arrange the
of the State. This being true what Camden Club for its medal pork ln eries in Fryeburg and were presented
actly. spelling and all:
terscholastic Debating League.
"Putnam Company of Mark Hatches Ls most needed is the co-operation of conservation.
to the guests as souvenirs. Maine pic having another fishway at the upper entertainment.
All New England presidents, with tures provided by Harrie S. Coe of
the hunter.
Battallion of 1813 and 1814.
LIVE AND LET LIVE
One fine Camden sportsman has the exception of New Hampshire's Portland were shown as a dinner
"Jefferson did not believe In war in
Representative James C. Oliver
expended more than $100 of his own were In attendance. Mrs. Coe respond postlude.
< Rep.-Me.) declared in Portland face of terable fighting ln Europe.
54 Head of Pure-bred Hereford
“The English robed our vessels, took personal funds to propagate these ing for Maine; Miss Ethel Winneck,
Thursday Marne stood at the bottom
Decorative touches, under the su
Heifers. All T. B. and abortion- of the list of 48 states in programs for 1400 of our Seamen and hundreds of birds and others have supplied food Vermont; Mrs. Phillip L. Spaulding. pervision of Mrs. Albert R. Benedict Will Hold Forth In Rock
Realizing that the public has been
tested. Five bulls and five steers. old age assistance. Such old age aid ships, built Fourts on American Ter and shelter for them during the win Massachusetts; Mrs. Peter P Chase. of Medomak, Included a display of
lojal
to the local Salvation Army
land Monday With a Full
as given in Maine, he told the 13 ritory. People all in a cowardly sleep ter months. For this reason alone Rhode Island; Mrs. Malcolm Edger Maine grasses end hand drawn silk
All T. B. tested.
Corps in the past, Captain Carl Bow
Program
Class, a church organization, was “a East of the Aleganies, Patriotic in it seems most unfair for any one ton, Connecticut; and Mrs. William tapestries by Mrs. Perry Collesoiie
ness through the courtesy of The
Champlin
serving
as
proxy
for
the
to
take
them
after
the
other
fellow
living indictment of the apathy of the West.
of Kingfleld.
WILLIAM SMALL
Knox County teachers invade Courier-Gazette would like to ask
“Tecumpser. an Indian Chief, has spent time and money so that in OTanite State leader.
Maine people and we should be
Events will be climaxed todeiy
ROCKLAND, MAINE
that anyone wishing to do something
formed a nation of Sixteen tribes to the future we may all have another Conservation, horticulture and road with a motorcade to Mt. Desert Rockland next Monday for their an
ashamed
of
it."
He
advocated
a
"live
121-122
worth while fcr the local Unit, can
exterminate all the Whites in the game bird as well as the beautiful side beautification were the proj Island. A visit enroute will be made nual convention, and will discuss the
and help live" social philosophy.
if they will, furnish our hall with a
ects
stressed
at
this
session.
An
illus

ring
neck
cockerel
to
admire
as
he
West.
at the Black Mansion In Ellsworth following program:
new piano or at least one that is in
“Henry Clay got a Declaration of struts along the highway and across trated lecture on New England, with and the trip ther resumed to Acadia
General session, auditorium. 930- good condition.
the open field.
descriptive slides of scenic beauties National Park and Mt. Cadillac. Tea 10.30 a. m., presiding. Superintendent
war through Congress.
We have a very comfortable hall
The writer wishes the sportsmen a in each State was an unique contri will be served at the Jordan Pond George J. Cumming or Rockland;
"A Battallion was formed here in
here and are planning real good
most
successful
season
and
sincerely
bution which, at the conclusion of the House In Bar Harbor, the Mt. De singing, led by Harrison C. Lyseth,
1813 on their hook (I presume this
and helpful meetings this fall and
ANNUAL
means on their own hook B. M. J.) of appeals to their good sportsmanship display, was presented to the National sert Garden Club to act as hostess. director of Secondary Education, Au winter. A good piano to furnish
•
•
•
•
in
the
propagation
and
protection
of
Council for use in garden club gath
four Companies. Palermo two, Mont
gusta, accompanist. Mrs. Esther Rog music would certainly be a worthy
erings throughout the nation. Mrs.
Garden Club History
ville one, Putnam one. They were the pheasant.
ers, Rockland; prayer. Rev. Corwin contribution at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. Pheasant.
Walter S. Williams of East' Norton,
called out three -times. Maine was
The first Garden Club in Maine was H. Olds, Rockland; business report
Capt. Carl Bowness.
Mass., was speaker and Mrs. Coe organized in Camden on March 4, of the N.E.A. convention, Superin
the only place that was loyal to the
ITS VALUE SHOWN
showed the pictures.
West except the Sailors.
1915, for the exchange of experi tendent Frank D. Rowe, Warren; cusslon led by MLss Florence L. Jen
The National Council meeting* of ences. discussion of best methods for greetings from the State Depart
“Putnam Company of Mark Hatch Finger Printing Apparatus Leads oT
kins, State Supervisor of Home EcoThursday was opened by the presi cultivation of house and garden plants ment, Dr. Bertram E. Packard, Com
Recovery Of Stolen Money
Battallion. James Daggett. Captain;
namics, Augusta.
dent,
and
achievements
in
the
vari

Daniel McCurdy, Lieutenant; Sargent,
and to instruct school children in missioner of Education.
Apropos of the finger printing
Manual Arts, round table discus
William Witt, Calvin Starrett, William articles which have recently ap ous States were reported briefly. In knowledge of plant life. The club
Department sessions 10.30-12 Sec sion led by Stephen E. Patrick. State
Afternoon and Evening
Priest. John Gil Patrick, John Bow peared in this psper, the following answer to the roll call, Arkansas had was federated in 1931.
ondary schools, Room 24. Principal Director of Vocational Education,
Free Admission
man, John Clark.
In 1916 the club became interested Walter Gay. Warren, chairman; ad Augusta.
clipping from the Bangor com one member present; Connecticut, 4;
Privates
mercial will be read with interest: Colorado. 1; Georgia, 2; Illinois, 2; ln civic work and sponsored the first dress. Dr. J. C. Brown, superintend
General session, auditorium 1.30 p,
Clark. Elisha
Lelghr. Henry
CHICKEN PIE SUPPER—5.30 TO 7.00
"Value of a new equipment re Iowa, 3; Maine, 43; Massachusetts, Community Christmas Tree on the ent of schools, Pelham, N. Y.; discus tn., musio. Rockland High Sohool
Cooland. Daniel
Lclghr. Martin
cently installed at the police sta 13; (Michigan, 6; Missouri, 1; New Library lot. Later it was considered sion.
Cunningham.
Light. Peter
Band, conducted by Oeorge Law;
Adults, 50c; Children, 25c
John
Lessner, Charles
tion was definitely proven this Hampshire, 1; New Jersey, 4; New more practical to prepare and dis
Elementary schools. Junior High business; address. Miss Phila M. Grif
121-122
Cunningham.
Lessner, George
Samuel
Malnlng. John
week. Miss Jer.ny Jones of West York, fi; Ohio, 4; Pennsylvania, 3; tribute Christmas dinner baskets to study hall, Mrs. Florence Davis. War fin; address, Dr. J. C. Brown.
Cunningham,
Marr, John. Jr.
Palm Beach reported the loss of Rhode Ibland, 3; South Carolina, 1; needy families, and this custom has ren, chairman; address, Miss Phila
Simon
Montgomery,
Cunningham.
Robert
$500 in cash taken frm her room Vermont. 2; West Virginia, 2; Ken been continued annually with the co M. Griffin. Elementary State Super
Timothy
Moody. John
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
operation of the town's citizens.
Sunday night at the Y. W. C. A. tucky (letter) 1; Florida (letter) 4.
visor, Concord, N. H., discussion.
Overlock. Joseph
Davis. Daniel
Dearing. John
Overlock. Jacob
It was voted at this meeting that
The) Bok Garden Awards are spon
She reported to Chief Abbott and
Home Economics, round table disIf I had my life to live again I would
Dearing. William
Overlock. John
have made a rule to read some poetry
Dodge. Teler
Overlook. Martin
Deputy Sheriff Warren Tribou a resolution be drawn up asking that sored by this organization, $1000 be
1 and llaten to some music at least once
Doe. 8amuel
Pelton. Joel
and they proceeded to take finger the name. “North Atlantic Region" ing yearly contributed by Mrs. Mary sister of J. Pierpont Morgan, who is a week. The loss of these tastes la a
Eastman. Enos
Plnkham. Anso
Farrar. Thomas
Ptnkham. John
prints at once. After finger print be changed to “New England Region.-’ Louise Bok to winners in contests for president of the New England Wild loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
Fitch, Henry
Razor. Charles Jr.
Good For $1000 to $1500 a Week
As a crowning pleasure to the lawns, gardens and homes attrac- Flower Preservation Society.
ing several suspects they found
Razor. Jacob
Fish. John
MAPLES AFTER FROST
Grove. Enoch
Rawlins. Ellphalet the guilty person and the money initial day’s program, Zlato Baloko- tivelly planted. Flower shows are
With a record of worthwhile This morning each tall maple Is
Gibbs. Thomas
Speed, Benjamin
Owner has other plans
A Scotch Highland lad.
Speed. Robert
was restored to Miss Jones who vic, internationally known as a Vio held each summer, this year's inno achievement, this society is not, how
Oil Patrick
All the green leave.% turned by frost
Taylor. John S.
Thomas
has been during the summer a linist, presented a musicale at his vation being a fall show which was ever, content to rest on its laurels, To vivid tartan plaid. %
Inquire of
Gil Patrick,
Tibbetts.
Benjamin
David
Judson Hill home. Hellmut Baer- successful to such a degree that a but aggressively forges ahead on new Scarf and cap and pleated kilts;
waitress at a local restaurant.
Grenell. Phillip
Toby, Joseph
ventures, among which is the sending Boughs, bare <at the knees—
“The young girl found guilty wald was at/the piano for the 10-piece second is a foregone concluson.
Walker. Henry
Heaton. Isaac
was a clan so proud
Hibbert. Daniel
Wilson. Walter
A conservation medal was recently of a delegate this year to the Audu Never
program which contained: Praeluwas
sentenced.
She
has
been
in
As this, called Maple Trees
Nelson. Randal
Hopkins. Robert
INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
awarded
to
the
Camden
group
for
bon
Nature
Camp
for
study
purposes.
this town but a short time and dlum (Pugnani-Kreister), Adagio.
Wlncapaw. Jacob
Jones. Alnsley
See them marching down the street.
Lawton, James
Witt, Jewell
The Camden Club Ls respected for Brief, "bright skirts aswlrl!
is an out of tcwn residence. She (Bach), Rondo (Mozart). Poeme the most meritorious work of the 46
375 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 77
Listen! What a sweet, wild tune
its
ambitious
programs,
carefully
garden
clubs
in
the
State,
presenta

By Blanche M. Johnston.
was placed on six months proba (Chausson). Song of the Nightingale
Their windy bagpipes skirl!
119-121
Washington, Oct. 6,
(Granados-Siegel), The Flight of the tion made by Mrs S V B Crosby, planned and efficiently executed.
-Ethel Romtg Fuller, ,
tion,"

moior Licenses

other

FISHWAY NEARS COMPLETION

Save The Pheasant

Knox Fish and Gamers Are Now Considering
Another At Warren’s Upper Dam

From An Old Paper

FOR SALE OCT. 12

PLEASANT VALLEY GRANGE, NO. 274

BAZAAR
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 15

FOR SALE

BUSINESS ON MAIN STREET

ELMER C. DAVIS

Teachers Coming

Piano Is Wanted

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, October 9, 1937
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lining the work to be done this year
by freshmen ln the manual training
THREB-TIMES-A-WEEK
course; a report, ‘'Rockland High
School Assembly on Oct. 5" by Louise National Leaders, In Rival
(By
the
Pupils)
Verily, verily. I say unto you. He
Harden; “The Subscription Contest"
Camps, Discuss Political
that believeth on me hath everlast
by Barbara Robinson; “Donald Mac
ing life.—John 6:47.
Situation
Substitutes this week were Mrs. Millan to Lecture Again in Rock
Charlotte Hopkins and Mrs. Clara land" by Naomi Rackllff and "Rock
Postmaster General James A. Far
land's Next Football Game" by Rich ley. as Chairman of the Democratic
Kelsey.
• • • »
ard S. Brown.
National Committee cites the recent
• • * •
Miss Eliza Steele gave physical ex-.
Will Go Sixty Million Cen- I aminations this week to all members j Next Tuesday's assembly, under the Connery election in Massachusetts
sus Cards and Fourteen I of the Junior and Senior High, which directon of Miss Stahl, will be in ob- and New York primary results as
evidence of continuing popularity of
There is an easier Way to send money away
] included weighing, height, examina- 1 servance of Columbus Day.
Questions
the President and the New Deal.
tions of teeth and throat.
than by postal order.
Representative Hamilton Fish, Re
The second issue of the Highlite
An order to print 60.000,000 cards,
publican. of New York, however, in a
came out this week.
each bearing a message from Presi-, In observance of Fire Prevention
« • w «
comment on the forecast by Senator
Just come to this bank and tell the amount
dent Roosevelt to the unemployed Week a program was presented at
The pupils hope that when Rock- Royal S. Copeland. Democrat, of
and 14 questions calculated to elicit P1^4^
™de up °*“ land motors to Augusta to play Cony New York, that the New Deal would
of money you wish to send and its destination.
Song. "Scotlands Burn.ng
by H,gh School at 2.50 today it will be continued in power ln 1940. prethe facts of unemployment, will go scbool ]ed by Richard Ellingwood;
shew both offence and defence: for dieted that fierce conflict between
to the Public Printer within a few origion of Fire Prevention Week,'' ell the school is rooting for them the New Deal and the “liberal and
Without the scratch of a pen upon your part,
days, it was announced by John D.' Mary Gross. "Fire Prevention in to win.
constitutional Democrats' 'would prewithout a bit of red tape or lost time, a money
Old Lady Luck as not been with vent such a result.
Biggers. Director of the National Un Rockland High School.” Inez Bowley;
"Electrical
Service
with
Saftey.
t
he
t
eam
f
Or
the
last
two
games,
but
Calling
on
former
President
Hoover
employment Census.
Winslow-Holbrook Post will hold its j An attendance of over 1000 mem
order will be prepared for you to mail.
Patricia Hall;
A Visit to the Fire r r hoped it will be with them today ' and Alfred M Landon to forget their annual Armistice Ball in Community bers and their families is expected
Mr. Biggers said that he expected
Station.' Irving McConchle; "Chem- The fact tbat cony is a large school "mythical title" of party leadership,
Oct. 21 at Community Building when
the cards to be printed and ready ical Extinguishers Gorflon Richard- j sj-l0Uid be the reason for Rockland Mr Fish predicted that if the Demo- Building Dr. Taylor and the co
operating groups, gladly turned over the Knox County Farm Bureau holds
The cost?—Less than al the post office.
by Nov. 17, when they will be dis son and Frederick Perry; remarks by working all the harder.
crats should nominate President the hall to the Legion for its one big its annual meeting. Citizens, mer
Chief
Van
Russell;
first
aid
demon'
tributed to an estimated total of
It is expected that the stars. Skin- Roosevelt or an ardent New Deal folchants and the Chamber of Commerce
stration by Elmer Pinkham of Cen i r.er. Karl. LaCrosse and Billings will lower in 1940. the "liberal and con- night in the year. This represents a
31.000,000 American families. The
fine piece of public spirit and is high unite in wishing this fine organization
tral Maine Power Co.; song. Keep get
tbere and do their stuff stu- stltutional Democrats will align
ly approved by the Legionnaires and top success In its gathering,
President's message requests the un
the Home Fires Burning, by school dents want t0 see the line do its 1 themselves, at least temporar ly. With public alike.
• • • •
employed workers who receive cards led by Richard Ellingwood; an- blocking and defending. The school the Republican party, prj..ced It
When Charlotte Cahill Rauser.
•
•
•
•
to fill them in and return them not nouncements. Mr. Biaisdell. The pro- j aIsc hopes that Coach Matheson has I.heral.zes its policies and leadership
teacher of the dance, first viewed the
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, YINALUAVEN, WARREN
Community Building is designed to tower room preparatory to hiring it
later than Nov. 20. and Mr. Biggers ' gram chairman was Nell Russell and seme new plays up his sleeve.—Rich wi'hin the confines of the Constitu
fill
a
tremendously
important
place
promised that within six weeks of devotional exercises were led by Jes- arc S. Brown.
for each Thursday, her comment was
tion and our American system of
ln the social and civic life of this city. similar to that of most on first sight,
I sie Olds. The assembly ended with
.government.
“
lf
the
Republican,
MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
that date he would be able to offer
Again this year, this school will ! party does not thus “liberalize” Itself. 111 wU1 give oPP^tunKy for organized "How charming, and what lovely dra
a fire drill.
the public the first over-all. reason
games
and
healthful
social
contacts
have the privilege of having six en he said. Democrats affronted by a
peries. Those draperies, by the way.
Elizabeth Hammond is school tertainments from the Royal Attrac New Deal victory in 1940" will form to hundreds of boys and girls now were, the gift to the building by Lin
ably accurate figure on the number
tions Company of Boston, of which their own independent or constitu forced to play in the streets; it will coln E McRae.
of unemployed which this country stenographer this week.
• • • •
Pitt Parker is manager. These as tional party and the Republicans will give leisure hour games and reading
has ever had.
Under “Public Speaking and Dra- semblies are scheduled for Oct. 26,
to High and Junior High members;
Townsend Club No. 2 through its
not
carry
any
more
states
than
they
Mr. Biggers said that every effort maticS” ln Pres Clifton E Gray's Nov. 18. Dec. 6. Jan. 26. March 2 and
it will reach the all-important “be president. Mrs. Minnie Miles. Capt.
did in 1932 or 1936.
would be made to get a complete 1637 report of Bates College, mention April 13.
"The trouble with the Republican yond school age" group with theatri William Young. Sheriff Ludwick. Bert
response to this mail check, down1 1$ made of Miss Dorothy E. Parker.
leadership today." he continued, "is cals. bowling, etc.; it will reach the Winslow and others on a live wire
a Bates graduate, as winning, with
At a recent meeting of the basket
to follow-up work by the postmen
that it is still living in the ten-horse adult man and woman through use of 1 committee have hired one of the large
her players, last spring, the State ball squad. Eugenia Brault was
auditorium and reading rooms; lt will i rooms for meeting purposes, utilizing
on their routes. "For instance, they One-Act play contest sponsored by elected manager, Stella Young, cap-i power period of 30 years ago instead
93 Exchange Street
give
women's clubs and men's groups each Monday night.
will visit every trailer camp," Mr. (he State Federation of Women's tain of out of town games, and Win-I of meeting the problems of the pres ideal, centrally located meeting places '
. • . ent fifty-horsepower age.
Portland,
Maine
Bigers said, "and leave registration Clubs.
! ifred Dimick captain of home games
at very low rates; it will serve citizens ; The Parent-Teacher Association is
If
the
Roosevelt-New
Deal
faction
•
•
•
•
forms in every trailer. They will
Established 1854
for this season
the* 1940 Democratic and merchants alike in affording ade- negotiating for use of the auditorium
is defeated in
go to shacks along the rivers and
Rev. Corwin Olds addressed the
quate
rest
room
facilities
for
shopfor
a
Christmas
Dance
and
Milk
Fund
Representative,
E.
T.
RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
convention, he predicted, most of its, ,
................... „
L
. ..
railroads where transients gather." Junior High Assembly Wednesday
The subeription contest ended this; adherents will go over to the Farm“ wU1 brin« 411 Knox County) Ball Harold Savage has hired the
18-19TASU
He added that as a preliminary he, morning, giving a vivid and interest- week with the “Live Wires" cap- er-Labor party to be headed by closer 45 4 central mating spot and hall for a New Year's Ball and tenparty
planned to put on what he agreed Lig description of “Life on a Cattle tained by Dick Marsh winning by
lt
will
make
Rockland
a
convention
tatively
for
a
series
of
Wednesday
;
to describe as a "big ballyhoo." The Ranch." William East conducted: 817 worth of subscriptions. Prizes Senator LaFollette. John L. Lewis.
night dances.
DOCTORS' WARNING
• • • •
"ballyhoo" will take place in the1 cevotional
exercises.
Principal will be awarded by the Curtis Pub or even Mavor LaGuardia." In that c
case, he thought the Republican
11 must be h0™
mlnd however
weeks immediately proceeding the Blaisdell made several important lishing Co., at a later date.
Plans are being made for a series of |
Staff Members of Medical School Say
party, “with new leadership." could ’bat these benefits can only come if
census, and it is expected that th? ?i,nouncements, and Ernest Dondis
card partite to be held through the FamQUS Magazine American
Casts Are Wrongly Diagnosed As
J
citizens,
mens
clubs,
women's
clubs,
"sweep the country.”
President, who has given Mr. Big- introduced Rev Mr Olds. This pro®
’
Appendicitis
and boys and girls co-operate ln aid winter in the tower room.
The beginning lessons of manual
Boy, Presents Six-Man
gers carte blanche, will ta re a con- gram was arranged by Room 10-11
ing the building, attending its functraining consisted of learning the
The return engagement of the crack
WARREN
siderable part in it.
Two members of the staff of
Team
' tions and giving its ultimate objective
W.P.A. vaudeville troupe and orches
The President's message to every The Junior High Orchestra is this seven rules for planlng' divislon of
Temple
University Medical School
verbal
support.
Its
present
activities
tbe Inch- and ...
planing .itself.
.....
., . After'. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney W. Vlnal are limited by adequate equipment tra is assured for this month and is
In the early fall issues of The
worker is only the first step. It year organized thus; Violins. Phillip
told
the
Medical Society of Penn
v,irr>hv
raivin
was
completed
sand
blocks
were
I
.
.
_
,
.
.
_
French. Veronla Murphy, Calvin
now in the hands of the committee to American Boy there'll be presented
*
‘have returned home from Brighton,
follows:
and lack of funds. The operating
constructed.
Those
who
received
A"
i
.
sylvania
Thursday
that too many
determine the exact date. By an ar
A Message From The President of, German. Samuel Rankin; trumpets,
Mass, where they spent a few weeks
Dudley Harvey. Virginia White: were given mahogany for the second at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Ray group is working its collective head rangement in effect several weeks, a the story of a new game—six-man cases were wrongly diagnosed as ap
The United States
off to make the building go and give regular admission can be charged I football-fast as profession4! football,
The White House. Washington. Clarinets. Miriam Dorman. Priscilla pro^' Gum wood was glven t0 th« mond Vinal.
pendicitis and too many patients
the boys and girls of today and tomorstudents
who
received
“
B."
If
they
McCaslin. saxophones. Harrison Dow
when the beneficiary is a worthy one. - wide open as basketball, thrilling as
To every worker:
Mrs.
Charles
Conant
and
children.
I
row
.
a
break.
All
that
is
necessary
is
were
being subjected to unnecessary
received "C" the second project was
If you are unemployed or partly' Herbert Ellingwood; horn, Harley
Charles aind Nettle motored to Ap- tbat those who believe in the work 1 The tickets will be mode rately priced hockey!
made from pine.
operations.
unemployed and are able to work Simmons: trombone. Albert Munro;
The game came to life through the
The second project consists of mak- Pleton with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur the pay;ess operating group are do-1 in order that all may see this truly
Evidence of this said Dr. William
and are seeking work, please fill out fl’ums. John Storer. Harold Blacxneed of small schools for some sub
Grover and daughter Mildred of ing, to pitch in and help, and for splendid show.
ing
a
r.eck-tie
rack
of
original
de

• • • •
this card right away and mail lt be-, b Eton; piano. John Knigrft. Nancy
A
Swaim and Dr. Lester Morrison M
stitute for 11-man football, which was
sign. the third project is one's own Rockland. They were guests of Mr those who are prejudiced against the
Charles and Laurie Taylor, na too expensive. Stephen Epler, a Ne at the society's annual convention,
fore midnight, Saturday. Nov. 20. Parker.
choice, the fourth is a project given and Mrs. Everett Whitney for the building to lay aside their antipathy tionally famous evangelists, will con1937. No postage stamp is needed
for a while and see lf the project duct meetlngs at community Build- braska graduate student in athletics, is manifest in the reappearance,
New members of the Junior High by the instructor, after which stu- day.
The Congress directed me to take
developed the game of six-man foot after the operations, of identical
Mrs
A
Paul
Graham
of
Cambridge,|
hasn't-some
merit after all
G’rls' Glee Club, as announced by dents will take up various projects
ng every night except Saturday from
this census. It is important to the
ball to meet this need. In six-man
Miss Hagar, include Joan Ripley. in the text book—Clarence Butler. Mass., is visiting her parents. Mr. and
symptoms.
• • • •
1 Nov. 7 to 29 in the auditorium. This
unemployed and to every one in
Mrs.
K.
F.
Wight
for
a
week.
With Representatives Smith and j great series of meetings in which all football anybody can score, the pos
Nancy Parker, Lucille Sweeney. LeThey said a campaign for early
tills land that the census be complete.,
Mrs. Christian Andersen and Mrs. Oliver as speakers. Townsend Club, Knox County is co-operating, is sibility of injury from mass plays is
cna Lothrop. Alice Cross. Bertha
The school band will play at the
honest, and accurate. If you give
recognition
of acute appendicitis
minimized,
and
the
game
is
open
Helen
Rodick
of
Scarboro.
were
rej No. 1 is arranging a date for Com-1 sponsored locally by the Littlefield
Ccombs. Maxine Oliver. Jean Calder Knox County Teachers' Convention
me the facts I shall try to use them wood, Beverly Havener. Dorothy Monday, with Mrs. Rogers directing cent quests of Mr. and Mrs. Ch'arles ! raunity ball
enough for spectators to follow every "undoubtedly has been responsible
Memorial Church, Pratt Memorial M. exciting development.
for the benefit of all who need and
for saving innumerable lives, but it
Havener. Mary F Perry. Mary Wot- Numbers will be “The Lovers." Starrett. in Pleasantville,
E Church and the First Baptist
want and do not now have it.
The new game is a hit. New schools ' may also have created a mdre apMr. and Mrs. Carl Moody have ( One of the most pleasing entertain
ton. Barbara Wood and Leona Fland "Conway." "Precision." and "Officer
Church.
The President's message will be
are taking it up every day. In coining i pendix-conscious laity, particularly as
moved from South Union to the: ments of the winter season will be the
ers. Accompanists are Dorothy Pe of the Day."
• » • •
Tentative engagement
of the en-1ksues 7116 American Boy t€lls the I regards vague abdominal distress ln
printed in large, clear type on the
Ralph
Spear
place.
terson and Lucille Stanley.
public recital given by the High
exterior of each card. The cards (
Visitors Tuesday at Mr. and Mrs. ' School musical groups as their contri- t.ie building has b<en made for the world about this practical new Bame j a nervous individual. "Thus through
Shirley Stanley has returned to
will be yellow. 9 by 8 inches, and, The annual High School Apple Day
OUv,er B Libby s were. Mr. and Mrs. t>utiOn to the building. The orches- first week in December for Knox In addition, it presents The American apprehension on the part of the
school as a post graduate.
folded once, so that the President's j held last Saturday was an Immense
Roy Hood of Lynn, Mass., and Mr. tra. band and glee clubs do a splendid County's first major "Hobby Show" Boy Official Handbook, which can be patient, the physician may frequently
message will be on one side and the, success. A profit of $130.30 was reaiTrask of Auburn.
co-operative chore. Music levers look This is being staged by a large or obtained from the magazine at 20 be maneuvered into becoming an un
At the Junior High School social
other will carry the return address
fOr (he school. Dorothy Melvin
Mrs. George Gibson of Canton, forward eagerly to the time when the ganization in this city and commit cents a copy, or 15 cents when bought certain party to unnecessary surgery
held last night in the auditorium
to the National Unemployment 8ntj Angelina D Agostino won heavy
Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. Clayton school music festival can combine its tees are already at work on the in bulk
in the case which is not clear cut..
and gym. this program was pre
Census. Within will be the four- sweaters for bringing in the most
Note: Subscription prices of The
Sidelinger of Bedford. Mass., who massed performers in the great hall. ground work of the project.
sented:
teen questions, covering the answer-' money. Miss Melvin turned in over
American Boy will be raised in the
have been guests of their uncle. Ed
Piano solo. Nancy Parker; dance.
near future. Send your subscription
ing worker s age. sex. color, degree $25. Credit should be given to Mr
ward Clements
returned
home
will be "Fool Theories of Social Jus Chester Wyllie accompanist, Mrs.
Veronica and Charlotte Murphy;
of need, length of unemployment, i McCarty, who directed the sale in
order at once to take advantage of '
Thursday. While here they were
tice.”
song. Barbara Lasalle. Carol Hall.
Wyllie; cornet solo, "Minuet In G,” the bargain rates now in effect; one i
number of dependents, type of| such a capable manner
callers cn William Mank. Wilbur
Madeline Monroe. Dorothy Peterson,
The senior class netted Sil from a Josef Vinal, Mrs. Willis Vinal accom year at $1.00 or three years at $2.00.
trade, and total resources.
Stratton, and Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
panist; instrumental number. Josef lUIVigll
There
will
be
no
school
Mondav
Allene
Beech:
recitation.
Marie
cooked
food ---sale Wednesday
---------------- ...
The 14 questions on the cards
Foreign 5U
subscriptions 50c a year ex- '
Feyler in North Waldoboro.
■
Dodge;
song. William East; dance,
Rockport High played Warren High Vlnal cornet' Wilfred Erkilla guitar,1 tra gend your name, address and
should supply the facts about un-I due to the Knox County Teachers Jr
I Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis of
Barbara Newbert: duet. Dorothy and Waterville are spending a few days in Warren, Monday the visiting team
WlUts Vlnal piano
employment pretty adequately, if; Convention held at this school,
1 remittance to The American Boy 7430
Beverly Havener; jokes, Trafton
The cast of the one-act comedy. j Second Blvd., Detroit. Mich. On
the queries are properly answered1
1 the winner, by 11 to 6.
at their home here.
,
„
"Sardines," Included Miss Christine
Donald MacMillan who has re- Sprcwl and Milton Robarts; tap
and the cards returned. Name and
Mrs. Nettie Jameson and Mrs.
newsstands the price is 15c a copy.
Rev. and Mrs. H I. Holt who spent
..
pdoress, and whether the answerer jceEtly VUi‘tcd
Arctic will be at dance. Cynthia Brown and Eleanor, Abb,g Newbert entertained the' the summer in Rockport, took, up Starrett, Mrs. Alzada Simmons, Mrs. —adv.
115&I 18-120
Lamb
Annie Starrett Lehto, Mrs. Flora Mclives on a farm is the first question Jhe High S'1™122 He will | Tracy; reading Barbara
Christmas Club yesterday at the winter residence in the Congrega- KeUar and Mrs Nancy Ciark
"My Cabin of
The second inquires whether the give 4 talk on hu visit t0 the
group of songs
i heme of the former, at dinner. Pres tional parsonage today.
ONE-SIDED VICTORY'
Decorations included autumn leaves,
answerer is totally or only partially; and there wU1 be moving pictures
Dreams'" ' Dld Your Mother Come,cnt besides the hostedses
.....................
..
were Miss
New lock boxes have been installed
Chinese
lanterns,
pumpkins,
dahlias,
unemployed and in need of work. g0 a,ong wlth
talk- There will from Ireland?" "Pig Roam.' Mar-,
gteven5
AUce Mathewg at the postoffice.
Over Hill and Dale Lincoln Arademy
i calendulas.
The third is "Are you able to work?": bn a matine€ ir* the a««rnoon for gery Mills. Anson Olds. Frederick
M Graee Wa]kpr Mk Be]1#
Mrs. Robert Andrews has closed her
Eoys Lead Hebron Contenders
New
members
admitted
were
Miss
And the fourth reveals the answer _ ] the Junior High and an evening per- Morrison; dance. Ruth Robinson; Walker. Mrs. N. B. Eastman. Mrs. home here and went Thursday to Bmha starreU_
JuHa Watts>
er’s age. The fifth deals with color fcrmance for the Senior High and harmonica skit, Dudley Harvey, Ar- Sadie Barrows, and Mrs Addle Vinal. Safety Harbor. Fla. She will stop In and Mrg Jame£ 'MacDougalI
The Lincoln Academy cross coun
' adults. The admission fees will be thur Sullivan; dance, Jennie and
and race, the sixth with sex, and
all of this place, and Mrs. Clara Ler- Boston for a few days.
try team scored a one-sided victory
Ice
cream
and
cake
were
served.
25
cents
for
the
matinee
and
40
Lucy
Thompson.
the seventh inquires how many
mond of Rockland.
The Union girls and Warren High
Refreshments were in charge of
over the Hebron hill-and-dalers at
hours the answerer worked in the'cents in the evenlng' The tlme of
Ralph Spear is painting the Mrs. School girls clashed in a game of
BATES' BIG YEAR
Harriet
Clark.
Ruth
Johnson,
Ruth
each
performance
is
4
o'clock
and
8
Newcastle Thursday when six of the
preceding week.
Ida Libbey buildings.
soft ball, here Tuesday. Warren was
Wotton. Dorothy Trask. Margaret
© Mtthewv-Carr. lac.
The eighth goes to the more gen 1 o'clock.—Naomi Rackllff.
The
Contract
Club
of
three
tables
the
victor,
19
to
12.
Student Body Third largest In His Lincoln team came home before Dole
• • • •
Havener. Joan Ripley; decorations,
• • • •
eral problem, how much work the
met
Wednesday
afternoon
at
the
of Hebron crossed the line over the He’s gone to ...
tory of That Institution
I The officers of the High School Boy Gene Stickney. Harry Richardson.
answerer has had in the past twelve [ Scout Troop arc being entertained at
Woman's Club Program
home of Mrs. Abbie Newbert.
two and seven-tenths mile course.
John Munsey, Edward Olsen. Jean
months, while the ninth inquires
The guest night of the Woman's
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thomas
The third largest student body in
j Mr. Blaisdell's farm in Sidney this nette Shannon. Special officers were
Yarborough of Lincoln won the
what the answerers common trade i weekend, leaving Rockland at 8 today
and children. Raymond and Jane re Club was attended Thursday by 150 cluding the biggest freshman class
To Look Over the Grand Assort
Christy Demetri. Charles Wooster.
or occupation is. The tenth fits the and returning Sunday afternoon.
turned Thursday to Malden. Mass., members and guests. On the pro in Bates College history is enrolled race In 14 minutes and 49 seconds as
ment Of Fine Used Cars
Kendall Wooster, Anson Olds, Jud
• • • •
answerer's trade into a general busi Merit badges tests will be done and a
after a visit with Mr. and Mrs May gram committee were Mrs. Eleanor for the fall term, according to com five of his teammates followed to give
son Rector. Clarence dcRochemont.
Barrett, Mrs. Nancy Clark. Mrs. Car- plete registration figures announced Lincoln 15 points to Hebron’s 49.
ness frame, giving the kind of in
nard Creamer.
1936
Dodge
Sedan
model patrol meeting will be put on Charles Breen, Myron Cummings,
The two teams finished in the fol
dustry to which his trade is attached, by the scoutmaster. Members going
Forget-Me-Not Troop of Girl vie Wyllie, Mrs. Evelyn Powers and Wednesday by the registrar.
Robert Fogerty, Richard Sukeforth.
1936 Ford Tudor
while the eleventh inquires how many are Scoutmaster Chick. Assistant
Scouts Is present today at the Scout Mrs- Flora McKellar.
Cf the 672 students enrolled ap,- iowing order: Yarborough (L), Sim
Charles Nystrom. Barbara Black and j
A fine and varied program was pre proximately 57 per cent are men. mons i Li. Oliver (L), Humason, (L),
1936 Plymouth Sedan
other workers there are in the an Scoutmasters Blaisdell and Robinson,
Play Day held in Lewiston.
Barbara Lamb planned the enter
swerers family, not counting himself. Patrol leaders Robishaw. Newhall.
Mystic Rebekah Lodge meets Mon sented by local talent, containing: The largest registration was in 1931 Swift, (L), Dole (H), Hussey, (L),
1935 Chevrolet Sedan
tainment at which Walter Butler was
Musical selections, a one-act comedy, when 712 enrolled, second largest in Holm (H). Field, iH), Reynolds (H),
day night.
The twelfth asks how many of the Hewett and Borgerson. Assistant Pa
announcer. Edward Hewitt was as
1934 Ford Coach
workers in the answerers family are trol Leaders East. Brown and Weed,
The Baptist Sewing Club met Wed ladies' quartet selections. "Oh Coun- 1932 when the total was 697. Second and Guppy JH).
sistant stage manager and John
nesday with Mrs. Isa Teague. Pres try and "At the Close of Day. Mrs. largest freshman class, 226, was in
unemployed; the thirteenth requests and Quartermaster Law.
1934 Chevrolet Coupe
Storer and Sam Rankin were in
TOMMY REGAN HELD
information as to the number of per^
ent were, Mrs. Laura Seavey, Mrs. Albert Burdick. Mrs. Carrie Wyllie. 1931.
« • • *
charge of tickets.
1933 Ford Sedan
Avis Norwood. Mrs. Reta Coburn, Mrs. Evelyn Powers and Mrs. Willis
sons dependent on the answerer,
The freshmen who are in the third
This year's total, by classes, is as
Thomas
Regan,
Bangor
boxer,
well
;
1933 Chevrolet Sedan
Mrs. Jennie Kenniston. Mrs. Martha Vinal, with Mrs. Carrie Smith ac follows: Seniors—79 men, 61 women;
and the fourteenth is “what was period English class have had as a
"What time shall I waken you,
your total cash income last week?” project this last week the writing of sir?"
Welch. Mrs. Effie Hysler, Mrs. Carrie companist; vocal duets. "Home To juniors—90 men. 51 women; sopho known in Rockland, was held for
1931 Ford Tudor
Teague, Mrs. Grace Wyllie, and Mrs. Our Mountains" with encore, "Let mores—92 men, 62 women; freshmen the grand jury of the January term ,
school news suitable for publication
• • • »
‘
I
will
ring
when
I
wish
to
be
awak

Only one farm in five in the United in The Courier-Gazette—or
Herbert Waltz. Mrs. Mildred Gam Me Call You Sweetheart," Roger —121 men. 110 women; special stu of the Superior Court ln bonds of!
the ened."—Montreal Star.
MANY OTHERS TO CHOOSE
$1000 when arraigned before Judge I
States has a kitchen sink; one in five weekly school paper—The Highlite.
mon. Mrs. Carrie Teague observing Teague and Chester Wyllie, Mrs. dents—4 men, 2 women.
FROM
Clinton C. Stevens in the Municipal!
CONVENIENT TERMS
has cold water piped into the house; Many interesting and well-written
her birthday anniversay, was pleas Grace Wyllie the accompanist; guitar
WE BUY USED CARS
Court in Bangor Thursday on a 1
one in ten has flush toilets.
antly surprised with gifts and deco solo, Wilfred Erkilla. accompanist
articles have been passed in, among
charge of assault and battery on |
Mrs. Albert Burdick; duets, "Go,
rated cake.
them an article written by Donald
ALFRED M. STROUT
Annie B. Ayer, of Bangor, Wednes
Mrs. Augusta Moon became a Pretty Rose" and "Nearest and Dear
Liver is high in vitamins A and Curtis concerning experiments in
E
Insurance
day evening. Hearing was waived
member of the Woman's Club at the est,” Mrs. Carrie Wyllie and Mrs. Al
C. a good source of vitamins B and G science; an account of the Rocklandbert Burdick, Mrs. Carrie Smith ac Fire, Automnhile, and Allied Lines and Judge Stevens in setting the
September meeting.
—and if the animal has been well fed Dexter football game by Robert
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Mrs. Robert U. Collins is re-occu
Citizens with good eyesight peered
pying the Kirkpatrick homestead on through nearly l.-osted window panes
Grove street.
this morning and saw thermometers
registering only 25 above. Warmer And Committees Which Will
R. S. Sherman has moved from than that last winter much of the
..TO A FAIRBANKS-MORSE
Have Charge At Congre
, Grove street into the upper flat of time,
gational Church
i the A. iC. Jones residence on Talbot
GO THROUGH ITS PACES g_j
The
high
light
of
Rockland's
Armis

avenue.
Here are the names of those who
[Rally
Day
Pageant.
'Through
the
tice Day will be the dedication of { have charge of the suppers at the
SERMONETTE
Sunday School Gate" will be present
John W. Lane was exhibiting on Walter H. Butler Square by Winslow- Congregational Church the coming
ed at the church school hour at 11.45.
the street yesterday some peanut Holbrook Post, A. L., in conjunction season. Members are asked to re
How Great Was John the Baptist?
The senior and junior C. E. meets at
plants sent from the south to V. i with the City Government. The tain this islip.
G o’clock. Praise service and sermon
VI
Chisholm. ‘‘No peanut politics in SqUare wm be located at the newly
Oct. 27—Mrs. Glenn Lawrence,
at 7.15. the topic being “Three Seek
It is not hard to answer that
that," said John.
j reconstructed and beautified cor- chairman; Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Mrs.
question, if we do it fairly. The ers.” There will be special music.
------I ner junction of Broadway. North George Foster, Miss Virginia Snow,
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at
stone that blocked Jesus' tomb, we
Justice William H. Fisher who Main Cedar and Blrch streets.
| Mtrs. A. W. Foss, Mrs. H. F. Hicks.
7.30. The Ladies' Aid meets Wednes
are
told,
was
very
great,
and
lt
is to preside over the November term |
_____
Mrs. C. H. Duff, Miss Flora Fish, Mrs.
can be said of John that he was day evening with Mrs. Frank Gregory
of Superior Court in Knox County,
The Yankees have now won three E. D. Spear, Mrs. Charles Emery, Mrs.
very great; but you must measure
was recently elected president of the straight games in the World Series, Chauncey Keene.
"A Challenging Example" .will be
him with men who were either
Kennebec Bar Association.
the subject of the sermon at the
Nov. 10—Mrs. Henry Bird, chair
scoring 21 runs to the Giants' 3, Most
prophets or preachers.
First Baptist Church Sunday morn
As either t. prophet or preacher
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Clayton Vose and Robert Smith, of the fans believe the series will man; Mrs. G. M. Derry. Miss Caroline
ing. A church school with live classes
Oct. 11—Knox County Teachers' Con- who were charged with the theft of wind up today, despite the fact that Littlefield. Miss Anne Blackington,
how did he compare with those
for men, women, boys and girls, meets
vent'on at Rockland.
blazoned on high ln the history of
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
materials belonging to the lime com- Carl Hubbell will seek to redeem him- Mrs. Carl Sonntag. Mrs. J. M. Pom
at noon. The Endeavorer's Inspira
Oct. 12—Union—Opening meeting of
eroy.
Mrs.
Leo
Howard,
Mrs.
Theo

Israel? Jesus knew all about the
pany, are on probation, their jail, self. On the other hand many fans
Community Club.
tion Hour will be held at 6 o'clock.
great ones of Israel and He dis
Oct 12—Camden WC.T.U. Institute at sentence of 30 days having been sus- are hoping the Giants will win so dore Bird. Miss Ruth Nichols. Miss
Mr. MacDonald will give his second
Methodist Church.
Alena
Young.
cussed this very question with the
there will be a Sunday broadcast.
Oct. 14—Thomaston—Garden
Club pended.
talk on "A Parson In Palestine" at
meets with Miss Rita C. Smith.
multitude
concerning
John—
Dec. 8—Mrs. Carl Snow, chairman;
Oct
14—Thomaston—Parent-Teacher
7.15. He will deal with his experi
The Clark Island wharf is a busy Mrs. Edwin Scarlott, Mrs. C F. Joy, “What went ye out to sea? A
Association meets at High School as
Mary Elizabeth Henry of Thomas
ences
in Northern Syria. Galilee and
sembly hall
leed shaken in the wind? A man
Mrs. Archie Bowley. Mrs. Milton Grif
Oct. 15—Union—Organ recital
at ton, a Junior in Home Economics in place these days, due to the numer
the road to Jerusalem. The choir,
Methodist auditorium
the College of Agriculture, has been ous shipments being made to New fin, Mtrs Ralph Smith Mrs. Murray clothed in soft raiment? Behold
under the leadership of Charles Wil
wet. 15—Pleasant Valley Grange Fair.
these are in King's houses. A
elected treasurer of Balentlne Hall, York by John Meehan & Son. Yes- T. Whalen, Mrs. Don Kelsey, Mrs.
(Head Middle Street.)
son, will sing at both of the services.
Oct 15—Tenant's Harbor—Annual In
Wood, prophet? Yea more than a
upper-class women’s dormitory at the terday the barge Thomas Sheridan . Emery Howard, Mrs. George
spection of Naomi Chapter. OES
The happy prayer and praise meeting
L *
prophet
—
Verily
I
say
unto
you
Oct. 20—Union—Annual Orange fair.
University of Maine.
will be held on Tuesday evening at
carted away 1530 tons of paving and
Oct. 21—Opening meeting of Baptist
among those born of woman there
ton.
Men's League
7.15.
_
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is
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hath
not
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a
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than
Oct 21—Annual meeting of KnoxDec. 29—Rev. C. H. Olds, Milton
Peter Mills of Farmington is * > of the week to take on 1600 tons. Ac
Lincoln Farm Bureau at Rockland Com
With true automatic fre
candidate for the Republican nomi
Griffin,
co-chairmen; Maurice Love- ! John the Baptist."
munity Building.
SARAH F. SYLVESTER
quency control that tune» with
Oct. 22—Knox County Christian En nation as Representative to Legisla tivity of this sort has meant employ
Jesus considered him the great
joy,
Fred
Black.
G
A.
Lawrence.
W.
1.j
deavor union rally at Thomaston Baptist
ment this summer to about 250 men.
scientific accuracy.
Sarah Fernald Sylvester, daughter
Church.
ture from his class. He is a son of
Ayer, H B. Bird, W. W. Sipear, E. K j est of mortals. Josephus, the
Oct. 26—Annual fair of Oolden Rod
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historian,
thought
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Samuel
and
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Mills,
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Senator
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P.
Mills,
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Leighton,
C.
H.
Duff.
J.
C.
Peltry.
H.
Pleasant Valley Grange, head of
Chapter. OES.
TURRET SHIELDED
was very great, so great in fact, born at Vinalhaven. July 22. 1849.
Oct. 27—Past Matrons and Past Pa at one time resided in Stonington
Talbot avenue, will have its annual A Buffum, C. F. Snow, A. J. Bird, A.
trons Assplatlon (O.ES I meets at
A copperiied shield and
that he relates, “Many Jews be died at her heme on Limerock street.
and Rockland.
L. Orne, H. B. Fales, John I. Snow,
Masonic hall. Rockport
_____
fair Friday. Oct. 15 afternoon and
monitor base makes possible
Oct. 31—Hallowe'en.
lieved
that
the
defeat
of
Herod's
Sept. 30 in her 89th year, after a
J. O. Stevens, C. I. Burrows. Leo How
Nov
5—Thomaston—Inspection
of
noise free reception.
army by Aretqs was in punish long period of falling strength. Her
The Colby Council of the Student' evening. Candy booth, Ethel Con- ard, Alvin Ramsdell, J. E. Stevens. E.
Mayllower Temple. Pythian Slstera.
Nov 7-29—Charles and Laurie Taylor Christian Movement held its first J non and Belle Bowley; grabs. Sue
ment
for
John's
beheadment."
! childhood and early womanhood were
J. Hellier. B. B. Smith. Henry Chatto
evangelistic
services at Community
RBBBER FLflATEB TORE PROJECTOR
Herod Antipas knew John was spent at Vinalhaven where she be
Building
meeting of the year Wednesday and Spear and Hazel Bartlett; canned Victor Ramsdell, E. C. Davis, Dr. A.
Nov. 11—Armistice Ball ln Community
great.
You
have
to
search
his

came known as a very efficient prac
An extra large, insulated
Building, auspices
Winslow-Holbrook Phillips Brooks Henderson , '38 of foods, Nettie Farrand; vegetables, W. Foss, E. L. Spear, A. C. Jones, Alan
Post. A. L.
tory from John to Stanley Bald tical nurse, being associated with the
cone reproduces bass notes
was elected chairman.,
j
v, L. Bird, C. A. Emery. Kennedy Crane,
Nov. 17—Anderson Camp Auxiliary Lowell. Mass,
, „ ,
. . „ l,
Ed Tolman. Fred Bartlett and Richwin to find a braver preacher. late Dr. Lyford ln an epidemic of
and overtones perfectly.
fair at Grand Army hall.
Donna deRochemont of Rockland is
Homer Robinson, R. E. Thurston,
Nov i9—Knox County Fish and Oame a member of the Council.
"It is not lawful for thou to have diphtheria that swept the Islands ln
,
ard Winslow; beano. Richard Ander- Joseph Emery, J. E. Bradstreet,
Association holds membership meeting
Turn the ,,On" switch and just
------(son, Russell Hickman, Ted Sylvester.
her." The Pharisees knew John the early 70’s.
In Thomaston.
Charles Merritt.
was
great.
They
dared
not
inter

Oct.
12,
1878,
she
was
married
to
listen to the new Fairbanks-Morse radio
Reckless driving and driving with- Myron Young and Raymond Ander- Jan. 19—Mrs. Clarence Munsey, Miss
A public supper will be served to
fere with him.
Harlan P. Sylvester. Of this union
DOWN FAYMINY 04
out a license were in collision on the
p]ants Etta Anderson. Vivian Charlotte Buffum. co-chairmen; Mrs.
perform. Try the simplified automatic tun
night from 5 to 7 in the Undercroft,
In the fortress of Machaerus, three children were born. Beulah M
Spruce Head read Wednesday, the
Kimball and Nina McKinney; aprons. J. O. Stevens. Mrs. A. C. Jones, Mrs.
St. Peter's Church.
ing dial—test the tone and voice controls.
John the "Baptist was slain, at the Clara B. and Frederick E. In 1886
former impersonated by Arthur Dow
NeU
Mrs charles
Mrs
behest of an adulterous woman the family moved to Casting and oc
and the latter by Walter E. Drink- Eunice Morse. Julia Post and Alice ,
nloplr „„
Put it through its paces as you naturally
M F. Lovejoy. Mrs. Fred Black. Mrs.
The Past Matrons and Patrons’ As
but his greatness did not die with cupied the Sylvester homestead at
water. In Municipal Court Thurs- j Wiley; ice cream, F. L. S. Morse and
L.
N.
Lawrence.
Mrs.
Joseph
Emery.
would anything you expect to own and
sociation. O.E.S. will hold its next
his body. His clear perception Dice's Head. There they lived for 18
day the South Thomaston drivers. Ruth Harrington; rummage, Audwe'll GIVI YOU A
meeting at the Masonic building in
Feb. 2—Mrs. A R. Havener, chair
of
truth
and
his
self
effacement
enjoy
a long time. And we'll be glad to IIIIRAI AllOWANCI
I
years,
caring
for
Madame
Sylvester
paid $10 and costs, each.
rty Teel and Dorothy Baxter; hand
Rockport Oct. 27.
man; Mrs. A. J Murray, Mrs. John
mark his superlative greatness— who was a paralytic invalid for the j give you a hand in your tryouts.
kerchiefs Kathleen Drake and Leona
ON YOUS OID RADIO
"Among those born of women, i last seven years of her life. In 1895 j
Our newspaper gravely announced Hickman; 4-H Club Exhibit, cooked G. Snow, Mrs. David S. Beach, Mrs.
The American Legion Auxiliary
Jerome
Burrows.
Mrs
Kenneth
Spear,
none
greater."
said
Christ.
] the homestead was sold and the fam- !
in Thursday's issue that 40 years ago food, Rockland Farm Bureau. Other
meets Monday night at 7.30. Mrs.
William A Holman.
ily moved to Rockville on what was
Vermont farmers used "girdling exhibits will be seen. Madam Pola Mrs. Donald Cummings. Mrs. A. J.
Bernice Jackson and Mrs. Ella Hy
then known as the Floyd Shaw place.
chains" to "eliminate” the weight syki wm read your horoscope in her Nichols. Mrs. Frank Marsh, Mrs. Carl
land will be hostesses.
of livestock. Sheriff Ludwick says usual charming manner. Chicken pie Moffitt, Mrs. Corwin Olds.
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal), While living there. Mrs. Sylvester M2 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 721
Feb. 16—Mrs. A. L. Orne. chairman; Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector, the serv took an active interest ln the af- I
Rockland Encampment will hold a that the item would have been much supper will be served by Florence
fairs
of
the
farm,
and
the
life
of
the
j
Mrs.
E.
K
Leighton,
Mrs.
Ensign
more accurate if it had said that Young, Evelyn Bartlett, Evangeline
ices for tomorrow will be: Matins at
public installation Wednesday eve
"girding" chains had been used to Sylvester. Dining room, Etta Ander Otis, Mrs B. B. Smith. Mrs. Eva 7.10; Holy Communion at 7.30: village endearing herself ln many
ning at 8 o'clock, preceded by a sup
"estimate" the weight of livestock. son. Ethel Connon, Dorothy Baxter Sleeper, Mrs. W. I. Ayer, Mrs. Henry church school at 9.30; Holy Eucharist »4iys to the people. But sorrow en
per for Encampment members only.
'When I was a kid around the farm" Vallie McLaughlin, Evelyn Bartlett, Chatto, Miss Virginia Connon.
and sermon at 10 30; Vespers at 7 30 tered the home and the son, to whom
she looked for sustaining help was |
says Earl, "we always called them Audrey Teel, Mary Winslow, Hazel
March
2
—
Mrs.
Basil
Stinson.
Mrs.
p. m.
The recent arrest of Robert Smith,
taken In his early manhood, followed
• • • •
girding
chains."
Nettie
Bird
Frost,
co-chairmen;
Miss
Bartlett.
Mildred
Sprague
Sue
Spear.
as noted in the various newspapers
in a few months by the death of her
Mary
Harriman.
Mrs.
Ruth
Peterson.
Vivian
Kimball,
Nina
McKinney.
Weekend
services
at
the
Salvation
is a bit embarrassing to other pos
In view of the fact that many Alice Fitzgerald. Alice Wiley. Eunice Mrs. L. B. Cock. Mrs. Fred Trecartin. Army will include: Saturday, 7 30 p. husband. From that time on she
sessors of that name in this locality.
members of Rockland Townsend Morse. There will be a free enter Mrs. George Blaney. Mrs. Harold R. m. open air; 8. praise meeting, "An devoted herself to the care and up
The Smith in question is a resident
Club No. 1 attend Tuesday night tainment at 8 o'clock and an auction Connon. Mrs. Vance Norton, Mrs Israel Indeed," Capt. Bowness speak bringing of the three small grandchil- 1
of Crockett's Point.
prayer meeting the club voted to sale at 10. Part of the proceeds go Joseph Blaisdell. Miss Corice Thomas er. Sunday. 10 a. m., Sunday school: dren left by her son. to her loving
care.
The D.A.R. broadcasts from WCSH change its weekly meeting night to to local charity.
March 16—Major George Blaney. 11, holiness meeting. “Peter Warmcth
After somfe years, no longer able J
Wednesday
so.
starting
next
ween
will be resumed Oct. 12 after the sum
David Beach, co-chairmen; Earl Himself," Capt Bowness speaker; 6 p.
mer recess. The speaker on this date they will meet 7.30 at K. P. hall.
Perry. A J. Murray. Jerome Burrows.'m.. Y P.L. meeting. Miss Olive El- to carry on the work of the farm,
CLYDE VINING
COLD WEATHER
at 1.30 p. m. will be Charles E. Camp Preparations have been started for a
Cleveland Sleeper, Fred Trecartir., well; 7.30. open air; 8. salvation meet- she came to make her home with her
daughter. Mrs. James W. Emery, at
bell, who has chosen as subject big rally and chicken supper, which
Funeral services were held at Ralph A. Smith, A. R. Havener. L. A ing—"Why Faith Hath Made Thee
230 Llmerock street, residing here for
•Revolutionary Books and Others of will take place Oct. 27. Congressmen Crescent Beach Wednesday after Thurston, John G. Snow, Dr. N. A Whole," Lieut. Wright speaker.
the past 17 years, taking an active
Smith
and
Oliver
have
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invited
Note.”
Harold Karl, C. F. Joy, C. E
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noon for Clyde Vining, whose death Fogg.
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to speak.
Munsey, Joseph Blaisdell, Earle R
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occurred there last Sunday after an „
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Toher
the family went for informaMiriam Rebekah Lodge and Knox
Gowell. Charles A. Rose. Donald G morning. 10 45, Dr Lewes diSxOU.se
„
„
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advice, help, sympathy and care
Hillard H Buzzell has been ap illness of several weeks. The bear Cummings,
Lodge I.O.O.F. will have a joint in
Dr —
Emery „
Howard,
Carl will be a follow-up
to his za
sermcn
of , ticn,
eno Woe
/y orivo
and she
was nvor
ever reonv
ready tto
give nl
of
stallation Tuesday night at 8 o'clock. pointed Deputy District Oovernor of ers were Lincoln E. McRae. Frank Sonntag, Charles G. Hewett, Eugene j last Sunday in which he replied to n«'l
Right NOW—before cold weather sets in—is the
all
she
had.
During
these
years
the
Lions
Clubs
by
District
Gover

Each member may invite one guest
Lamb,
Frank
Marsh,
Dr.
E.
L.
Scar;
Mr.
Corbin
s
article
on
"Why
I
Don't
A. Tirrell, Jr., George W. Roberts,
time to stock-up with IKK II Cone-Cleaned
her daughter Beulah (Oxton) was
and tickets [may be obtained from nor Dr. Stanley N. Mason of Bangor.
Walter IC. Ladd, Ellis Watts and | lott, Francis Orne, Theodore Bird. j Go To Church." His subject will be stricken with an incurable malady,
Anthracite.
The
district
includes
Waldoboro,
the newly elected noble grands or
j Ernest Keywood, J. M. Pomeroy, i "Church Goers and Non-Church
vice grands or at C. M. Havener’s Camden Rockport. Rockland. Vinal H. E. Keywood. The interment was 1 Chauncey Keene. Vance Norton. Mur- Goers As I See Them." The church and to her she gave her tenderest
IKKII Anthracite is celebrated for its quick
care through the two years that she
haven and Belfast Lions Clubs. He in Achom cemetery.
store.
response to the drafts—its EXTRA HEAT.
lay Whalen, Bertram White, .Don- school meets in the vestry at noon.
lingered Of her lt can be truly said
has been song leader and is at the
The deceased was a native of [ aid Kelsey.
The Kindergarten department of the
Be convinced—order a supply today.
Knox Lodge and Miriam Rebekah present time the vice president in the Strong, son of Leslie and Dellie Me- ' March 30—Mrs. Charles Hewett, j church school for children from three "She hath done what she could."
Keenly intellectual, she kept up an
Lodge elected and appointed officers local club. He is serving his second Kenney Vining. He was a resident of chairman; Mrs. Robert Jewell. Mrs. J. t0 five yet's. will hold its first sesinterest in world affairs to within a
are asked to be at I.O.O.F. hall Sun term as Waldo County Attorney, is a
E. Bradstreet, Mrs. Victor Ramsdell. I sion during the church service hour
short time of her demise. With firm
day for a rehearsal of the installa prominent member of the Masonic Portland prior to coming to Rockland.
Mrs. H A. Buffum. Miss Ada Young. 10.40 to 11.15 a. m. Parents are urged faith and strong convictions she had
tion service which wil be held Tues orders and a past worthy patron of and had handled fire Insurance for
TELEPHONE 487,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
to
bring
their
little
ones
to
this
im

several years, being special agent In Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper. Mrs. W S portant department of the church the coura^ <>' the
day night. The time is 3 o'clock. Primrose Chapter, O.E.S.
* forc<,ful
37-16
Maine and New Hampshire for the Cameron, Mrs. Earl Perry, Miss Elea school
'personality that impressed all those
Please be present as the district
THEW^UEL
COMFORT
nor Bird. Miss Frances Chatto.
Hanover Fire Insurance Co.
....
\ who knew her, and will long be held
Monday
night
at
7.45
in
the
vestry
deputies have asked for this re
April 13—Mrs. H. B. Fales, chair
He
graduated
from
University
of
in memory by those whom she loved.
of the Littlefield Memorial Free Bap
hearsal.
Rally Day will be observed at the
man; Mrs. Harold Karl. Mrs. Charles
She was a member of the Pratt M.
tist Church the Teen Age Guild will Maine in 1921 and was a member of
Merritt, Mrs Hazel Peterson, Mrs Congregational Church school on
E. Church, and of the W.C.T.U. She
The harvest dinner, served Diurs- present the play, “The Gateway to the Kappa Sigma Fraternity. He
Clarence Barnard, Mrs. E. L. Spear. Sunday. The unified service of pub- I
day noon by Edwin Libby Relief Friendship." with this cast of charac became a master mason ln the lodge
Is survived by one brother. George
WHERE MEMORIALS
Mtrs. Edwin Edwards. Mrs. Harriet j UC worship and church school Is at E. Mills of Barre. Vt.; one daughter.
Corps, was a great success, the excel ters: Mrs. Alarcon. Porto Rican wom at Strong and belonged >to Kora
ARE MADE TO ORDER
nOsUHEMTS II.
16.30 a. m., with the children sharing
Frost.
Miss
Elizabeth
Hahn.
Clara 3. [Emery, Rockland; nine
lent cuisine of the corps members an, Mabel Seavey; Mrs. Hernandez, Temple, prder of the Mystic Shrine,
ln
the
worship
and
attending
classes
'
At our monument works you will
April 27—Mrs. W. W. Spear, chair
grandchildren, 13 (great grand ("lilbeing enjoyed by many loeal people. Mrs. Josephine Grover; Manuela. Eli and Winslow-Holbrook Post. A. L.
during the sermon. Dismissal is at i
find the very latest equipment
Mr. Vining is survived by his par man; Mrs. C E. Davis. Mrs. C. I. Bur
dren.
Services
were
conducted
at
the
Supper was followed by a business nor Nye; Janet, Erma Mather; Sally.
un d today in the art of memorial
1140. The theme of the sermon by j
rows.
Mrs.
Homer
Robinson.
Mrs.
i home. Rev. Mr. [Brooks officiating,
meeting, at which time plans were Genevieve Gray; Martha. .Geneva ents, his wife. Edith MacAlman Ylnfeulpture. These desiring to
Rev.
Corwin
H.
Olds
will
be.
“
The
erect an enduring tribute of
discussed for the fair. At the meet Hill; Anne, Helen Whittemore; ing; and a half sister. Mrs. Reginald John I. Snow, Mrs. A. J. Bird. Miss
interment in the Rockville cemetery,
granite or marble will save time
Fay Hodgkins, Mrs. E. J. Hellier. Mrs. Attitude of the Modern Church To i Those from out of town attending
ing next Thursday the president re Rosalie, Marguerite Gray (American Pingree of Augusta.
ward Religious Education.” Com
and also be sure cf an appropri
Alan L. Bird, Mrs. Lizzie Clark.
quests all officers to be present, as students at Bexley College); Teresa,
the funeral were: Mr. and Mrs. Pres
ate memorial by calling here first.
rades of the Way will held their first
May
4
—
Mrs.
W.
S.
Cameron.
Mrs.
BORN
inspection will be held Oct. 21.
ton Gray, of Orrlngton, Mrs. Faith
from Mexico, Ruth Hammond Fran
Numerous attractive designs will
meeting
of
the
season
in
the
vestry
— At South Hope. Sept 5. Earl Gowell, co-chairmen primary de
Callahan. Miss Beulah Callahan.
be submitted on request.
cesca, from the Philippines, Laura MERRIFIELD
at 6.30 p. m. In addition to planning
to Mr and Mrs. Fred Merrifield, a partment. .
Bangor. Mr. and Mrs. Lyidon Bunk
daughter.
Bcrnlece Janet—(Correc
Sylvester; La A. from China. Bar
May 5—Mrs. R. E. Philbrick, Mrs. the season's activities, there will be a er, Cranberry Isle. Mr. and Mrs. Carl
tion.]
WILLIAM FDORNANI SOU
bara Bartlett; Nyoda An American MILLER
—At East Waldoboro. Oct. 5. to Eugene Lamb, co-chairmen intermedi discussion of "Problems and Principles
- I IM C.
,»
1 Hilton, Bremen. Bearers were Theo
Indian. Evelyn Bragg; (foreign stu
Mr and Mrs. Earl Miller, a daughter,
of
Social
Living
Today,"
and
a
brief
CEMETERY
MEMORIALS'
ate department.
Olenys Maxine
dore Sylvester. Lyndon Bunker. Carl
dents at Bexley College); Miss CarEAST UNION and THOMASTON
entertaining talk by Mr Olds.
Hilton and Richard Emery.
roll. college counselor. Mrs. Bertha
DIED
DIESEL TRAINING
Gray. There will be musical selec STOCKWELL—At Togus. Oct 8. Amos
“Short and Narrow" will be the ser
A good course should Include not only
MID-TERM CONVENTION
Davis
Stockwell
of
Camden,
aged
65
tions. A welcome is extended to all.
mon topic of Rev. Charles E Brooks
Diesel
Engines
but
Mechanical
Draw

years, 7 days. Funeral Monday at 2 ing. Machine Shop Practice and Welding.
A
call
has gone out for the Repub
at
the
Pratt
Memorial
Methodist
o'clock from Good's Funeral Home.
We Include all these subjects ln our Dav. i
T723I1
$20,000.00 in cash! $15,000.00 first
Evening and Extension Courses Inves-' Church Sunday morning. The Vested lican National committee to meet in
CARD OF THANKS
c5m^iro7wr."Un,WetOC‘ll phone choir under the direction of Mrs. Chicago Nov. 5 to consider holding a
prize. A real contest based on a new
We wish to extend our thanks to
idea. Study "Human Problems ' and friends and neighbors for their kidness, MASSACHUSETTS DIESEL INSTITUTE Lydia Storer will render special mid-term national convention before
88 St. Stephen street
Boston. Mass. S
. .
win cash. All Problems to date in sympathy and floral tributes during the
Miss Carol Gard the 1938 Congres-fional election.
121-124 musical numbers
sickness and recent bereavement ln our
this great contest will be Reprinted family.
ner will play the organ. The Friend Notice was issued from headquar
Mrs. Annie Kinney. Miss Naomi Kin
in the October 10th Boston Sunday ney.
ly Men's Bible Class will meet at 9.30 ters, where it was reported that
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Grant.
Advertiser.
121’lt
a. m., the church school and Baraca former President Hoover was in con
ELEPHONE 770
CARD OF THANKS
Class at noon. Winfield Chatto will ference with party leaders and was
We wish to thank our neighbors and
conduct the Epworth League at 6 33 gaining support.
friends for the flowers sent; and to those
After a conference in Chicago with
who offered their cars we are very grate
p. m. Evening worship is at 7.33
ful. We also want to thank the em
Our Memorials are permanent,
with praise service in charge of Ralph have shown a distinct coolness toward
ployees
of
the
Russell
cottage
for
the
of dignity and beauty, keeping
beautiful flowers they sent In our recent
U. Clark; sermon topic, "The World's the proposal.
mcir.ciy of loved ones green today,
bereavement; also Masons.
Mrs Ellen Blastow, Mrs Ardelle Dean.
Dormitory." Service of praise and Col. Frank Knox. 1936 vice presiden
tomorrow and forever.
Miss Lucille Dean.
•
prayer cn Tuesday night at 7.30 tial nominee, Hoover announced that
This firm will continue under
they had agreed on formulating a
active direction of RALPH A.
AMBULANCE SERVICE o'clock.
MORTICIANS
GLENDENNING.
• • • •
fundamental plan to be submitted to
"Building Anew will be the sermon the conference of party leaders some
Ambulance Service
topic by Rev. Charles A Marstaller time in the spring. Hoover had conTELS. 390 AND 781-1
at the Littlefield Memorial Church ferred on Sunday with Alf M Lan-i
TEL. 662
Sunday morning at 10 30. There will j don, 1936 presidential nominee, and
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
20 LINDSEY ST.
ROCKLAND
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND be special music and a children's former Gov. Frank lewder. Illinois?
TEL. 502-W
98tf
119-tf
118S130
story will precede the sermon. A Republican congressional leaders

Some Nice Suppers
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TALK OF THE TOWN

$16.50

HOUSE SHERMAN. '"c
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M. B.

& C.

0. PERRY

:OURIER-CAZETTE

WANT-ADS

BURPEE’S

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works
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MAGIC CITY ON SAN FRANCISCO BAY FOR 1939 FAIR

Guide Down East
The Volume Relating To
Maine Will Have Much
To Commend It

1

2

3

M

(By Chuck Cochard)

5

b

7

W
"Maine: A Guide Down East,"
10
II
12 W 13
8
third
of
the
volumes
on
the
New
w
Hollywood — (Exclusive)—Paulette
14
15
lb
17
England states, written and compiled
Goddard for the role of Scarlett ln
‘'Gone With the Wind" is the hottest
by the Federal Writers' Project will
W
0 18
19
news in this film town right now.
be published in the near future.
We understand it is hers if she can
w
Similar in material and format to
ll
20
zT
23
get Charlie Chaplin's consent. The
the two earlier volumes. “Mass
trouble. I understand, ls that he will
achusetts: A Guide to Its Places and
2M
2b
2b
not let her go because he is going to
27
People" and "Vermont: A Guide to
star her opposite himself in a talkie.
the Green Mountains," the Maine
• • • •
1 ■
28
book is expected to prove the same
Douglas Fairbanks Jr. will play the
valuable and entertaining source of
ii
29 30
heart interest opposite Ginger Rogers
information to the native as well as
32
in "Having Wonderful Time." He is
to the millions who annually visit
S7
slated to leave for Hollywood from
34
35
3b
the "nation's playground."
London sometime this week. It will
Random glances through the
Mi
be his first role since Rupert in "The
i 39
MO
1
manuscript disclose a number of
Prisoner of Zenda.”
facts probably as unfamiliar to the
• • • •
oldest native as to the newest tourist.
48
44 11
M2 4i
England's queen bee of the films is
For instance. Maine had the first
going to sing and sing plenty in her
W
English settlement in the Colonies,
W 48
47
first film ln the United States. Evi
the first monastery east of California
W
dently Darryl Zanuck, head of 20th
and the first prohibition law.
50
51
Century-Fox. believes that music will
It has the only mountain on the
solve all problems. The title of the
Atlantic cast north of Rio de Janeiro,
HORIZONTAL
film will be "He Was Her Man.” It
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont)
is the only place where beryllonite
1-Was cognizant of 36-Drive back
12-Was erect
will be Grade Fields' American film
has been found and ls the only state
4-Deedt
39- Small stream
15-Anger
debut.
that has refused to export power.
8- Eternity
40- Part of the body
,7-Preflx. Thrice
• • • •
It has the largest blueberry and
9- Glide
42-Small tables
20- Burn
13- Portuguete coin
Still another musical is coming
45-Dismal
21- Pertalnlng to the
; potato crops, news print plant, lake
14-Termlnating
47-Young hog
Pope
from the same studio in the form of
and canoe factory in the United
16-Help
48- Part for one (pi.)
22- Less In extent
“Alexander’s Ragtime Band," star
SAN FRANCISCO.—Mammoth exhibit palaces are
States, the oldest Catholic church
18- Raw metal
49- Born
23- Slng tremulously
ring Alice Faye with Don Ameche.
rising, spectacular towers are etching a new pattern on
19- GiiTs name
and cemetery, public building and
50- Percolate
26-Fondle
20- Brush a floor
51- Sumt up
Then to top this. Sonja Henie's next
30- Oars collectively
the skyline and a “magic city” is taking shape in San
land deed in New England.
22-Damp
31- Twists
Francisco Bay for the §50,000,000 World’s Fair of the
“Bread. Butter and Rhythm" is a
A large part of the book is given
VERTICAL
24- Exiats
32- Approaches
musical.
West, to be held on Treasure Island in 1939.
over to expertly arranged tours by
25- Very swift
1- Sharp
33- lnsist upon
• • • •
27- Comparative suffix 2- Prefix. Not
On the largest man-made lsland
35-Heavenly body
which the stranger may easily find
28- lndite
3- Bestows
In the world, dredged up from the
37- Preflx. Before
Actresses can be made to look fat
his way to the most remote corners of
29- Depart
5- Wrinkle
bottom of the sea. a $16,000,000
38- A serpent (pi.)
or thin in technicolor films. Blue
the hunting and fishing grounds as
31-Rod for beating
6- Half a score
building program is under way. Con
41-Tints
dresses make them look thin, dark
well as to the main squares of Port
time
tracts totalling over $10,000,000
7-The lateral part
43- To lash
red at least ten pounds heavier.
M-Five hundred fifty
9-Scoff
have been let and ten buildings are
44-To this degree
land and Bangor. Each important
practically completed.
10- Life Guard (abbr.) 45- Act
• • • •
building and site along the way has J S4-Support for a
Two million dollars budgeted for
picture
11- Fathee
46- Crlmson
Johnny Weissmuller, the original
been
carefully
documented
so
that
,
landscaping and illumination will
Tarzan, tells me that he is through
assure "the most beautiful World's
(Solution to previous puzzle)
the most important things may be j
Fair in history,” experts declare.
seen in the least possible time and j
with those outdoor roles and will go
One outstanding building will be
into the swimming demonstration
with the minimum of trouble.
the Temple of Music.
business.
Guidebooks on New Hampshire.
More than half the states in the
• • ■ •
Union have already asked for ex
Rhode Island and Connecticut, in To Be Free Of Rattlers and
hibit space in the 1939 Golden Gate
"Madame X.” the famous French
that order, will follow the Maine
International Exposition, millions
Copperheads — At Least,
stage play, has been remade again by
i book to complete the New England
already having been appropriated
So Thought
for state exhibits.
M-G-M with Gladys George in the
1 section of the American Guide Series
Japan. Mexico, the Dutch East
lead and the production is excellent.
which has been called "the most ex
Indies and Ecuador are the latest
Do poisonous snakes exist in Maine? i
Miss George's acting is marvelous.
tensive
attempt
at
surveying
foreign nations to announce plans
The Smithsonian Institution and
The picture still has a punch.
Americans and American conditions
for colorful exhibits. Other coun
Bureau of Biological Survey agree
tries which have announced parti
• • • »
ever attempted.”
cipation are Cuba, Santo Domingo,
there
have been no recent reports of
Mae West was born in Brooklyn.
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
specimens from that state, although ]
New York. August 17 . . . her father
Costa Rica, Panama, Peru, Vene
ROCKPORT
they believe Maine to be within the
zuela and El Salvador. Thus a true
was a prize fighter and her mother
“
Pageant
of
the
Pacific"
is
assured.
Miss
Ruth
Miller entertained the possible area of the banded rattlewas French , . . she entered upon a
Exhibit palaces will be window
members of her Sunday School class snake.
stage career early ln her life ... in
less, with spectacular illumination
operations at Hills Mills his business
However. Dr. William H Mann, di
at her home on Mechanic street Wed
by day and by night. In a 40-acre
vaudeville she originated the shimmy
nesday evening. Those present were rector of the Washington Zoo, said has increased until it has far outMidway, San Francisco will again
dance . . . Her first film was in 1932
reign as “Queen of the Amusement
This
striking
aerial
photograph
by
Clyde
Sunderland
shows
Treasure
Island,
San
Francisco
Bay
site
Constance Lane. Barbara Richardson. he believed both rattlesnakes and *rown his present quarters.
with George Raft ln "Night After
World,” with a galaxy of kaleidos
cf the 1939 World’s Fair of the West, adjoining Yerba Buena Island and the San Francisco-Oakland Bay
Alice MacDonald. Barbara Colby, | copperheads might exist within the
Mrs Annie Bartlett of Chelmsford,
Night” ... her next vehicle, “She
copic amusements for millions of
Bridge, a portion of which ie seen in foreqround. Note World’s Fair Palaces under construction on
Carolyn Burns, Lucille Dean and , State's borders. Both the Biological Mass., is guest of her niece Mrs.
visitors.
Done Him Wrong' made her a star
Treasure island.
bn,
Mary Daucett.
Survey and the Smithsonian Institu- Fred Bessey.
overnight . . . she has a sister in
day ofMrand Mrs
Henry Harris
Roland Peppier and mother and tion have literature showing rattle- , Mrs. Schwartz has sold her place
vaudeville. Beverly West and a
PORT CLYDE
Voice of Firestone Guest
WEST LIBERTY
and alsovisited atthe home
of Ed- Harold Shallou of Connecticut are snakes were found in the southwestto Carl Cunningham, and returned
brother Jack Jr. . . . She is married
visiting at the home of Joseph Mar- portion of the State as late as 1863 I to Massachusetts.
. . . she is five feet, four inches tall
Edward Bridges and son, Frank of win Stein.
Fred Waldo bar returned home
I shall, Russell avenue.
| Dr. Raymond L. Ditmars. New *, The oad Fellows will hold installaand weighs 126 pounds .. . her hair is after spending four days with Allan
Arizona are occupying one of the
P]Oyd Simmons of Rockland is at
| The Trytqhelp Club will serve a York authority on reptiles, reported tion Jointly Oct. 16 with Mt. Horeb
platinum blonde and her eyes are B Craven at "The Po'Castle."
Gltndenning camps for an indefinite th€ home of his slsUr Mrs Hester
public harvest supper at the Baptist recently that Maine appeared to be Encampment.
violet.
periodHyvarinen while being employed on
Mrs. K. D. Tower and Miss Hope
vestry Oct. 20 from 630 to 7.
the only state in the Union in which ' Mrs Beulah
and charles
Ralph Pratt and Forrest Tibbetts the State road,
* * * *
j Narey of Brookline, Mass., have re- J
W M Marion Upham of Harbor no poisonous snakes exist.
I AUen of North Yarmouth wh0 were
Newest gag of the autograph turned home after spending the sumwon blue ribbons on steer and oxen
Theodore Conway has resumed ' Light Chapter OES. will fill the , The copperhead, he said, has been guesU of Mr and Mrs w j Bryant
hunters is to travel in gangs and mer at
End
a: North Knox Fair.
duties in New York after spending station of Adah at Thomaston next found
und in
in some
some areas
areas in
in MassachuMassachu- Pair week returned home Friday acwhen they spot a star driving out of
Lt. Col Kenneth Prince Lord has
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hammon and a two months' vacation with his Wednesday night when Grace Chap- 1 setts, but not in the three northern ' companied /jjy x{rs Lottie (Bryant
a studio, join hands across the street'
bought what was the Sineck cottage
daughter Clara of Belfast are pass- parents Mr. and Mrs. Omar Conway. ter
visiting officers night New England States, however, the who had
spending several weeks
in his or her path, giving the choice
at Land's End. He and his family
ing a few days at one of Claude
Mrs. sainea Autio is home from : with matrons of various chapters in banded rattlesnake has been found in at tne Bryant home.
of running them down or signing
Arc hers cottages on St. Georges Thomaston where she had a sum- the district occupying the chairs. Vermont, and. as late as 1929. in New
are here for two weeks. He also has
up . . . Clara Bow's asking price for !
Mr and Mrs. Edrick Edgecomb of
' lake. Mr. Hammon ls enjoying a bit nier s employment.
bought the boat cwned by his cousin
Mrs. Leslie C. Dean went to Bos- Hampshire. The Boston Society of
a film comeback has shut her out of |
Liberty were business callers Wed
of hunting.
____________
Fred Waldo, and ls converting lt into
ton Tuesday to accompany home Mr. Natural History, however, has been
Hal Roach's “Road Show.” She
nesday in this locality.
a pleasure boat. Ford Davis is doing
Dean who has been a surgical pa- i unable recently to obtain a specimen
Virgie Studley of Rockland and ,
WAI DOBORO
asked $75,000 and a cut in the profits.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Sukeforth
guests were at his cottage here last- j
_____
tient at the Deaconess Hospital the j from Maine.
"The Prisoner of Zenda" is doing the j the work.
The Baptist Missionary Society I P««t month.
! R. H. Uhler of the Bureau of Bio- who visited relatives and friends here
Mrs.
Mary
Gardner
went
Monday
!
Sunday
biggest business of any picture in the
Forrest Tibbetts spent last week- met at the parsonage Friday after-I An invitation has been extended logical Survey attributed the lack and attended Union Fair have re
to Canton, Mass., where she w.ll
country right now.
ti.Q in Fort Kent, accompanying his noon with 16 members present to en- - Harbor Light Chapter O. E. S. to be of poisonous snakes to the climate, turned to Middleboro, Mass.
vent to Culver Military Academy , .. spend the winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Senate oi
cousin. Charles Tibbetts and uncle jOy a pleasing program. Miss EdnaSuests of Seaside Chapter at their The banded rattlesnake, the eastern
Mrs. Maude Anthony has returned
Adolphe Menjou was born in Pitts
who were guests of Mrs. Benjamin m Young gave a history of the so- special meeting and inspection next variety, he said, was unable to exist I Wollaston. Mass., who have been
burgh, Pa.. Feb. 18, the son of Albert to Camden after a two weeks' vaca- ,
guests of relatives and friends here
ln a region of severe winters.
' ciety and Mrs. C. V. Overman spoke Thursday. Supper at 6.30.
Menjou, French inn-keeper and tion.
Josephine Antoine, gifted Met I Sylvester.
Mrs. William Ingraham is visiting
Although rattlesnakes existed in and in Appleton have returned home.
ropolitan
soprano
and
brilliant
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Percy
Saban
and
(
0
i China.
Rev.
C.
V.
Overman
and
linguist of nine languages ... He
Clifton Morse went Sunday to
radio, concert and oratorio star, son Bernard, made a visit Sunday Mrs. Overman also sang several se relatives in (New York city.
regions of more severe climate than
Miss Lida Messer who has been
went to Culver Miltary Academy . . . Montvllle.
will appear as guest artist on evening at the home of friends here.
Walker \ ln Maine, such as North Dakota and i visiting at her old home here, has reMr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
K
lections.
Refreshments
were
served.
Then to Cornell University ... His
Mrs. Jennie Hupper and Mrs. Clara ' the Monday evening Voice of
Mrs. Annie Tibbetts has returned
returned Monday from a visit with , other northern states, they were a ' sumed duties at Wellesley. Mass
first screen work was with Vltagraph Morse are visiting in Thomaston.
Firestone program, October 4,
Mrs. Nellie Overlook was hostess
heme
after
a
week's
stay
with
her
relatives in Orono.
j different variety, adapted to the
over
the
NBC-Red
Network
at
Mr and Mrs. George Newbert of
. . . Was a captain during the World
The Los Angeles correspondent re
8:30 EST. She will substitute for daughter, Mrs. A. R. Leavitt of East Thursday afternoon at the meeting
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Crocke'. t' semi-afid conditions found in those Vinalhaven are visiting relatives here.
War . . . Menjou has one brother, ferred to in a recent issue was Wil
of the Susannah Wesley Society.
Margaret Speaks who is on con j Winthrop.
(Marie McFarlana) have returned areas. Such a snake would be unHenri, living in New York, where he liam Hatton a former resident of this
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Doten and two
cert tour.
Dr and Mrs. M L. Palmer have from Lynn, Mass., and jnn at the able to survive in the Maine climate,
Robert
Overlock
was
guest
Sunday
is engaged in the oil business . . . place.
daughters of Augusta were visitors
with ita greater humidity.
home of Mrs. Lillian Keller.
Still in her early twenties, this girl' evening of his sister, Mrs. Beulah 1 been in Framingham. Mass,
He is five feet nine inches tall, weighs
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Simmons,
Sunday at Frank Watts’.
Miss Doris M. Cochran of the
Mrs. Albert iT. Rhodes underwent
| Mr and Mrg> winfleld Mason of
153 pounds, has blue eyes and dark Mrs. Floyd Conant and Mr. and Mrs. from the golden west has gloriously , Tibbetts.
Mrs. Maude Bolster of Norway is
Mr. and Mrs. George Kellen started Plgeon Cove. Mass., are guests of Mr a sur8lcal operation Thursday at Smithsonian Institution credited set
brown hair ... Is married to Veree Donald Pendleton visited Wednesday scaled the heights of song. After
at the home of her brother John
Community
Hosptta'
|
tlement.
and
in
the
introduction
of
Tuesday
on
a
trip
to
the
West
Coast
being graduated from the University
Teasdale. His latest picture ls with ln Portland.
ana Mrs. H. P. Mason. With their
At the Baptist Church Sunday hogs and ploughing, even more than Fuller on a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Williams of host and hostess they motored Mon
Deanna Durbin "100 Men and a Girl.”
Mrs. Electa Hopkins is guest of rel of Colorado, Miss Antoine entered
Laurice Philbrook who has been
services will begin with morning j climate, for the extinction of the
the Curtis Institute of Music in Reading, Mass., have been visiting day to Cadillac Mountain.
atives in Augusta.
rattlesnakes formerly found in south employed ln Bangor is now working
worship
at
11
a.
m.
with
sermon
by
Mrs.
Lizzie
Sherman,
who
accom

Philadelphia
on
scholarship
in
1929.
Miss Theodora Van Names has re
Julia i Willey • wife of Justin Welt the pastor, Rev J. W. Hyssong, sub western Maine.
for Byran Clarke.
Later she entered Julliard Gradu panied them Thursday on their re
PATRONIZE YOUR
turned to New Haven, Conn.
died at her home Tuesday. She was ject, "Is it Necessary to Believe?" 12
In the Smithsonian Library is a
The Community Club will hold its
ate School in New York and stuaied turn trip.
a native of Bremen but had lived noon, Bible School with classes for report made before the Boston So first meeting of the season Tuesday
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bernard
Pomelean
of
under
Mme.
Marcella
Sembrich
on
UNITY'S OLD FAMILIES
here all of her married life. She all ages; 6. p. m„ Christian Endeavor ciety of Natural History in 1863 say afternoon at the new club rooms.
successive fellowships through June, Waterville were visitors Sunday at
leaves
a son. Clarence A. Welt, and | Meeting, speaker, Mrs. Ernest Whit ing rattlesnakes were very rare in Mrs. Edna McKinley is chairman of
j the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wales
James B. Vickery III, a sophomore 1935.
a daughter, Mrs. Annie L. Wallbridge ney; 7 p. jm„ Gospel Service, good Maine but that at that time a few the program and has arranged to
Miss
Antoine
made
her
debut
at
'
Sherman.
Who is ready to serve you at Bates College, is nearing the final the Metropolitan as Philine in
singing ;subject of sermon, “The were found in Albany and Raymond. ■ have two interesting speakers. Mrs.
Miss Thomas, teacher at Sherman's of Gafdiner.
stages of his work preparing a history
• • • •
None, the report said, was found east Laura Jamesoa of Waldoboro will
365 days in the year
Great Commission."
of the old families "of his home town, (“Mignon" and shared honors with Corner School visited friends Sunday
In Days of Yore
of the Androscoggin River.
speak and exhibit her collection of
Methodist
Church:
N.
F.
Atwood,
...........
,
--------------------------Richard
Crooks,
famous
Voice
of
in
Camden.
Unity. Work on the volume, in
Silsby’s Flower Shop
Miss Cochran has records only of native butterflies. Mrs. Louise Or| Firestone tenor. At the end of the , Mrs. Lydia Boynton returned FriAn interesting account of the pastor: Church School at 10 a. m.
cluding
research
into
town,
county,
TEL. 318-W
the
three-masted morning worship at 11, sermon sub- the black snake and milk snake, of btton of West Rockport will have
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND and State records, has been in prog first act, she won a rousing reception day to Dr. Cates’ in Vassalboro launching of
and her aria "Je Suis Titania" in ) where she has employment,
schooner, Mary J. Cook, is contained ject, “Able to Keep;" Epworth League , the larger non-polsonous snakes, be present her collection of gourds and
lOOtf ress four years.
in a copy of the Lincoln County at 6 p. m.; an illustrated talk by the j ing found in Maine, although there speak upon their cultivation. Co
the last scene of thc second act, drew |
News of Oct. 9, 1874. This schooner pastor on “The Holy Land" will be I are several varieties of smaller snakes, lumbus Day will also be observed with
LONG COVE
appropriate selections. Mrs. Hattie
was built in the ship yard of H. H. given at 7 p. m.
dience which filled every seat and
Leach, Mrs. Hattie Hoyt and Mrs.
Mrs. Clara Lane is substituting at
crowded the side aisles.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Polky of Kennedy & Co., and was of about
UNION
Mary
Wallace will serve as hostesses.
the
East
Side
primary
school
during
100
tons.
For
her
guest
appearance
on
the
Friendship
were
recent
callers
on
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
Monday evening Voice of Firestone William Polky.
The vessel was designed by Frank the absence of the teacher, Mrs. | Mrs. Laura Daniels Is visiting Miss
RATES'
program, Josephine Antoine will sing ; Mrs. Ida Harjula of Georges River lin Cook of Friendship and was built Wilma Rhodes.
Mabel Crawford in Warren for a few NORTH BURKETTVILLE
Single ’2»J«3«»
to Your hotel in BOSTON
The Farm Bureau held an all-day days.
"Carmena" by Wilson; “Songs My jand Mrs. Gladys Harjula of Rock- under the superintendence of Albert
Mother Taught Me,” Dvorak; “Lo, jland sPent Tuesday with Mrs. Edwin Waltz of Nobleboro with Benjamin session Tuesday at the hime of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Burton Lowell and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McKeai and
All AOOMJ WITH |AT»
500
R
oom
!
Storer and son, joiners; J. S. Hatch, Margaret Gregory, Glen Cove, with daughters Maxine and Helen of | Henry Turner of Bangor were visitors
Hear the Gentle Lark” by Bishop, j Stein.
Special w«<Lly ratal
Miss Antoine will join the Firestone ' Captain Hiram Champlain
of blacksmith;
Alphonso
Ludwig, 22 present. Dinner at noon was in Rockport called Sunday on friends last weekend at the home of Mrs.
Choral Singers to gi\« “Funiculi- .Connecticut has been a frequent vis- caulker; Kuhn and Haupt, fasteners; charge of Mrs. Gregory, Mrs. Mil here.
RADIO
Henry Turner. They also attended
Funicula” by Denza. Tlie Firestone itor at the home of Omar Con Osgood Miller, painter; John David, dred Rhodes and Mrs. Inez Packard.
Mr. and Mrs. Ford Burgess of Vas Union Fair, viewed the fireworks and
5ERVIDOR
“Tomatoes in Many Ways" was the salboro called on Mr. and Mrs. W. J. reported a delightful time. This
TUB >SHOWER
Symphonic Orchestra, under the di way while the barge on which he is rigger.
The schooner was commanded by subject discussed.
Bryant recently.
rection of Alfred Wallenstein will employed has been stationed at
was Mr. and Mrs. McKeal's first trip
Officers of Harbor Light Chapter
| Capt. Albert G. Cook of Friendship
Mrs. Mary E. Clark and Mrs. Ular to this locality. They also visited the
interpret “Spanish Dance No. 1” by Rockland for the past two weeks.
Victor Johnson passed last week and was owned by him and parties in are requested to meet at Masonic hall, Leach visited Monday with friends in fish rearing pools.
De Falla.
*» NORTH STATION
end with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Boston. New York and Alexandria, Tuesday at 7 p. m, for rehearsal of Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. L. V. Jackson of
•A STEP’/rd/nyottr TRAIN’ROOM
the article states. The old clipping the work.
Bryan Clark has bought the build Lewiston were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas Charles Johnson.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rider and Miss ing known as Brown Bros, pants fac Jackson's sister. Mrs. Leila Turner.
Mrs. Annie Kyllonen and sons. Ar is reminiscent of the days when
of all kinds. Power machine stitch
ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn thur, Albert, Einard and Elvin of vessels built in this town sailed the Helen Small returned Thursday from tory in South Union and will use it as
Everett Turner visited his sister in
Waldoboro were dinner guests Sun- seven seas.
a three-days' visit in Boston.
ing Co., 16 Willow St,
an assembly shop. Since starting Lewiston last weekend.

L

&

Nations, States Participate

In Golden Gate Exposition

Maine Only State

ESTABLISHED
FLORIST

1
t
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EAST WALDOBORO

ROCKVILLE

At the STRAND Sunday - Monday - Tuesday

Mrs. Eva Masters. Miss Dorothy
Once again the fall days are here
Masters of Round Pond and Mrs.
and the autumnal foliage gives beauty
Maude Butler of Boston were visitors
to the country side. The trees in
Sunday at“Mrs. Ethel Hanna's, Stantheir richest of garb dress the hill
“PRISONER OF ZENDA’
! ton Hanna of Boston has also been
sides with yellow and orange and a
lecent guest there.
generous amount of red—a lovely
Mrs. Ivan Scott and Mrs. Gardner
sight. Even though it is the au
| Mank attended the Auxiliary meettumnal season there are tangible re
i ing Tuesday in East Friendship.
minders of summer in that some in
; Mr. and Mrs. J. Stetson of Damari
the village only this week had blue
scotta S. J. Burrows. Misses Almeda
berry pie from fresh picked fruit and
During a recent trip to Lebanon,
Sidelinger and Abbie Sidelinger were
are still eating cucumbers, string
N. H„ the writer of this column wa»
callers Monday at L. L. Mank's.
beans, summer squash and ripe to
privileged to go through the Library
Emery D. Mank cf Quincy. Mass.,
matoes Tight from the vines.
of Dartmouth College, at HanoveT,
has been guest for a few days of his
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Jaseph are
Lebanon's neighbor town. It is of
brother James Mank.
in Fitchburg, having closed their
particular Interest to know that
Otto Bowden was ln Waterville
summer home, Porter Acres, for the
Dartmouth has its own university
Tuesday to attend funeral services
winter.
press known as Dartmouth College
for his sister. Mrs. Lemuel Bowden.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. H.
Publications, and that its stands
Ralph Flanders of Portland, Le
Perry were Mr. and Mrs. George Gur
unique among college and university
land Orff and family of North Wal
ney and William Hodgman of Lewis
publishing enterprises in that it was
doboro visited Sunday at the home of
ton, and callers the same day were
originally conceived as a preventive i
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Flanders.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Knowlton and
measure Its purpose at the time of
Mr. and Mrs. Kent O. Newbert and
children ol Monmouth, Mr. and Mrs.
its establishment was succinctly
Mias Ellie Mank were callers Sunday
Frank Campbell of Massachusetts,
stated as to publish books which the
on Mrs. Francena Bennett, Spruce
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lindsey. Mrs.
College would have to publish any
Head.
• Grace Flood, Miss Myrtle Herrick and
way—and to prevent publishing ;
Mrs Sarah Sldensparker. Mrs. O.
1 Ralph Spear of Rockland.
other books. This burst of candor |
Bowden
and children. Carolyn and
Mrs. Dana A. Sherer spent Wed
Charles, Wilbur Stratton and Mrs.
should not however, obscure the fact
nesday with Mrs. Charles W. Black- I
Lillian Bond made a call Sunday on
that sundry titles on the Dartmouth
inton at Rockland Highlands. Call
College Publications list have proved ,
Alfrfed Little In Bristol.
ers Sunday at the Sherer's were Mr. [
to be of quite general interest. Nor I
Guests last weekend of Mrs. Nellie
and Mrs. Harry Rising, Rockland;
Reever and Miss Myrtie Reever were
should it draw attention from future'
Mrs. Caroline Kalloch. Concord, N. i
Miases Una Clark Muriel Chase and
projects of Dartmouth College and
H.; Richard Rising. Swan's Island; j
Miss Tracey of Augusta. Miss Greta
New England history, and of popular
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Waldron and
Walden of -Togus. Levi Bucklin and
interest in some cases as against the
daughter Barbara, Glen Cove; and
Miss Eva Bucklin of South Warren.
academic fare which constitutes most
Mrs. Louise S. Rhodes. Camden.
Mr. an Mrs. Clarence Barnard
of the production of college and uni
Miss Margaret McKnight, Director ,
of
Rockland were visitors Monday
versity presses.
of Rural Religious Education has re- .
True soil lover Ls Charles Morrow WiLson. well known writer, whose latest
at thc C. Bowers' home.
The Dartmouth College Publica
turned from a vacation and is once i
Miss Carolyn Bovey and J. Jean
tions has to date, and quite properly, book. “Aroostook, Our Last Frontier," gives a true, thrilling picture of Maine’s more.in the swing of her work. She
,
of New York City, who have been
devoted major attention to works potato empire.
will again hold mid-week meetings ip
spending a vacation with Mr. and
related directly or indirectly to the j
Aroostook County, its people, pota- well as the entire State. Concluding this community until it becomes cold
Flavia and Rassendyll, the romantic principals of “Thc Prisoner of Zenda," arc played by Madeleine Car- Mrs. (H. B Bovey, returned Friday,
history of the College. A valuable
toes, past, present and future, are he blows reveille with the rousing weather. The first meeting will be
roll and Ronald Colman in David O. Selxnick's livish screen version of the famous Anthony Hope romance. Mr. and Mrs. Bovey motoring with
uncollated collection of original man
held under the microscope, probed by statement: “Whatever the outcome, it next Wednesdaj at 7 °cloc a
e Artist Gene Aiello offers his Impression of the stars.—adv.
them to Portland. The group also
uscripts pertaining to early Newenjoyed recent motor rides to Bel
England history has in the course the surgeon's knife and peered at ls good to see the men of Aroostook sen ce wi e in t e sc oo ui mg.
psychologically, sociologically and still on the march."
,
and Mrs Ma“ e* ta^r are
to Children.” Mrs. Hilton, wife of SOUTH WALDOBORO
fast, Augusta and Boothbay.
of years come into the possession, of
economically in Charles Morrow WilPerhaps more important than the i making their winter home in Newton i
the local Unitarian pastor, spoke at
Judson Berpier and Mr. Peabody of
Dartmouth College Owing to Dart
CASTINE
NORMAL
son's new book. "Aroostook. Our Last meaty facts crammed into “Aroostook, where Mr. Starr has employment
some length on the subject and sub
Warren have been shingling Miss
C.
Johnson
Pitman,
Misses
Ern

mouth's original establishment as a
John S. Ranlett, past commander
(By Ermo Scott)
sequently conducted an interesting
school for the education of Indians, Frontier." Handled competently by Our Last Frontier" is the significant of Ralph Ulmer Camp. S.W.V. has
estine Fuller, Eleanor Fuller and Ellie Mank's house.
discussion period. A large number
an
author
who
knows
how
to
give
picture
the
reader
derives
of
the
poMen’s Night was observed by the
much of the early documentary
been appointed aid to the Command
of faculty and students were in at- Louise Robbins of Appleton were social club last Saturday with a pic
material which has been edited for Journalistic sparkle to the seemingly tato's Importance on the American
Friday
night.
Roger
A.
Nye,
tenor.
tendance
er-in-chief, Alfred J. Kennedy.
guests last Saturday of Mrs. Pit nic supper at the South Warren
publication has particular signifi common-place, the contents should scene. It is impossible to close the
Mrs. Nathaniel Carroll observed her and Marion McVea, pianist. Waterman's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred , Grange hall. Seventy members and
prove
gratifying
to
Aroostookers.
inbook
without
realizing
that
the
tuber,
cance for students of the history of
birthday anniversary Sunday night ville. gave the first in the fall and
Officers for the Castine student
guests were present. Miss Muriel
Standish .
the American Indian. This material teresting to New Englanders and in- so often contemptuously dismissed as and was guest of Mrs. Elizabeth j winter series of concerts at the
Dramatic Club were elected at the
to Americans. readers to only
a traveling
companion
meat. Crockett who gave a party ln her1 normal school auditorium, As usual. first
Mr. and Mrs. Harry L. Stanhope of chase of Augusta sang several solas
in large part constitutes the subject spirational
Quick'ty ^ransporthig'hU
mighty
important
fellow.for
Ranked
reguiar meeting of the organiz
matter of the Dartmouth College
es ' nicturesoue potatoempire among
the first five or six greatest honor.
both artists gave freely of the^ fine atlon> president Helyn
Turski Waterville were visitors Sunday at and led <he KrouP ‘n singing Other
lie home of Alvin E. Wallace.
. entertainment consisted of violin
Manuscript Series, of which three Maine's picturesque potato empire, among
Miss Lottie Ewell spent a few days talent and were roundly applauded Taunton. Mass, secretary-treasurer
solos by David White, accompanied
volumes have already been published, the author paves the way for later food crops of Europe and North
Mrs.
Kenneth
Winchenbacr.
of
by
an
appreciative
audience.
This
Prances
Borroto
'38
of
Portland
this week with her cousin, Mrs. Ardie
by his mother. Mrs. Edna 'White, vio
and a total of a dozen volumes are chapters with humanized descriptions America, its non-fattening food value |
is the second appearence of both geth members of the senior class Friendship was a caller Tuesday on
of typical Aroostookers.
Verbatim is comparatively tremendous, it pro- ■ Thomas in St. George,
lin solos iby Miss Arvilla Winchen
projected
conversations with these characters, vldes 500 menu-saving recipes, it I Miss Jane Ross of Brookline is these artists on the campus within have been outstanding in their friends ln this section.
bach. piano accompaniment by Mrs.
The first volume of this series is
the two seasons.
previous dramatic activities on the
Clarence Harding and son John of,
wlnchenbach Oames and
“Letters of
Eleazar
Wheelocks flavored with northeast Maine nasal solves the food-budget bugaboo for' visiting Mr. and Mrs J. 6. Ranlett.
* * * *
campus.
Auburndale visited last Saturday at dancing were enjoyed.
accents
and
homely
idioms,
provides
the
poor
man
and
his
family,
it
supA
service
conducted
by
Bert
LarIndians." in which the Indian
Under the direction of Coach Hat-!
. • • *
the Harding summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Miller of Bel
students tell their own story of their Mr. Wilson with the opportunity to ports hundreds of thousands of farm- combe will be at the home of Mrs field, two teams made up of the men
Rev and Mrs. Randall Hilton have
fast passed last weekend at Norman
wlll
& Sunday School at 1 1 ln the s'11001 played the first in a announced the organization of a
struggle to adapt themselves to the Introduce their horse-racing, culinary, ers in every State in the
Miller's.
white man's civilization, and, specif aesthetic and manifold other extra- * tng a major crop in 18
School Notes
o'clock.
'serles
touch football games in class dealing with thc training of
1 Mrs. L. L. Mank was guest Thurs
it helps finance railroad operation,
ically. to the 18th century religious potato interests convincingly.
Letters have been received from rort George on Monday afternoon teachers for church schools, the
Pupils are rehearsing for a play, day of Mrs. Emma Brown in South
Acadia and the bloodless Aroostock at.a so on act infinitum. Cleverlj 11 u.
saying he ls bell boy at a I8ame resulted In a 14-0 win for first meeting being held on Thursday
ideology represented by Eleazar
"Her
Blessed Boy." the proceeds to be Waldoboro
| the Ramblers.
evening The course has been ofWheclock. The second volume is War receive the attention merited trated with numerous Ph0^P^ !
evening. The course has been of used for the purchase of playground
historically
which,
oddly
enough,
aland
a
series
of
personal
caricatures
,
hotel
at
Fishers
Island.
Lloyd Bean and family of Appleton
entitled “‘An Indian Preacher in
fered in response to many requests equipment. The cast is being coached
—
Mrs. Florence Bolduc is visiting her
were
visitors Sunday at the home of
most
every
school
book
has
neglected
by
Alden
Woodworth,
Aroostook
DisEngland,” and is an account of the
Mrs. Bray of Owl's Head was a bv interested normal school students. by the teacher. Mr. Standish whef has
mother and brother in New York.
his sister Mrs. N. Miller. Emery
amazing success of the Rev. Samson to give them. Chronologically, then, trict Superintendent of Schools, the
guest of her daughter, Mary, on
had wide experience in dramatics Simmons and family were callers
Occom, an alumnus of Wheelock’s the author paints with swift, vivid volume should prove valuable to mod
County school nurse Dunphee and elocution.
Sunday at campus.
at the Miller residence.
TEELS ISLAND
Indian school, before English audi strokes the coming of the lumbermen, em housewives with its concluding
• • • •
began examining the children of the
section
devoted
to
more
than
100
po

A
load
of
clean
sand
has
been
the
consequent
transformation
from
ences on his mission which pro- j
Glendora Stevens of Brooks spent training school on Tuesday morning
Winfield Demuth of Friendship is the weekend at home. Mr. and Mrs. on the annual fall inspection pro bought for use by the primary grades.
duced 11.000 pounds for the estab forest to farm, the comparatively re tato recipes.
Waterproof truck covers and spray
Charles Morrow Wilson’s articles employed by Mrs. Rose Atkins.
Children in these lower grades are hoods made to order. Old covers
lishment of Dartmouth College The cent economic domination of the big
Eaton of Belfast visited the campus gram.
have appeared ln most of the leading
working on a farm project.
story is told from the diaries of farmer over the small landholder.
I waterproofed. Awning service. RockBasil ‘Winchenbaugh arrived here cn Sunday as the guest of their
Occom and of Nathaniel Whitaker,, Relentlessly. Mr. Wilson does not magazines, including the Saturday Friday on his weekly trip.
•
daughter. Norma.
A large unabridged Webster's dic 1 land Awning Co.. 16 Willow St.
VINALHAVEN
a white man who went as “business spare the rod in describing the pres Evening Post, Country Gentleman,, Mrs. Dewey Maloney has been
tionary
has
been
recently
added
to
,
Mrs. Preston Lincoln of Attleboro,
The Castine Woman's Club met
manager'' of the tour. The third is ent-day situation of the Aroostook Scribner's. Country Home and many making a week's visit with Mr. Ma
Mass., is guest of her parents. Mr. the equipment.
“Sweeten it with Domino
in the parlors of Richardson Hall
Harold Blodgett's "Samson Occom," farmer, the many perils he faces. other national magazines. Among his
loney on Eagle Island.
and Mrs. Aubrey Ames.
The school has compiled a list of
Refined inUS.A.
a biography.
Saturday afternoon. Assisting in the
Encouragingly, he outlines the trade- published books are "Meriwether
Mrs. Ruth Wilson was a Rockland planning of the monthly get-to I Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snowman of ten aims or objectives for the year, i
Quick icings
Fruits cereals
In fields apart from Dartmouth marking. packaging, advertising, and Lewis." “Backwoods America," and
and fillings
Claremont. N. H , arc visiting rela one of which is to improve English
iced drinks
visitor Tuesday.
gether were Matron Emma McCul-' ’
College history, the Dartmouth research program of the county as “Boot of America."
Mrs. Fannie Wilson was guest lough. Elizabeth Sanborn and Eliza- j tives in town.
both written and oral. As a result,
T—
lectures on the Ouernesy Center
A supper was served Thursday at daily attention 1s given to speech and
Wednesday afternoon of her sister. beth Sawyer, members of the school
Moore Foundation, by Dr. Heinrich London house at 50 Wimpole street,
TENANT’S HARBOR
....
! the Latter Day Saints Church.
Mrs. Atkins.
all written work.
Bruer.ing, former chancellor of end started for the Continent. Yes.
Miss Ethel Friend spent the week-! plMSanl R»v?r Grange will attend
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ray
Vose
passed
last
^ncSuf}ar
Germany, contrasting the principles Elizabeth Barrett Browning was on
Charts for spelling and arithmetic.. LCane
weekend in Friendship with the lat end at her home in Etna.
I Unlon Church on Harvest Sunday, recently made, will enable pupils to I
<0nC«fionecs ' J
Church Notes
nt democratic and totalitarian gov her way to Join her poet-husband,
n X«X
|
• • . •
Oct. 10.
W&
ernment. are scheduled for early pub to whom she had been secretly wed a .Morning service at the Baptist ter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frankie
watch their progress daily.
After
being
Sunday
dinner
guests
LCarver
Relief
Corps
was
inMiller.
lication. Among active recent titles week earlier
Sotheby's auction church will be at 1030 The pastor's
Birdie Simmons and Bernard Davis of Mrs. Edna Harquail. Principal | spected Tuesday night by Mrs. Hazel
are “The Orozco Frescoes of Dart rooms in London recently offered subject will be the closing phrase of
were
on the island Thursday, the lat W. D. Hall and Mrs. Hall motored 1 Ray State superintendent; Mrs. Ma
mouth," gravure reproductions of the some of Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Christ the Way, the Truth and tha
to Mount Cadillac in Bar Harbor be! Bessey. State inspecting officer:
ter remaining for a few days.
entire fresco series with supplemen letters. One of those sold was ad- Life.
with their hostess and Robert I Mrs. Addle Ray. State director, all of
Henry
Teel.
Winfleld
Demuth
and
tary descriptive information. And dressed to Oeorge Barrett, the poet's
j^,
wi„
observed in the
Canton. There was a large attend
let me say right here, if you ever brother. Postmarked SCept 19. 1846. Blblp
h0UJ. by chndren of the Roy Vose spent Thursday evening Sprague and Elizabeth Smart, both
ance at the meeting which was pre
students.
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
Maloney
on
have the opportunity to visit this lt told of Browning's courtship, of school presenting messages in song
• • • •
ceded by a supper served by Cora Pe
Library, do not fail to see the Orozco Elizabeth s love for him. of their and word under the direction of Eagle Island. As Mr. Teel and Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Oonia and terson. Hilma Webster. Dora Boman
Demuth
played
violin
selections,
a
murals—they are astounding. They elopement. It asked that the news
siveuTight and Mrs Smlth. At
Mrs. Larrabee of Rockland, were The mystery package was drawn by
represent Aztec civilization.
I be "broken gently" to “dearest papa." the ,.Brlng One-. night ,n the „Happy delightful time was passed, luncheon
Sunday guests of Mr and Mrs. Orett, Lillian Gregory. While ln town the
also
being
a
feature
One could spend hours and hours "Mr. Browning, the poet wrote her jjour of Music and Message" service
Floyd Conant and Forrest Morris, ^°hinson at the latter's home ln visiting officers were entertained by
and hours wandering through the ; brother, “has been attracted to me
Mr. Smith will speak on the theme dined Thursday with Donald Wilson. Castine.
Mrs. Inez Conant, president of the
rooms—ln the stack rooms where . for nearly two years . • . and made
“The Manner of the Death of Christ."
local corps and on arrival were given
The lobster smack owned by Sher
there are books of every known type, ! me feel . . . with every breath I
As social director, Orett Robin an auto ride about town to several
The opening song-service, with inter man Jameson of Friendship was here
arranged in a delightful way in al draw in his presence that he loved
spersed special musical numbers, has recently for a load of the shellfish. son has been active in sponsoring points of interest.
coves around small tables, inviting me with no ordinary affection."
two general events for the student
been a time of real joy because of
Mr. and Mrs. T. Aldrich were call
• • • •
easy chairs, shaded lamps; in the
body
this week. On Thursday. 40 of
Dr Stratton will be at his Vinalthe
hearty
singing
by
everyone
pres

Mm. Cresswell was a woman of
ers Thursday afternoon on Mrs. Rose
periodical room where there are
the
students
and
faculty
chartered
haven
office from the arrival of thc
ent.
Atkins.
magazines and pamphlets and news | infamous character who bequeathed
The first monthly meeting of the
Donald Wilson, Jr., who has been thc Hippocampus, Belfast mail boat, , boat Monday. Oct. 11 until its depapers ln many languages dealing 10 pounds for the funeral sermon in
and took a three hour sail around parture Wednesday morning.—adv.
with religion, science, politics, phil which nothing ill could be said of Men s Baraca Class will be held Mon visiting his grandmother in Port
the west bay. Exceptional weather
osophy, arts, etc.; in the reference her The Duke of Buckingham wrote day night. Rev. J. Charles MacDon- Clyde passed last weekend with his
made for a very successful expedition.
|
the
sermon,
which
was
as
follows:
!
aid
of
the
First
Baptist
Church
of
CUSHING
parents.
looms where there are imposing
Saturday evening, assisted by Otis
“All I shall say of her is this—she Rockland is to be the guest speaker.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence H Wales
volumes—and sometimes thin en
Davis of Danforth, Morgan Kendrick
with daughters Theima and Jean
chanting ones, too—also in many ! was born well, she married well, giving a lecture from his experiences
CLARK ISLAND
of East Freetown, Mass., and Mildred
I
lived
well,
and
died
well;
for
she
was
of
his
Recent
trip
to
Europe
and
the
nette age on a two weeks' motor trip
languages. You can wander about
Smith of Bucksport, presidents of
visiting relatives lr New York State.
at will—no one tags at your heels, ! born at Shadwell, married to Cress- Holy Land. Every man who has been , At the chapel a special re-opening
the three classes, the school took
a
class
attendant
ln
the
past,
and
!
well,
lived
at
Clerkenwell
and
died
and courteous attendents on the
service will be held Sunday at 3 their picnic supper to the Rlbame They have been guests of Mr Wales’
who also wishes to start with the class
brother Eugene, In Rome; his sister,
lower floor (as you enter) will show ' at Bridewell.
•
•
•
•
for the coming months is invited to o'clock. Guest speakers will be Rev. ] shpres beach for a meal and social Mrs. A. A. Woodbury in Walworth;
you unusual and unique books if you
N.
Smith
of
Tenant's
Harbor
‘
and
evening.
The Bible is being recorded on meet at the church at 7 o'clock.
and are now in Buffalo with his
askRev. H. Leach of Thomaston. The
• • • •
. scores of gramaphone discs, so that
••• •
Prayer and praise service will be in picture “Christ in Gethsemane" will
mother. Mrs Jennie Wales, and
Jennie Miller '39 of Portland has
Robert P. Tristram Coffin, Pro blind people may hear the Gospels the vestry every Wednesday at 7
be unveiled. This picture is a gift to been assigned as student assistant sisters, Mrs. Ralph Rand and Mrs.
This is a fine quality writing paper in greytone or varytone.
fessor of English at Bowdoin College, read by speakers with the most o'clock. Meditations have centered
the chapel by the children and in the rural school at East Orland William Munyall.
beautiful
voices
in
Great
Britian.
and well known Maine author, is
Your name and address printed on sheets and envelopes with style
on t.he “Prayer Life of Christ."
Miss Carrie E. Wallace went Sun
grandchildren of Mrs. Joseph Baum for the next two weeks. The work
A or B heading
conducting the book review depart ! Already completed are the Gospels
day
to
Stoneham
where
she
is
guest
and is given ln memory of their Is under supervision of Director
ment of Yankee Magazine, published of St. John and Mark, which have
of
Mrs
Herman
Heuber
and
will
visit
Your
choice
of
lettering
in green, brown, blue or black ink.
father and grandfather Joseph Baum. Edith Leslie.
SOUTH HOPE
at Dublin. N. H„ his work having be i been read by Stuart Hibbard. British
other
relatives
in
Massachusetts.
•
•
•
•
Music will consist of a solo by Elaine
Broadcasting Corportion's chief an
gun for the July issue.
Miss Mina A. Woodcock is in
48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 1 -8x4 I -8
Fire drill in the training school on
nouncer.
• • • •
Mrs. Ella Bowley is passing a few Ames of Rockland special numbers
Union
as
guest
of
Mrs.
Alice
Williams.
Monday
resulted
in
complete
empty

Perfect for your own correspondence and just the thing for gifts.
The New England Poetry Society,
Those who * prize Grace Noll days wlth Mr' and Mrs Hartley by the men's chorus of Tenant's Har
Eugene iR. Killeran who recently
bor and "In the'Garden" by the lo ing of the building in two minutes.
by unanimous vote, has bestowed Crowell's charming poems will want Watts ln Easl( UnionThis included the familiarizing of returned to New Jersey after spend
cal Young People’s chorus.
its annual award for the most dis
to have her new book of poems.
and Mrs. Lyford Mills are
the upper grade children with a ing the summer at the home of his
tinguished contribution to poetry in
“This Golden Summit." By sending great-grandparents by reason of a
rcute
of exit which, hitherto, had brother, Leland Killaran Is very ill
the past year on John Hall Wheelock,
HOPE
in a hospital.
$1.53 to her at 719 Lowell, Dallas. son horn recently to Mr. and Mrs.
never
been
used in drill.
for his volume. "Poems. 1911-1936.'-1
• • • •
Miss Cora E. Fogerty attended
Texas, one can have an autographed ^arl Sprowl of Appleton,
publithea by Charles Scribners' Sons.
Rally Day will be observed by the
The Christian Association meeting Tuesday the annual picnic of the
copy, and an autographed photo- I Miss Berniece Payson has returned
• • • •
Sept. 19, 1846. an English poet, ac print with each book. The book to Camden after spending the blue- Sunday School Oct. 10 at 10.30 o'clock. on Tuesday was made of especial Federated Sunday school in Thomas
ROCKLAND, MAINE
companied by her maid and a dog contains 70 of her latest poems and ’ berry season with her aunt, Mrs. A. A feature of the program will be the interest and value by the presenta ton at tlie home of Mrs Fred Young
j W. Heath.
dramatization of the 24th P.saim.
tion of the topic “Teaching Religion in Friendship.
i
named Flush, slipped out of, a is beautifully bound.
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WANTED
1 Advertisements ln this column not to
Weston Young motored
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Jamieson
<
exceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
*K
Thursday to Bangor to attend a Pleasant River Grange Meets announce the engagement of their
roll
£..koa..io
I
cents,
three
times
for
50
cents.
AddlEffective October 1. 1937.
rall and nuittr bihedule tiona| lines flve cents each for one time
MIDDLE-AGE woman wants house
ONE Upright Player Plano. 50 rolls, for
Board meeting in connection with her
With Success—Tables
Ts
Are daughter Miss Virginia Jamieson to
____ ,
125; also one four-position oak
DEPARTl'RES
Mail
Closes
Leaves
Office .
Leaves
Sta. ! 10
.0 cents
* llnefor, three times. Six small words keeping position. TEL. 837-2. 120*122 sale
duties as vice president of the Third
typewriter table 68 x 44 TEL. 830
Kenneth Huntington Holt, son of Dr.
APPRENTICE wanted at Vogue Beauty _____________________________ 120*121-123
Sold
Out
Quickly
7.40 A. M.
8.00 A. M.
7-30 A. M.
District, American Legion Auxiliary.
and Mrs. Harry Holt of Brookline, Train No. 52
_ Slioppt. Call evenings alter 7. 84 PARK
Train No. 54
1.20 P. M.
1.30 P. M.
2.00 P. M.
ST
__________________ 119-ttf
$18 Convertable baby carriage for sale.
Department ot Maine. She was ac
Pleasant River Grange held its Mass.
$5. good condition. Call at 44 GAY
4.30 P. M.
5 00 P. M.
Train No. 56 ....................... 4.20 P. M.
GOBLETS,
wine
glasses,
tumblers
and
companied ficir. Rockland by Mrs. first annual fair in many years at
ST
. to see It
119-121
I
Capt. Curtis Weed gave a dinner
glass dishes wanted. 50 years old; colored
2.40 P. M. J a
2.10 P. M.
Clifton Marshall.
Train
No.
776
Sunday
only
2.00
P.
M.
glass
lamps
and
old
dolls.
P
O
BOX
TRAILER
with
trailer
hitch
for
sale,
party
Tuesday
night
at
his
camp
at
the Grange hall. Saturday. Oct. 2.
725. Rockland
120*122 bed roll cover; one 5-foot maple paddle
Mrs. Richard O. Elliot entertained Theday was ideal for an occasion of Hobbs Pond in honor of his birth
„
_
ar.d
3-foot
maple
paddle.
MRS
DICK.
BLACK fox fur lost last week ln
WANTED Women of Personality and j gy Waldo Ave Tel 63-W
120-122
ARRIVALS
Wednesday afternoon at luncheon this kind, a clear perfect day with a day.
Rockland. Reward Leave at The Cou- refinement
over 25. Car preferred but .
|
rler-Gazette
Office._______________ 119*121 not essential;
Truck
arrives
at
P.
O.
........
4.45
A.
M.
and contract at Mayflower Inn. Mar fresh wind that kept people on the
for Rockland. Camden and
USX. electric welder for sale; oxweld
The name of Roland Richards of
BUNDLE containing pair of blue kid surrounding towns
Itervlew can be cutting and welding torch with hose,
Train No. 55 arrives at depot 10.25 A. M.
daily except Sundays
tin's Point. Friendship. Mrs. James move and ready to take part in the Rockport was called this week at the
shoes lost Oct 1 In Gregory’s Clothing arranged Address STATE ORGANIZER. gauges and tips; pedestal grinder and
Train
No.
57
arrives
at
depot
2.50
P.
M.
Store
Please
return
to
GREGORY'S
P
O
Box
143.
Westbrook
121*123 motor;
2-pedd!e grindstones.
MRS
E. Creighton had high score.
activities. The interior of the hall Comique Theatre but as he was not
120*122
POSITION as housekeeper, wanted, DICK. 67 Waldo Ave. Tel 63-W
Mrs. Earl Woodcock was hostess to where the fair was held, was decora- there $120 will be given away next
120-122
Train No. 775 arrives at depot 10.00 A. M.
Sunday only
neat, capable and good cook
Best of
references. E. B DODGE. Gen Del.,
the Junior girls, her class of the j ted with streamers of blue and yel- Tuesday night.
GUERNSEY cow and calf for sale;
Rockland________________________ 121*123 also grade cow and calf and one horse-;
Probate
Notices
Federated Sunday School at supper! low and the tables occupied by the
.Mail Arrives
Mail Closes
Miss Pauline Dillingham has re ROCKVILLE STAGE
W
L. MERRIAM.
WOULD like a rabbit hound not over Winchester rifle
STATE OF MAINE
12.00 P. M.
7.15 A. M.
120-122
Wednesday with informal games in various exhibits were decorated with turned to New York city after spend
2 years old State price. Male dog. Union. Me.
To all persons interested ln either or JOSEPH HUTCHINSON. Vinalhaven. Me
the evening. Those in the party white ground paper with blue and ing the summer at the Elmore cot
BED couch and Zenith Radio for sale,
the estates hereinafter named:
Box 121._________________________ 121*123
good condition PHONE 1011-R
At n Probate Court held at Rock
Mail Arrives
CAMDEN & ROCKLAND
Mail Closes
were Misses Jean Crie, Jean Gil-1 yellow streamers with rosettes of tage on High street.
119-121
land. in and for the County of Knox., SINGLE house wanted to rent, five or
7.30
A.
M.
5.J0
A.
M.
chrest. Marjorie Cushing. Isabelle ' same colors.
on the 21st day of September, ln the . »‘x A,™ ? Il~hb ££ a?d oL«tte * *
RUBY Crescent. 22-lnch steel pipe fur
1.15 P. M. year of our Lord one thousand i A w • care Tbe Courier Gazette
A large delegation of young people
10.00 A. M.
Watts. Hazel Weaver. Eleanor Tuttle.
The candy table was in charge of
120*122 nace. for sale, registers, pipe, etc., prac
2.30 P. M.
4.30 P. M. nine hundred and thirty-seven and
from the Baptist Church will attend
tically new Apply 64 SUMMER ST.
by adjournment from day to day
Eleanor Gregory and Virginia Roes, Barbara Brown and Florence LawCtty.
119-tf
Next theBaPtist Young Peoples confer- Sunday .................................................. 10.00 A. M.
2.00 P. M. from the 21st day of said Sep
with Mrs. Frank D. Hathorne as son. and was well patronized
tember
The following matters hav
TRACTOR
for
sale.
BICKNELL
in
line
was
the
fancy
work,
in
charge
ence
at
the
Columbia
Street
Baptist
ing
beer,
presented
for
the
action
there

special guest.
121-123
TO LET
I MFG. CO . Tel 360
hereinafter Indicated It ls hereby !
Tuesday
of KUtie M Webster and Agnes N Church ln BangOT the coming Sun’
Mail Arrives upon
Mail Closes
ORDERED:
BABY PEN for sale; also scales, crib,
Mr and Mrs. C. C. Haffner, who
Smalley, and was the center of at- , da>’ The conference begins at 10.30
8> I Whitney coach, bathtnette, single 3-foot
That notice thereof be given to all
Thursdayhave been occupying their summer
bed. Inner coll, spring mattress Fowler
persons Interested, by causing a copy
traction.
The
apron table was in i and cl0£es at 3.45.
COZY,
furnished
five-room
house,
to
2-burner oil burner for kitchen range.
Saturday
of this order to be published three
home on Main street, have returned
3.30 P. M weeks
7.00 A. M.
let. on Spruce Head Island, suitable for May be seen at 4 Lawrence Avenue.
successively
ln
The
Courier-Ga

charge of Winnie C. Ames. Leola B
Fred Gilchrest is on a vacation Matinirus
Matinicus
to Princeton, N. J.
120*122
zette a newspaper published at Rock summer cottage or year-round dwelling; Thomaston. TEL. 186-3
Smith and E. Jeanette Gregory. The 1 from his duties at the Boynton-Mc- Criehaven
land tn said County, that they may ap rent very reasonable. TEL Rockland
Mr, and Mrs. Richard E. Dunn
793-W after 4 pm.
106-tf
FARM on Rt. 17, for sale, electric
pear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
(N'ov.
1
Tuesday
and
Friday)
cek? table was presided over by Ava Kay Drug Co.
early marketing,
said Rockland on the 19th day of
ROOMS to let. with or without board, lights water,for9 acres,
have closed their home at Stone's
quick sale
WILBER
Erown and Agnes Oakes.
f Miss Mary Hanna has returned to
October. A D. 1937. at nine o'clock ln MRS DICK. 67 Waldo Ave . Tel.^M-W low priceUnion
119*121
Point, and are nt their Knox street
forenoon, and be heard thereon If
Mail Arrives the
Mail Closes
The table reserved for the Dona- ‘ Cincinnati, after spending the sumthey
see
cause.
HEATED rooms to let. KINGSBURY ' TH^
USE. Willow St., reresidence.
tions from out of Town was in j mer at her cottage on Chestnut street, Ash Point
120*122 ccntlj purchased, am offering for sale,
FRANK H LENFEST. late of Union, wotki i9 Mvrtir Rt citv
.......................1
rtle at ._city._____ ' price <5.500 FREEMAN S YOUNG. Tel.
Miss Alice Tuttle is having a vaca
Will and Petition for Probate HOTO..
10.30 A. M. deceased
11.30 P.M.
charge of C. Meservey F Ames. The
Qark who during the summer Owl's Head
SMALL
heated
room,
to
let.
with
bath. J 605-M Rockland
121-lt
thereof, asking that the same may be
tion from her duties at the home of table of vegetables and groceries
proved and allowed and that Letters • MRS_ A P FOLEY. 7 Masonic Si: Tel ,
ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property.
was
employed
in
Jamieson's
garage,
Ttctamentary Issue to Sarah E Lenfest
Mr and Mrs. Frank D. Elliot and from the home-town stores was
-...................... \
South Thomaston
".-------------------------------------------------- 23 Knox Street, Thomaston, for sale.
ol Un'on. she being the Executrix named
APARTMENT to let corner Main and Price reasonable
Apply to F D ELwent Wednesday to Annville, Penn under the direction of Curtis M now has employment in New York Spruce Head
10.C0 A. M. ln said Will, without bond
' 11.30 P. M.
Warren Sts . hot water heat with oil LIOT. Thomaston.
118-tf
ESTATE WILLIAM T HOCKING, late burner. bath, garage C A HAMILTON.
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Edward Pet- Webster and Donald H. Shields. city.
Clark
Island
...............
GOOD HORSE for sale at a bargain.
• • • •
of Tenant's Harbor, deceased
Petition 29 Chestnut St.. Tel 988-J
121-tf
Fine looker, gentle, fearless, nice drlvtoril.
for Administration, asking that Wini
Members of The Fox Islander 4-H
TWO furnished apartments, to let at ing horse, wt. 1.000 Had record of 2 12
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dangler re
fred T Hocking of Melrose Highlands.
100
Union
St
MRS
E.
H.
ROSE.
;
as 2 yr. old. Also harnesses, rubber tired
Warren Everett has arrived from Club were welcome guests at an
Mail Arrives Mass., or some other suitable person be
Mail Closes
turned this week to New York city
________ I21*123 I buggy, wagon etc. E E. THORNDIKE.
......................... |.20 1» M
Vinalhaten
Glassboro. N. J . where he has had other table. The attractions from the
9.30 A. M. appointed Admx. without bond
119-121
FURNISHED apartment to let ln Tel. 2192. Rockport
after passing the summer here.
ESTATE LILY M CHAPIN, late of
employment for more than two fancy work table were an afghan
Camden, deceased Petition for Admin- Thomaston. 3 or 5 rooms, sunny, easily; RICH dark loam for sale, for flower
Daily Except Sunday
Miss
Marian
Lowe
has
returned
i«tratlon. asking that Oscar P Chapin cf I blated- Private bath. Call at 19 GREEN ( gardens and lawns; also gravel for driveyears, and is visiting his grand that was awarded to Mrs Spillman of
Camden, or some other suitable person ST-_______________________
121 123 ways and Allings. Tel. 23-W WILLIAM
...................... 1
Xcrth Haven
mother. Mrs. Aima Spear.
{ The Breakers.' an Irish patchwork from a few days' visit in Boston.
be appointed Admr . without bond
THREE-ROOM second floor flat to let. ANDERSON, 48 West Meadow Rd
Stonington
.......
119-121
During the morning service at the
ESTATE NELLIE F ROSS, late of furnished, adults only. 82 Llmerock St
• • • •
i quilt awarded to Curtis M Webster
Isle au Ilaut
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad LILLIAN BICKNELL_____________ 121*123
TURKEYS, for sale, alive, dressed or
.......................
[
Baptist
Church
there
will
be
a
service
ministration. asking that Mildred F.
There was an unusually large at I a windmill quilt which went to
W S LOTHROP. (ThorndlkeLcckout ......................
---- ----- \ 1.30 PM.
FURNISHED apartment to let. all baked
9.30 A.M. R
om of Rockland, or some other ault- modern, hot water heat. FLOYD L vllle) Route 2. Union
.................... ...................... 1
tendance at the Baptist Circle sup Bertha M Healey, a butterfly doiley of dedication of babies. Any parent. Atlantic
r.ble person be appointed Admx.. without SHAW. 47 No. Main St
119tf
CHESTER White Boar, for sale. 2 yrs.
Fren~hboro
bond.
per. held in the vestry Wednesday, which went to Oscar Dawson; a chair
THREE furnished rooms for light house2 ,yrs ’aSh about 500 lbs • sow now
Minturn
ESTATE CLARA A GREEN, late of
...................
1
with
pigs. $75 for the two delivered with
plates being laid for more than 50.
Rockland, deceased
Petition for Ad keeping to let. with private bath Ap in 10 miles. Two Utters will pay for
Swan's Island ........... ......... .............. f
ply
65
NORTH
MAIN
ST.
_________
118-tf
ministration. asking that Earle C. Dow
On the committee were Mrs Edith ted doiley to Emma Arey. large cro- dedicated, may telephone or writ«
both
Also a spring Hampshire ram,
; R -ckport. o»- some suitable per
MODERN 6-room apartment to let at heavy fleece. $13. If taken at once. Also
Dark Harbor
1.15 P. M. son
..................... . 10.00 A.M.
Kilborn. chairman, Mrs.
Estelle cheted centerpiece to Mildred Pep- Rev. W. F Brown. Belmont avenue.
be appointed Admr.. without bond. 58 Warren street Best of repair, rent Thompson strain of White Plymouth
Wendell Gilchrest has employment
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME reasonable. Apply L A. THURSTON. Rock roosters, very true to form, weigh
Newbert. Mrs. William White and pard.
119-121 8 to 10 lbs . $4 ROSE HILL FARM. Owl's
asking that the name of Arthur Augus Tel. 1159 Rockland.
At the table of out of town dona- in Rochester. N. H.
Mrs. Adelaide Jones. In the after
tus Williams of Vinalhaven be changed
Corridor open Sunday
116-121
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart Head, Me, Tel. 292-R
to Arthur Augustus Calderwood
Pre- ment to let at 15 8ummer St. ,,,
MRS... PAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old
noon. the Circle elected as president. tions. a rug went to James L. Cal
Tlie Dandylions will meet Tuesday
10.00 A. M. to 2.00 P. M.
| rented by Arthur Augustus Williams
FROST. Tel 318-W
paper, etc Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply
Mrs Herbert Newbert; vice president. derwood. a ladies' pocketbook to Mrs night wlth Mrs William Kelley at
ESTATE SARAH J. WATTS, late Of
I HAVE a small cottage at Hosmer at this OFFICE.
113-tf
Rockland deceased
Petition for Per
Mrs. James E. Creighton, secretary Henry Newbert. an electric lamp to her home on Main street.
petual Care oIBurtal Lot" panted £nd ‘cer‘% XTr”we^k^'TO^n"'/
T'“a^a
also Oet-Rlch-Nite. $130 given away
Mrs. H. 6 Kilborn; treasurer. Mrs (Mrs. Agnes Smalley, an oiled silk
“^121 flne'5cocdltlom nzhta^batmTivIna S
Fatrick Mahan and family have re- Wednesday and Thursday. “You
it is believed that the bow on the estateL VIRGINIA eileen white. DEaFtc ^i?rC°,rty.
fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
Committees ap- I umbrella to Leola B. Smith, an oiled turned
H F Andrews.
FIVE
ROOM,
all
modern,
heated
apart ln cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
to cincinna.i alter spending Cant Have Everything;" Friday. The sweat band of a man's hat originated minor, of Rockland Petition for LiPrice attractive
GRANVILLE BACHment.
to
let.
with
garage.
Oet
located
pointed were Work. Mrs. Minnie silk raincoat to Carolyn Alley.
“
cense „
to sell
certain Real Estate, sitthe summer at the Gerald
Dalzell ■ Llons CTub
..ging And
a stnng or rlbbon by whkh the -nae
—
— before winter comes
Apply MEN'S ELDER, Tel. 16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
Wilson. Mrs. Lucy Sillery and Mrs i A fine lunch was served in the
SHOP,
corner
Main
A
Park
Streets.
118-tf
In said Petition, presented by Marie
Happy.'’ Proceeds for the Commu sizt of the hat was adjusted
Gertrude Hahn: sick commitee. Mrs 'dining room by Ella E. Ames. Agnes house on Rawson avenue.
White Andrews (formerly Marie E\elyn ___________________________________ 111-tf |
The Lend-A-Hand Club will meet rity Hospital.
White) of St George. Odn
SINGLE HOUSE, to let. Rockland St. [
Letitia Starrett. Mrs. John Brown Oakes. E G Kittredge. Alton Oakes,
Notices of Appointmerl
ESTATE URANIA C BURGESS, of garage Inquire SHAFTER. 15 Rockland i
Tbe ennuai installation of the
and Mrs. Henry B Shaw. The Cir- j and Hazel Kittredge. The fair was! Monday night with Mrs. Forrest
When a man is asleep he's a mere owl s Head. First and final account 8t.
111-tf,
cie will serve the second in the win- .well attended even from the time ^a6ee a- -ler home on Ha.den a e Ma.der Cliff Rebekah Lodge will be vegetable,’! says a scientific writer presented for allowance by Charles A
THREE apartments, to let. two fur-1
NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
Rose. Gdn.
nlshed and one unfurnished. Good con- j I. Charles L Veazie. Register of Proheid Wednesday at 8 o'clock at Odd He ls however, not edible-only auter series Oct. 20 with a group of men when the doors were opened at 9 ~‘Je'
ESTATE ELLA D COOK, late of dltlon. rent low F L. SHAW. 47 No. ' bate for the County of Knox, tn the
Friendship, deceased
First and final Maln_St.. TEL. 422-R
The Baptist Philathea Class will Fellows hall. The installing officer oibie—Boston Tdanscript
118-tf I S’atc of Maine, hereby certify that ln the
in charge. Chester A. Vose. chair o'clock and when goods were of
account piesented for allowance by Mel
fered
for
sale
at
10
o'clock,
the
busi1
held
a
birthday
party
Oct.
15.
with
a
will
be
Mrs.
Margaret
Reed
of
Ten

UPSTAIRS tenement, to let; low price j
g
,P"s°n' vi"*,ap’
vin
&
Hattie
G
Lawry.
Exxs
man. The feature of the menu will
MinLLro ^CMSRknkfhUSt CUVRENCE ££*a“a
^Conaervators an^onThe
ant's Harbor. Following the instalESTATE CALISTA S COLE, late of
be an old-fashioned New England ness was very brisk and some tables covered dish supper.
MILLER.
692-M.
Rankin
St..
City.
,j
ateg
hereinafter
named:
Rockpcrt
deceased
Petition praying
boiled dinner. In the evening, the | were sold out in a very few minutes
The engagement of Marlon Gert- lation there will be an entertainment
that the Court determine which legatees —--------- -------- - -------------------------------- —
CHARLES RUDOLPH BERGQUEST.
and
devisees
mentioned
ln the Will of h VSrge./UrnlShe2.^‘Sx^cle^
late of 8t George, deceased Prank H
guest speaker will be Frank A. Win- ’ The proceeds realized by this fair farrude Lowe, daughter of Mr. and MrsalltJ refreshments will be served,
•aid Callsta S Cole have died ln the •
FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park ' Ingraham of Rockland. Public Admr
111 etime of the testatrix, and which. If 8t- Tel 330.______________________ 116-tf i for the County of Knox, was appointed
slow, associate editor of The Cou- ■ exceeded expectations and the Herman A. Lowe, to Charles WinsMr and Mrs Joseph Durling and
any. of said legatees and devisees, so
Four room tenement to let at 38 Me- ' Fubl’c Admr. Sept 9. 1937. and quallT.er-Gazette. whose subject will be Grange thanks all who helped us low Lewis Jr. of Wellesley Hills. . daughter. Miss Ruth Durling. have
deceased, are relatives of the testatrix, chanlc 6t. MRS
W! S KENNISTON 1 fled b" flhO8 bond on same date
leaving
lineal
descendants
who
take
with
their
donations:
especially
the
Mass
has
been
announced.
Mr.
returned
to
Detroit.
Mich.,
after
a
“Six Million Wild Horses."
118-tf i ELLWIN G BRANN. late of Washlngsuch estate as would have been taken 176 Main St.. Tel 874-W
8TEAM
heated
i.t—IL-i-Ll !°n deceased Harry W Brann of Washby such deceased legatees. If they had
At St. John's Church Sunday: 9.30 stores of Rockland and Camden who Lewis is a grand nephew of the late visit with Mrs. Maude Porter,
IccsUoFTe
'
U3
m
? . ln
«tonpnQ
waaqua;
"Pointed
Admr . July 20.,
survived the testatrix; presented by iccation. Tel. 133.
ng-tf
,537
,ned by fillng
-pbe W.C.T.U. will hold an Instia m. Holy Eucharist, with Rev. Eric generously donated to the fair and Mary Jane Watts of Thomaston, and
Lincoln-Alliance Bank and Trust Com
=9
1937
pany. of Rochester. N Y . Admr. C T A.
Robinson, rector of St. Andrews wants to show that it really appreci- attended Bowdoin College. He is now tut? at tbe Methodist church Tues
ISABELLE DORR, late of Camden, deESTATE RICHARD KEATING SNOW
. 1 ceased
Everett R Grieve of Camden
Church, at Newcastle, officiating. ates their kindness. The Grange in the employ of the General Elec day. All day session with meetings at
late of Owl’s Head, deceased First and 1
thanks the stores in Vinalhaven for trie Company at Bridgeport. Conn. 1030 a m an(j 130 p m Dinner will
ty“V«
4 | 1937. and qualified by filing bond^Sept.
Mr and Mrs. James Brown of
their donations and the individuals Miss Lowe attended Northfield Semi- be serVed by the entertaining Union,
Snow, both of Rockland Exrs
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
FRFD O
TAMESON late nf Warren
1 HELEN M. MARSHALL, late Of Somerwho gave various things for our good nary and the Boston Museum School visitors will take sweet food. Among
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro: ! OOOD
SPIRITUAL
READING
by j 'tile. Mass deceased Myra H A MarHarry C. Moody.
cause.
It was the generosity of the of Fine Arts. She has been engaged tbp speakers wi!! be Rev. John Hys-1
bate thereof, asking that the same may B1®11 25c and stamp Questions answered ;
SomervUIe. Mass , was appointed
Officers of Grace Chapter. O.E.S are public that enabled the Grange to in newspaper work in Boston, and soug 0{ Rockport. Mrs. Mabel Heald
be proved and allowed and that Letters Present help—future prospects. OEORGE 1 Admx.. Sept. 21. 1937, without bond
JONES Dlxmont. Muliie
120*122 Alan L Bird of Rockland was appointed
Testamentary
Issue
to
Alma
L
Jameson
reuqseted to meetln Masonic hall at make a very tidy sum on this occa- at one time was a columnist in The 0( West Rccktx.it Mrs Mary Perry :
-TV, j —
—7 Agent In Maine
of Warren, she being the Executrix —
ROCKLAND Radiator Works, 70 Park
MARY M SINEX. late of Edgewater
7.30 o'clock, Monday night, for re slcn.
named ln said Will, without bond.
Stieet: we specialize on auto radiators
Courier-Gazette, writing ‘'Serious R;ch of Rockport and Mrs. Hope'
Park. N J deceased Mary Slnex Cowan
ESTATE HIRAM ULMER late of only; new fadlatcf guajlintoe w.th
hearsal in preparation for Matron's
of
Edsewaier Park. N J . and Harold
--------------- Sallies by Sally Lowe."
Brewster of Rockland.
Rockland deceased
Petition for Ad- I every repair Job New and used radla
119*121
Wells of Bordenton. N. J., were apand Patron's Night to be observed new at Jacobs Shipyard. City Island.
ministration, asking that Ensign Otis tors; drive In for estimate.
The Camden-Rockport Lions' Club
Mf and Mrg Leiand Mann of
--------- ' pointed Exrs . Sept 21. 1937. without
of Rockland, or some other suitable
Wednesday.
pianos, uprights, for sale, or to , bond
Edward C. Pavson of Rockland.
person be appointed Admr . with bond letUSED
New York, are to sail in ten days for in an endeavor to aid the Community woodfords ere guests of his sister
for the season Phone ua. Rockland appointed Agent ln Maine
Your name and address printed
ESTATE JENNIE S. JACKSON, late ol 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
At the Baptist Church Sunday. ■ gQu^b America
Hospital is sponsoring a benefit and brot;icr-in-law. Mr and Mrs.
LOREN O. TEEL, late of St. Oeorge.
on envelopes and paper or mono Washington, deceased First and Anal
118-tf deceased. Etta M Teel of St. George
Bible School will be at 9 45; morning
presented for allowance by Ar
The last meeting of the Garden 1 movie show at the Comique Theatre. Charles A Co'.'land
gram on sheets, address on enve account
was
appointed Exx . Sept. 21. 1937. with
IF
YOU
want
cider
made
from
your
bor Sldellnger. Admx
preaching service at 11 o’clock, when , Ciub for this sea£on, which was to Oct. 15. The feature piotures is
p
_
T.nfK/xxi
i own apples bring them In Tuesday and out bond
Black. Blue, Green or
Ralph Ingraham of Aliee Arm,, lopes.
.
jen
V
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S
j
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‘
s
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.
l
ate
of
I
Fridays.
Vinegar
19
cents
Wonderful
WTLLIAM
H GLENDBNNING, SR.
the pastor. Rev. H. S. Kilborn. will ( have been at the home of Miss Mar- Sing and Be Happy" starring Tony
Brown ink.
Washington, deceased
Petition for bargain SIMONTON, Rockville
... .. Ilate of Rockland, deceased Mary Agnfs
Distribution presented by Arbor Side
use as subject. ' The First Duty of garett o Ruggies. will be held ln- Martin and Dixie Dunbar and there British Columbia, is visiting relatives
12. 123 , Glendtnnlng of Rockland was appointed
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
linger of Newcastle. Admx
- -"'Exx . Sept 21. 1937. and qualified by fllEvcry Man;'' evening service at 7 i ?tead at lhe home of Mlss Rita c. will be several other attractions, here and in Rockport.
RADIO reception noisy! weak or fad-.,
White Deckle Edge
ESTATE HELEN B
OLIVER
of Ing?
Have
your
tubes
tested
with
latest1 lng bond on same date
Jaques Van Brun’ has employment i
Thomaston
First
and
final
account
o’clock, topic. "Believing." There will gmith. The date. Oct. 14 and pro- Cne-half the amount of receipts from
36 folded sheets 4%«7%
KATE J. OVERLOCK, late of Warren,
presented for allowance by Charles H [ scientific tube tester Free of charge at
MAINE MUSIC CO. Tel. 708
112-tf deceased. Aleda M Gordon of Warren
36 envelopes 4x5', square flap
be no Christian Endeavor meeting on gram are
previously aninounced. ticket's sold by members of the Lions
*J Y
Woodcock of Thomaston. Odn
was
Exx . Sept. 21. 1937. with
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano out appointed
$1.25 Postpaid
ESTATE MARY E GOULD. late of
account of the Rally Day of that so
Mrs. Josep.t Sail»r and family hare
bond
Federated Church services Sunday Club will go to the hospital
Warren, deceased
First and final ac- accordion lessons at your home. $1.
MARGARET A. BENNER, late of Rock
ciety in Bangor, which will be at will be: Sunday School at 9.45; The
returned to Philadelphia after sperdOR
112-tf
count presented for allowance by O C. A LUNDELL. Friendship.
land. deceased
George T Stewart of
Dudley Gould. Exr
60 flat sheets 7%xl0M
tended by the young people of this service at 11 o'clock will combine
^ev William E. Berger is having ir,g the summer at their home on
WATCHMAKER Repairing
watches. Rockland was appointed Exr . Sept 21
HELEN
M
WILLIAMS,
late
of
Rock

50
envelopes
4x7H
square
flap
clocks,
anti
ques
all
kinds.
Call
and
de.
1937.
without
bond.
church. The musical numbers at Rally Day and the Junior Service a month's vacation, part of which is Chestnut street
land. deceased
Will and Petition tor
$1.50 postpaid
st A
qSS 23
CAROLINE E LOOK, late of RockProbate thereof, asking that the same hurv
the morning service will be: Anthem and the Junior Choir will sing the being spent at the 52d triennial genoury St . Rockland. Tel 958-J
118-tI |gn(j deceased
Harold W Look of
Mrs. Sarah Durkee. Jennie Gupmay be proved and allowed and that
Rockland
was appointed Exr . Sept 21.
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
’’Out of the Depths" by Marston, anthem. “Master Let Me Walk With oral convention in Cincinnati.
Letters Testamentary Issue to Annette
m, Of Rockland and her daughter
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
Keighley of Middle Haddam. Conn . she work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W. 1937. without bond.
with incidental solos by Mrs. Hilda Thee. ’ Rev. Hubert F. Leach will , Eminent Sir Alexander A. Le 2arbara Rose of Damariscotta are in
118-tf
White Vellum
JULIA L. ASTLE. late of St. George,
being the Executrix named ln said GRAY. Tel 8533
S. Keyes and Raymond K Greene; use as theme for his story sermon. Fleur of Portland, installed the new pcrt Maitland. Yarmouth, N. S
Square flap envelopes and folded Will, without bond.
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Ruck- deceased. Blanche K Nichols of Ev
erett.
Mass , was appointed Exx , Sept.
ALDEN O
MERRIFIELD. late of land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oidtrs
sheet*
seprano solo. "Beautiful Land Called ►Fiddlti^cks,” Promotion certift- !°™cers of Camden Commandery. K.
Mrs Henrietta MarUn u on a va.
21. 1937.
„„
, _ without
.,
. bond. Edward
. . JC. . PayThomaston deceased
Will and Peti solicited H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
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envelopes
4x5
’
i
lia-tr
l
son
of
Rockland was appointed Agent
Heme." by Baines, Mrs. Carrie W cates will also be presented at this IT., assisted by Eminent Sir Henry
tion for Probate thereof, asking that
______ 1
' ln Maine.
cation from her duties at the Allen
60
sheets
4
a
ix7V,
the same may be proved and allowed and
service. Epworth League will meet at | A Dyer as grand master of cereButler.
NELLIE M BARTLETT, of Washlngthat Letters Testamentary Issue to Hat
$1.50 postpaid
Insurance Co.
| ton Barclay R Miller of Appleton was
• 9 • •
tie P Merrifield of Thomaston, she be
Legal Notice
5.30; evening service at 7. when the monies; Sir Knight Carlos P. Hill, as
5 appointed Cons . Sept 21. 1937, and
ing the Executrix named ln said Will,
Mrs. Griffin Gribbel of Philadel
qualified by filing bond on same date
, Brand prelate; and Sir Knight EdAmong those who attended the subject will be "Pioneer of Life.’’
without bond
STATE OF MAINE
phia Is in town for a few days.
EBEN ALDEN, late of Thomaston, de
MARTHA W HANLEY, late of Thom
-----------------' win Burett as grand marshal. The
inspection of Beach Chapter O.ES..
To all persons Interested ln either of ceased. Nancy C. Alden of Thomaston
aston,
deceased
Will
and
Petition
for
Mrs. Fred Lermond is guest of her
hereinafter named:
Clearance Sale, all goods marked \ Portland Commandery sent a large
a Lincolnville Beach, Wednesday
was appointed Exx . Sept 21. 1937. and
Probate thereof, asking that the same theAtestates
a Probate Court held at Rockland, qualified by filing bond Sept 22. 1937
may be proved and allowed and that ln and
night were Mrs. Leah Davis, Mrs. down to make room for new stock. ( delegation. The new officers of sister, Mrs. William Edes in Brewer.
the County of Knox, on the
Letters Testamentary Issue to Dorothy 21st dayfor
B STANLEY GREGORY, late of Rock
September In the year of our
Mr.
and
Mrs.
S.
B.
Haskell
of
Malcolm Burnham of Boston. Mass , she Lord oneof thousand
Margaret A. Lakeman. Mrs. Avis beginning Oct. 11. Sign-of-the-Ship Camden Commandery are: Finlay
nine hundred and port. deceased. William W. Gregory of
l-eing
the
Executrix
named
ln
said
Will.
thirty-seven and by adjournment from Rockland was appointed Admr . Sept. 21.
Brazier. Mrs. Marian Grafton. Mrs. Gifts. 3 Elliot St.. Thomaston—adv. Howard Calder. Eminent Comman- Dcver-Foxcroft are spending a few
; without bond.
day to day from the 21st day ol said 1937. and qualified by filing bond Sept.
Doris Simmons, Mrs. Hazel Young.
120-121
aer; Frederick Burd Jagels. Gen days in town.
FRANK E GRINNELL, late of Union September. The following matters hav- 23. 1937.
• p • •
ceceased Will and Petition for Probate ‘ Ing been presented for the action thereOLIVE I PEASE, late of Hope, de
eralissimo; Milton Cabot Stephenson.
The inspecting officer was Worthy
thereof, asking that the same may be 1 upon hereinafter Indicated It Is hereby ceased
Jethro D Pease of Hope was
Amos D. Stockwell
, proved and allowed and that Letters | ORDEP.ED
Captain General; A. Burton Steven
appointed Admr. Sept 21. 1937. and
Grand Patron Hartley M. Stewart of
Amos Davis Stockwell who died
of Administration with the will annexed 1 That notice thereof be given to all qualified by filing bond Sept 23. 1937
Vinalhaven & Rockland
son. Jr., Senior Warden; Donald
Houlton.
be issued to Herbert L. Grinnell of ' persons Interested, by causing a copy of
STEPHEN E BRAULT. late of RockFriday at the Veterans’ Hospital in;
Union, or some other suitable person thla
'
...................three weeks Hand, deceased
older to be published
Eugenie Brault of
Henry Rollins, Junior Warden; Em.
Mrs. E. A. Wing of Bangor is vis-1
Steamboat Co.
without bond.
Togus, was born in East Eddington 1
(uccc.-rlveiv In The Co,| ter-Gaacef Rockland was appointed Exx. Sept
Sir William Frederick Rankin, prel
iting Dr. and Mrs. Eimer R. Biggers. ‘
CHARLES E BARTLETT,
late of a newspaper published at Rockland In 23 1937. without bond
but had lived here for the past 35
ROCKLAND
Washington, deceased
Will and Peti said County, that they may appear at a
ate; Charles Clark Wood, treasurer;
Mrs. Carleton H. Hammond and!
WILLIAM P HURLEY, late of Rock
tion foi Probate thereof, asking that the Probate Court to be held at said Rock land. deceased
years.
Frances Hurley Perry
Em.
Sir
John
Leslie
Tewksbury,
re

same
may
be
proved
and
allowed and land on the 16th day of November, A. D. of Rockland was appointed Exx, Sept.
children Norman. Jean. Carleen. Mal
Your
name
and
address
prjnted
He is survived by his wife, one son.
that Letters of Administration with the 1937. at nine o'clock ln the forenoon, 21. 1937. and qualified by filing bond
corder; Fred Richmond Rice, Stand
Effective Sept. 16, 1937
colm and Cynthia of South Portland.'
on
sheets
and
envelopes
only
and
bt
heard
thereon
If
they
see
cause
will annexed be Issued to Barclay R
Haymond Stockwell his mother. Mrs.!
Sept. 23. 1937
Miller of Washington, or some other
1
ESTATE ANNIE B. BROWN, late of
ard Bearer; Fred Wallace Elwell,
arc weekend guests of Dr. B H.,
Service To:
FRANK W GORDEN. late of Union,
PATRICIAN
, suitable person, with bond.
Scphia Stockwell and a sister. Mrs.
Friendship, deceased. Petition for Li deceased
Lulle M Gorden of Union
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN, warder; George William Ryder, Sen Addie Sprague, both of Orono.
White Laid
Keller.
ESTATE HELEN B OLIVER, late of cense to convey certain real estate sit was appointed
Sept. 21, 1937.
Thomaston, deceased Petition for Per- uated In Friendship, and fully de and qualified byAdmx.
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HALT,
tinel; Andrew Victor Elmore U. S.
Black, Blue, Broun, Green Ink
The Friendly Club was pleasantly
filing bond Sept 25.
Mr. Stockwell was an honorary
, petual Care of Burial Lot. presented by scribed ln said petition, and distribute 1937
SWAN'S
ISLAND,
AND
Color Bearer.
60 folded sheets 4j|X7%
entertained Wednesday night at the
I Charles H. Woodcock of Thomaston. the proceeds of sale among the heirs
member of Megunticook Grange and
JOHN K DUNN, of Warren
Eva A.
FRENCHBORO
living ln different States.
Presented
Admr.
40 envelopes 4x5%
Mrs. William J. Curtis has closed
heme of Mrs. Margaret Stewart and
I
ESTATE
ALEXANn?RENNA
WIN- by W Dalton Wotton of Friendship and Dunn of Bath was appointed Odn.
a faithful member of the FreemanFALL
SCHEDULE
Sept 21. 1937, and qualified by filing
OR
"Portlaw" on Penobscot avenue and
Miss Jessie M. Stewart. Plans were
SIOW, late of Rockla td. deceased. Pe Percy O Wotton of Prtncebay. Staten bond on same date
Herrick Camp. United Spanish War
N Y. devisees under Will of
tition for Adminlstrat'on. eking that Island.
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE
j returned to New York city for the
discussed for the annual Christmas
sain
Testatrix.
WILLIAM T COBB, late of Rockland,
Vivian L Kimball of rock’nr.-’ or some
Veterans. He was a plumber by
40 envelopes 4x6%
Lucy B Cobb of Rockland
P. M.
A. M.
winter.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire. deceased
other suitable person be appointed
Sale. It was also decided to hold a
was
appointed Exx . Sept. 21. 1937. and
trade.
Postpaid
$1.25
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County.
Admx.. with bond.
9.00 Arr. Rockland,
Lv. 2.13
The St. Thomas rummage sale will
qualified by filing bond Sept 28, 1937.
cooked food sale Oct. 15.
Rockland.
Maine
ESTATE LILLIAN B MORTLAND. late
Lv. 3.23
The funeral will be held Monday
8.00 Arr. North Haven,
Attest'
The Parent-Teacher Association
of Rockland, deceased. First and final Attest
GRAYTONE TWEED
Lv. 4.33 b? held at the Parish house Oct. 15- at 2 o’clock from the Good funeral
7.00 Arr. Stonington.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
account
presented
for
allowance
by
Vellum
16 from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
will hold the first meeting of this
Arr. 5.10
118-S-124
6.00 Lv. Swan's Island,
118-S-124
Lewis H Johnson. Exr.
home
Rev.
W.
F.
Brown
officiating.
;
Read Down
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
A District Nursing Association
season in the High School assembly Read Up
ESTATE EMMA TOLMAN. late of
Burial will be in Mountain cemetery.
40 envelopes 4x5%
Rockport, deceased.
First and final
bridge party will be held Oct. 21 at
hall Thursday at 7.30.
VINALHAVEN LINE
account presented for allowance by M
Services will be conducted by the
OR
Green
Gables.
Playing
will
begin
at
Marleta
Shlbles
Stiles.
Admx.
Irving Sawyer is visiting his uncle
A. M.
P.M.
Freeman-Herrick Camp.
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire.
9.20 Arr. Rockland.
Lv.2.152 o'clock. The ptoceeds will be used
and aunt. Capt. and Mrs. I. E. Arch
Judge of Probate Court for Knox County:
40 envelopes 4x6%
8.00 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Arr. 3.29 to buy milk and cod liver oil for
Rockland, Maine.
ibald.
Postpaid $1.25
111-tf
Attest:
tchoel children.
Mrs. Amos S. Mills arrived home
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
MAN WANTED
To those away for a month, a year, or a decade,
Comique Theatre attractions, Sun Man with pair of horses or pair of
118-6-124
Thursday after a few weeks’ visit
day and Mondsy, “‘Wifei. Doctor, cattle, ts start out cordwood; long job.
The Courier-Gazette, thrice weekly, brings the
with Mr. Mills, who is located in
Nurse," featuring Warner Baxter,
Lorraine, Ohio.
CHARLES IL PLUMMER
friendly word of home town folks and happenings.
Loretta Young and Virginia Bruce.
The Auctioneer
Raymond Young, Randolph Hen
ROCKLAND, ME.
Subscribe today Phone 770.
NO. APPLETON. ME.
Tuesday. Marion Davies and Robert TEL. 11-33,
derson and Tattno Numminen, who
123-121
Montgomery in "Ever Since Eve;'
arc- employed on the yacht Noparo,
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Every-Other-Day

Mrs. Hall Chosen

ETY

Bangor Woman Heads the
Daughters of Founders and

Patriots of America

TRY THE NEW
EALM OF

TURNABOUT BOB

Mu SIC

For your fall and winter hat

Daughters of Founders and Patri
This new bob can be worn in three different
ots of America held their annual
styles—
if GlaJyi St. Clair HiiitaJ
meeting at "Montpelier," at which
For
Evening
time 16 members and guests were
For
Business
present. The hostesses were Mrs.
Yehudi Menuhin, who is about to Caribou for a brief outing. Mr. Mills
For Day Time
Evelyn Hix, Mrs. E. F. Glover, Mrs. emerge from his two-year retire who gave a lecital at Kineo this '
T. and E. Club members enjoyed
Why not come in and let our stylist advise you
Charles A. Rose and Mrs. H. P. ment in the Sar.ta Cruz Mountains, summer, is arranging some Main
an afternoon of sewing Wednesday at
| the home of Mrs. Myron Mank, Blodgett. A board meeting preceded has obtained the right to play, and concerts to preface his Boston ap
the regular business session at which in St. Louis on Nov. 12 will present pearance in November which opens
[ Broadway. Luncheon was served.
reports from the several officers were for the first time a long-hidden Vio a busy season for this artistic sing
Telephone 826
read and recorded. The president, lin Concerto by Robert Schumann er. We still would like to hear Mr |
Mrs. C. W. (Jennys of Madison ls
Mrs.
Oliver
Hall,
of
Bangor,
presid

This Concerto in D Minor, compris- Mills in such a program as he pre
Tuesday iNight Bridge Club was en visiting her cousin, Mrs. C. A. Jen
ed. and |made mention of the fact img three movements, was composed sents on tour—giving songs of >
tertained by Mrs. Lawrence Leach at kins, Myrtle street.
that the Maine Branch had increased In 1853. the year before Schumann's Brahms. Handel, and Schubert as i
luncheon and cards, winners at the
latter being Mrs. Ronald Messer, Mrs.
Mrs. Blanche MacIntyre and Clar- its membership by three during the mind gave way; was written for and i well as Russian and English,
Herbert Kalloch and Mrs. C. Waldo j ence Munsey won high scores, and past year; sustained the loss of one given to Joseph Joachim, and it was
charter member, Mrs. Delmont Mer Schumann's hope to lead the DusselIt is rumored that Paderewski, who Charjotte Cahill Rauser Will
Lowe.
Mr. and jMrs. Douglas Bisbee were
made a recent screen appearance in 1
rill of Dover-Foxcroft.
dorf
orchestra
in
the
first
perform

low, at the bridge game played by
Utilize the Tower Room,
The Historian reported one his ance of it with Joachim as soloist. the motion-picture "Moonlight Son
Miss Marie Melvin of Lawrence, members of the Nitsumsosum Club
ata,” is at work on the score of a
Community Building
Mass., has returned home after this week at the home of Mr.’and torical paper entitled "Aptuxet, Ply But it was never played in public.
mouth Colony's First Trading Post, The reasons for Joachim's subsequent screen opera which will shortly be
spending a week with Miss Goldie A. Mrs. Clyde Spear.
Rockland and Thomaston friends
Bourne, Cape Cod. Massachusetts" dealings with the concerto are filmed at Hollywood.
McAuliffe, Pulton street.
of Charlotte Cahill Rauser will be
had been given, and urged members shrouded in mystery. Not only did
A reception for Oliver Leavitt, De
Variety being the spice of life,
Mrs. Mabel Spring was home from partment commander of the O.A.R. to collect so-called ‘fireside tales" he refuse to play it himself, or even Helen Jepson cf the Metropolitan. interested to know that she. is refrom
both
members
and
non-mem

edit it, but ln his will he ordered that has a rabbit farm on the outskirts turnlng t0 Rockland t0 teach dancFall River to attend the funeral of was held at Auburn Wednesday night,
Mrs. A. W. Butler at Owl’s Head under the direction of the Burnside bers ;that is, anecdotes and reminis it should not be played or published of Utica, N. Y. She had the animals \ i«8 after an absence of several years,
yesterday. She was the guest of Miss Relief Corps. A large delegation was cences of elderly people, not hitherto until 100 years after Schumann’s for breeding purposes, laboratories j Her ability as a dancer ls still reprinted, regarding the early pioneers. death. That would be 1956.
Alice Erskine.
present from all parts of the state,
These officers for the ensuing year
The manuscript score is in the and furs. Several of the rabbits are membered by those who witnessed
the heads of the different depart
were
elected:
President,
Mrs.
Oliver
State
Library of Berlin where, since named for professional friends, in her performance of "Golden Butter
Mrs. Wilbur Senter is in Boston on ments being in the receiving line.
cluding Galli-Curci and Rose Bamp- fly," "Blue Danube" and "Joy" when
a brief visit.
Those attending from this city were, Hall of Bangor; vice president. Mrs. Joachim's death in 1907, it has lain tor..
she was teaching here with Jertnie
Oscar
Look
of
Jonesport;
correspond

in
the
care
of
Georg
Schunemann,
Mrs. Millie Thomas, treasurer of the
• • • •
Harvey Percival at the Copper Kettle.
ing
secretary.
Miss
Gladys
Merrill,
of
archivist.
Through
the
untiring
ef

Mrs. H. V. Tweedie has returned State Relief Corps; Mrs. Eliza Plum
The Richard Wagner Society, Inc., She began dancing at the age of
Bangor;
recording
secretary,
Mrs.
H.
forts
of
Herr
Strecker
of
the
pub

from Haverhill, Mass., where she at mer, department president of D.U.V.;
is offering a prize of $150 for the best five and made her first professional
tended the annual meeting of the Mrs. Mae Cross, department vice P. Blodgett, of Rockland; organiz lishing firm of B. Schott’s Sohne of translation of a scene from Wagner's
appearance at Keith's Bijou Theatre
ing
secretary,
Mrs.
Samuel
Small
of
Mainz,
which
is
to
print
the
work,
New England Branch of the Wom president of S.U.V. Auxiliary; Mrs.
"Siegfried," with additional prizes of in Boston a month before her six
Dexter;
color
bearer,
Mrs.
William
Yehudi
has
obtained
the
consent
of
an's Foreign Missionary Society of Clara Curtis and Mrs. Doris Jordan.
$100 and $50 each. It is the desire teenth birthday. After a season’s
Sampson of Dexter; historian, Mrs. Herr Schunemann, of the German
the Methodist Church.
of the society to have the text of the engagement at the Keith House she
Frank Peck, of Lewiston; chaplain. government, of Joachim's son, of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Leach and
entire Ring translated and should the Joined the Boston Opera House
Chummy Club met Tuesday night daughter Jeannine. are spending the Mrs. Henry Whitman of Augusta; Schunemann’s 86-year old daughter judges decide that one or more of the
ballet in 1912 and 1913. After two
with Mrs. E. W. Freeman, and the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel treasurer. Mrs. J. H. Huddilston, of (now living in Switzerland), and of prize winners is capable of under
seasons in the Boston Company she
birthday of Mrs. Frank Fields was Snow, at their home in Bath. Mr. Orono; registrar, Mrs. Edward Mans various other heirs to give the first taking the work, this will be done.
became a member of the ballet at
field,
3d
of
Augusta.
Three
new
public
performance
of
the
concerto.
honored. The prizewinners were Mrs. and Mrs. Snow will entertain the B.
Particulars may be obtained from the New York Hippodrome under the
The young violinist received a
Councillors for a term of three years
Emerson Sadler, Mrs. Arthur Marsh B. Club tonight.
Dr. Ernest Lert, Richard Wagner So name of Anne Genu and ln 1915 apwere elected; Mrs. Charles A. Rose photostat copy of the score from
and Mrs. Edward Gonia.
ciety. Inc., 528 W. 111th street, New peared jn the Djaghlief ballet.
Mrs. Harold Karl, entertained of Tenant's Harbor, Mrs. Evelyn Hix Germany on Aprii 7 last. The more York. The Judges in the contest
Early in 1916 she began to teach
he
studied
it
the
more
enthusiastic
of
Rockland
and
Mrs.
Wallace
White
Mrs. J. F. Burgess. Beech street, members of the Christmas Sewing
will
be
Lauritz
Melchior,
Dr.
Leopold
dancing
while in Dorchester, Mass.,
entertained Tuesday Club. The win Club Wednesday afternoon, at a cof of Auburn and Washington, D. C. he became. He pronounces it a Stokowski, Lawrence Tibbett and an(j at tjje end of 1917 moved back
great
classical
concerto
worthy
to
Mrs.
Wallace
White
was
elected
as
ners were Mrs. IL. B. Cook, Miss fee, at her home on Granite street.
> to j^th with her family. From 1920
delegate of the Society to attend the rank with those of Beethoven and Dr.. Lert.
Anne McLaughlin and Mrs. Raymond
; to 1922 she was associated with
Mendelssohn—From Musical Amer
General
Court
held
in
Washington,
Under the auspices of the In1 er- Jennje H
m
Moulaison.
A card party given under the aus
ica, of September.
D.
C.
in
April
1938.
national Mozarteum Foundation!^
Brunswjck Rockland and
pices of S.U.V. Auxiliary, Wednesday
Inspection of beautiful Montpelier
Miss Goldie McAuliffe and daugh afternoon at Grand Army hall, had
with Landeshauptmann Dr. Rehrlj Camarl£cotta ^m 1922 to 1925 she
Do you know, it will come as a
ter, Diane, are in Boston for the four tables with Mrs. A. D. Morey was made by members and guests,
successfully conducted her own dancsurprise
to
many
people,
that
Yehudi
weekend. They were accompanied as hostess. Prize winners were Mrs. several of whom had never before
was played upon, the first time in I ing school ln Bath, then left for
will
be
21
during
the
season
of
1937visited
this
historical
shrine.
A
de

by Miss McAuliffe's mother and Gladys Thomas, Mrs. Pauline Hutch
perhaps a hundred years. This was
LAUNDERED CHICKENS
33 Boys do grow up, you know- at a select Salzburg concert, with New York, where she joined a Zieg- ville, James Turner, Ralph Wharff, Jr., |
brothers Earle and Walter.
inson, Mrs. Belle Lewis, Miss Mar licious luncheon was served by Mrs.
even prodigies. But some of us have ccmparatively few listeners. The feld show and remained there until Everett E. Towle, Stuart Smith, Ga-1
-------Anne
Snow,
president
of
Knox
Me

garet Bowler and Mrs. Pauline Brew
the show went on the road.
len P LaGassy. M Boulanger. Er- That’s Ilow They Win Prize. In SouU.
gotten
in
the
habit
of
thinking
of
morial
Association;
assisted
by
Mrs.
Miss Helen York and Miss Mabel ster. Next week's card party will
piano had belonged to the Mozarteum
Carolina, Or So They Say
Wljile in New (York during 1927 nest Vlgue. Wm. Fitzhenry. Joseph
Holbrook returned Wednesday from have Mrs. Helen Paladino as hostess. Susie Lamb, Mrs. Mary Ladd and the gifted Yehudi still in the "bus since 1856 and stands usually in the '
to
1931
she
taught
private
pupils
Monahan. Edward Cole, Chester
a week's vacation in Bangor where The second in a series of beano par Mrs. Clara Thurston. The table ap ter-brown collar” stage. He has house of Mozartbirth. In Septem- I
"Launder" your chickens if you
and coached teachers and plays for
they were guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. ties will be held Tuesday night at pointments were in keeping with the been before the public 11 years, but fcer. 1936, someone had Jit tput in good .several clubs. Among the dancers Parasco, Tom Elliott, Charles Mars want them to win state fair prizes.
B. Crossman. During the time trips Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair s home at Owl s occasion; the centerpiece being a despite this fact, he is inclined to repair again, movitated by the idea ; and ,eachers shp has
are ton, Joseph Howard, Kenneth Lewis. Extension Specialist C. F Parrish, of
George I. Dodge, James Maguire,
large dish of tuberous rooted be think that he is just beginning his that a musical instruments is not
were made to Moosehead Lake, Cadil Head.
James Britton and Miss Corinne a Robert Cardoze, Donald Elliott, Jack North Carolina State College, advised
career.
gonias,
donated
by
Mrs.
Leforest
A.
lac Mountain Beach Hill Lake and
something to be looked at. but ought! well known dance team who are now
Thursday. Here's how:
MacDougall, Guy Vitale, Vincent
The Industrious Debs met Wednes Thurston. The place cards were cute
other places, enjoying the delightful
to be played at least now and then.
“Put the chicken In a tub of water
Though
he
is
barely
30,
Fernando
teaching
in
Petersburg,
Ind.,
and
So there was heard at the late Stroudsburg, Penn., also Don Burke, Fanning, James Elliott, Jr.
weather and beautiful autumn scen day night for sewing and luncheon at little colonial figures hovering over a Germani is already recognized in
heated 10 about 100 degrees Fahren
at the home of Miss Barbara Blais crepe paper bouquet.
evening Salzburg concert in a magni
ery.
heit. Use soap to work up a good
CARS, AND MORE CARS
The Insignia of the National So Europe as one of the few truly ficent, candle-lit, intimate room of now teaching in Montreal and Mary
dell. Walker Place.
lather and let the dirt soak out. Do
great
figures
of
contemporary
music.
Cunningham
of
Bath.
ciety consists of a badge formed by
George Johnson of Tenant’s Har
the Rcsidenz, in which Mozart is
Maine's
1937
motor
vehicle
registra>‘Ot scrub,
Coming
to
America
this
year
in
a
The artists she has studied with
Members of Itooevik Club are in the combination of a gold, eightbor, who has been visiting his grand
concert tour that begins on Oct. 27. supposed to have played often, his include the late Isadora Duncan and tion and operators’ license receipts to
“Tlien rinse in second and third
daughter. Mrs. James Pettee, is now vited to picnic Tuesday with Mrs. pointed star in blue enamel outlined in Boston, Germani will play the Plano Variations, three songs, the Vernan Castle veronine Vestoff, Sept. 30 Increased $283,542 over those tubs and top off the operation with
in white, arranged to accommodate
in a Portland hospital for treatment. Warren Noyes at Holiday Beach.
Hammond Organ exclusively. His so-called Kegeistatt-Trio for piano,
Arnova, Kedrina, Deni- of a similar period a year. The ' a dip into a fourth tub of water
eight small stars of red enamel ap
clarinet and viola, and finally the D
will
be
the
first
organ
tour
in
his

shawns, Fckine, Chalif, Perry. Mans 1937 receipts totaled $3,752,976 com- containing bluing.
Covers were laid for 50 people at pearing between the points. These
Major Sonata for two pianos, for
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert N. Brazier
pared to $3,467,433 for last year. SecTM the bird dry 25 hours in a
field and Mary Wigman.
the picnic supper Thursday night, stars represent the eight provinces tory in which concerts can be held in
there was also available a second old
and Mr. and Mrs. Forest Brazier
She will be at the tower room at retary of State Robie said. The num- C00P heated to 80 degrees."
when Opportunity Class members or settlements of America, prior to the finest hall in every city—and in
instrument from the workshop of the
have returned from a motor trip
Then, Parrish concludes, if the
3 o'clock next Thursday, Oct. 14 for ber of operators' licenses issued to
and families were guests of Miss Alice 1657 ;namely, Virginia, New York. which the fire of the virtuoso's genius
same
Anton Walter.
through Canada and Maine. Many
interviews and registrations.
• isept. 30 Increased 16.773 over those chicken doesn't win a prize, you at
McIntosh at Holiday Beach. It was Massachusetts, New Hampshire. Con- can burn as brilliantly in smaller
What was the sound of the piano? 1
interesting places were visited, among
issued during a corresponding period least have the moral satisfaction of
a source of regret that Rev. and Mrs. r.ectict, Maryland, Rhode Island and cities as in the largest metropolitan
It
reminded one a little of those old
them Bingham Dam, St. Anne De
in 1936, he said.
knowing it is clean.
J. C. MacDonald were unable to at Jersey. In the center of the Jewel is centers.
upright pianos which one finds
Beaupre, where the famous panora
•
w
•
•
------------------------------■
..
>
tend. An evening of games, under depicted in relief a Colonist and a
mic oil painting was viewed; Quebec,
I have before me “The Keynote," a handed down through the years in
the direction of Mrs. Clara Gregory Continental soldier.
Surrounding
not a few families and it had some
Mount Morency and Moosehead.
The Kents Hill girls' field hockey
MONDAY AND
was enjoyed by both grown-ups and these is a blue enamel band upopn musical publication dated Decem
thing touching sometimes, often dis team journeys to Winslow High
They were overnight guests at the
ber.
1890.
and
in
a
resume
of
artists
children. The needle threading con which are the words. "Daughters of
TUESDAY
tinctly
awkward
about
it.
It
revealed
well known Baker Inn, Chateau
School, Friday afternoon, for the
test for men, caused much merriment Founders and Patriots of America. cf the day note with interest a brief little power, offered scarcely a legato,
Richer.
first contest of tlie year. Miss Sylvia
sketch
and
picture
of
Ellen
Beach
NEW THRILL FROM FICTION'S MOST DARING ADVENTURER!
with Raymond Pendleton finally win 1607-1898.' in letters and figures of
Yaw, whom Maine Festival attend- pearled runs very nicely. However, j Steadman, coach of the Kents Hill
ning first honors. Margaret Rich gold.
Mrs. Clara Pettee. who recently
pnts of some years ago heard sing in looked at from an historical point of aggregation, has a team of green ma
ards , Avis Williamson, Barbara
suffered a serious fall, is slowly im
■■■'
Portland and Bangor. The Key view, it was an impressive moment terial and has been hard put to flnd
Clarke, Jane Pendleton and Joyce
SPRUCE HEAD
when one could hear Mozart's piano. th-. right individuals for the various
proving.
note's
mention
of
Miss
Yaw
reads:
Wotton. sang several songs from the
pcsltlons. The .‘tartlng line-up for
Vacation Bible School collection. The
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Tinney and Mr. "The youthful and charming vocalist GERMANY'S LARGEST FAMILY
the Winslow game was: Center for-j
Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Sr., is visit
whose
picture
appears
above,
is
win

party dispersed at a late hour, ex and Mrs. Alec Phillips of Quincy,
| ward. Mitzi Kerr, right inner, Eve
ing Mr. and Mrs. Ross Wilson in
ning
favor
far
and
near
for
her
ex

tending thanks to the hostess for a Mass., spent last weekend at Lin
The 38th child of which August lyn Fogg; left inner. Marion Fogg;
Philadelphia before proceeding to
cellent singing and sweet, unaffected
pleasant evening.
denhurst, the Tinney cottage.
Whiting. Ind., where she will spend
style. She has the reputation of being ’rhie*e- a farmer, in Rethem. Han- light wing, Ma’lyn Smith; left wing,
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Batty have
the Thanksgiving holiday season at
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton leave returned home from their honeymoon the youngest soprano prima donna at | nover Province, was the father, was Jane Moran; left half, June Good- !
the home of Henry Sleeper.
next week (for Honolulu where they which included a motor trip through present on the concert stage, and the born Thursday. Thirty-four children win; right half, Hilda Robertson; j
press mas given her many flattering,were said to be living as well as 60 center half, Freda McKenney; left
will spend two months before going New England.
notices on the clearness and strength grandchildren. Thiele, who has been j fullback. Althea Walker; right fullDr. Perley Damon's farm in Wal to Miami, Fla. to spend the winter,
Mrs. Emma Walker and daughter
married three times, was acclaimed back, Rebecca Curtis; goalee. Edith
doboro was the rendezvous for the Enroute to the Hawaiian metropolis
Dorothy went Sunday to South Port of her interpretations, and the sur as the father of the largest family in
Berry.
Past Exalter Rulers Association of they will visit relatives in Pasadena
voice."
land for a short visit with Mrs. Ruth prising range of• •her
Germany.
• »
Substitutes—Terry Greco,
Pearl
Rockland Lodge B.P.O.E. A lobster Calif., and returning will come to
Randall before returning to Wilming
'
.......... .......
............ Perry, Janet Spaulding and Betty
Here is a story about the British 'I'. "I
supper was one of the features of a the States via San Francisco.
ton, Del. The Walkers have been oc
Museum. A musician or writer or I
(Storey.
very pleasant occasion. Those pres
cupying the Callie Morrill house for
• • • •
what-not was doing research on j
ent were: Dr. Damon. Joseph SofThe Rockland Society for the Hard
the past four months.
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
The
four
Kents
Hill Literary So
Haydn, and in the course of his in
fayer. T. E. McInnis, Almon P. Rich of Hearing held the first fall meet
Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Simmons vestigation came to the Museum to j
CAMDEN
cieties, the Adelphians, the Eromaardson, E. W. Pike, Earl Barron,, G. ing Thursday afternoon, at the Cen
and daughters are visiting Mrs. Sim see the score of a certain symphony |
theans, the Calliopeans, and the LitB. Butler. O. W. Bachelder, A. C. tral MaineUlub rooms, President Mrs.
TODAY
mons' mother in Minturn.
eratis, have completed their fall Ini
He
asked
for
it,
sat
down
and
waited.
J
Jones and Thomas Anastasio.
Nathan IWitham, presiding. Plans
DOUBLE FEATURE
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Mann and
tiations of new members. Thursday
were outlined for the winter's study, daughter June of Manset were guests Soon the attendant returned, looking!
Martin
Johnson’s Last Picture
evening the Eramateans and Adel
Mrs. Hilda Somes and son Robert 14 members being present. Mrs.
very superior as1 if he had caught the j
Of The Jungles!
phians will tender a banquet to their
of Waldoboro are spending the week Freeman Brown gave an interesting laht weekend of Mrs. Carrie McLeod. inquirer that time, and said there was j
Mrs.
Beatrice
Spinney
returned
r.ew
members. The Calliopeans and
end in the city guests of Mrs. W. G. talk, on the Legion Convention, which
no such symphony. There were pro-I
the Literati have already offered
Dimick. Mrs. Somes attended the she attended in New York. An Monday to West Concord, Mass.
testations that there was, and the I
Mrs. L. C. Elwell and children spent
spreads to the new members follow
meeting of Golden Rod Chapter nouncement was made of National
attendant politely went away to con
last
weekend on Hewett's Island,
ing the Initiation ceremonies. The
O. E. S. Friday night.
MADELEINE CARROLL
tinue his search. Twenty minutes j
Hearing Week, Oct. 24-30. Anyone with Mr. Elwell.
rew members taken Into the various
passed, and he appeared again, ask
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr.
interested in the study of lip-reading
Thru United Artists
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Palmer of
Dr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Scarlott have
societies are given below:
>u Huotrt of Utnitau
is asked to join. Meetings are held Guilford visited Sunday with Mr. ing: "Are you sure there is such a
LEWIS
STONE
returned from a vacation motor trip
The Eromatheans—Marjorie Tur
symphony?" Upon assurance that
each ’Thursday.
For love
and Mrs. Harry Allard.
in
to Quebec.
ner, Joyce Holbrook. Hope Mansfield,
there was, away went the attendant.
Arthur Hill and daughter Leona
Martha
Rich,
Francis
Ricker,
Mar

“THE MAN WHO
At last he returned, beaming all over.
He turned a country upside down!
IS UP A FEW CENTS
Mrs. Carl Nelson has as guest Mrs.
are with Mrs. Carrie McLeod while
jorie Howland, Joan Vance, Marjorie
The matter was solved, his manner
CRIED WOLF”
Ernest McCrumb (Mabel Kennedy)
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Faulkingham
j Simmons, Janet Spaulding. Terry
Flung by destiny into a maetslrom of fighting—
Maine's dairy, poultry and meat
seemed to say, and he said: "I am
of Portland, formerly of Rockland.
threats—and intrigue. Commanded to woo a woman
Greco, Betty Storey Marguerite Cur
markets were reported “steady" are on a 10 day trip to Jonesport.
sorry, sir, but the Museum does not
SUNDAY-MONDAY
he could never marry—but whom he madly loved.
Mrs. Callie Morrill entertained the
rier, Shirley Crosby, Betty Hobart,
Ronald Colman in his most romantic role will thrill
Dr. and Mrs. A. W. Foss will enter Thursday by the weekly market re Bridge Club Wednesday night. There keep that symphony as it feels that LORETTA YOUNG,
Jeannette
Robertson,
Lillian
Mac

you—amaze you and lire your imagination.
tain 14 guests tonight at a game din port of tlie {State (Department of Agri were two tables, honors going to Mrs. it is a distinctly inferior work."
VIRGINIA BRUCE
Donald, Barbira McCloud, Ann
• • • •
culture which added, however, that
ner.
Sunday Shows Benefit Winslow-IIolbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.
WARNER BAXTER Jacques, Miss Bangs, Miss Stewart,
Margaret Carr. Mrs. Alice Allard and
The Curtis Institute of Music an
veal "is up a few cents.”
Miss Ethel Holbrook. Lunch was nounces the addition of four new
Miss
Steadman.
The report said apple prices were
Mrs. Leola Rose. Mrs. Mona McIn
served.
Tlie Literati—Norman Worrad, Wil
NOW
“LIFE OF THE PARTY”
faculty members for the season 1937-I
tosh, Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper and Mrs. low because of “heavy crops in other
PLAYING
with
liam Bovard, George Hinckley, Philip
38: Samuel Chotzinoff, musical crit
Jane Tait went Wednesday to Bos sections of the country.”
JOE PENNER
Brown. Milton Bodman, Donald
icism.
Elizabeth
Schumann,
German
‘Continued mild weather," the re
ton, Mrs. Rose and Mrs. McIntosh
WE BUY
Brown, Frank Wood, Lester Turner.
lieder; Vera Brodsky and Harold
proceeding on a motor trip to the port said, "permits a good supply of
Shows: Matinee 2;
The Adelphians—Adolphlne Pat
Triggs, two piano playing.
late vegetables which is unusual at
White Mountains.
AND SILVER
Evg. 6.30, 8.30.
•
•
•
»
rick,
Alberta
Abbott,
Rachel
Cates,
this time of the season.
Sat. Shows, 2.00, 6.15 to 11.00
Cont. Saturday
Fearl Berry, Edirh Berry, Ruth Stod
A delightful caller at my home on
The report said shipped in vege CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Rummage Sale at Congregational
2.00 to 10.30
Sunday Shows 2.30 and 7.30
Rockland
Tel. 892
JEWELER
dard, Miss Cole.
a recent Sunday was Walter Mills,
vestry, Friday, Oct. 15, open at 9 tables “are lower than they were a 370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
The Calliopeans—Woodrow DouNew York baritone on his way to.
121-122 week ago,”
a. m.—adv.

Mrs. A. P. Blaisdell and daughter.
Miss Barbara Blaisdell have retuned
from a week's motor trip through the
White Mountains, by way of the Mo
hawk Trail.

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON

Dancing Classes

Kents Hill News

COMIQUE

f

OLD

GOLD

“WIFE, DOCTOR,
NURSE”

GORHAM NORMAL

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

What our lightkeepers and coast
guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by
night. The day's news from many
lonely outposts along Maine's
waterfront.
I will not doubt, though all my ships
at sea
Come drifting home with broken masts
and sails:
I shall believe the hand that never falls.
From seeming evil worketh good to me;
And though I weep because my sails are
battered.
Still will I cry. while my best hopes
He shattered;
"I trust ln Thee!"

Portland Head
Robert Thayer Sterling returned
Wednesday from a short vacation trip
during which he gathered material
for his new book which is to come
out in early spring. He visited and
interviewed many aged retired sea
captains at Sailors Snug Harbor.
N. Y.. and enjoyed meeting these vet
erans of the sea.
Clyde Grant and brother Chester
were guests at dinner last Saturday
of P. O. Hilt and family.
Misses Elizabeth Sterling and Ma
rion Sterling of Peaks Island were
recent guests of Mrs. R T. Sterling.
P. O. Hilt and Willard Hilt motored
to St. George Wednesday to attend
the Grange Pair.
Adolph Stevens was dinner guest
Monday of Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Goff
in Westbrook.
Sympathy from the Portland Head
Light Keepers and their families are
extended to Gov. and Mrs. Barrows.
We are indeed sorry for them in the
tragic death of their son Robert W.
Barrows.
Mrs. P. O. Hilt received word last
Saturday that her nephew Earl E.
Kinney of St. George had died that
morning. Mr. Kinney was ill for a
long time and a most patient sufferer,
which was a wonderful help to his
wife, sister and daughter. Nearly
every day he could smile through the
awful suffering. He appreciated all
the beautiful flowers sent to his room.
Mr Kinney loved children and they
were always with him. He will sure
ly be missed in his large circle of
friends and at Portland Head where
he visited when given the opportun
ity. We extend our sympathy to the
.bereaved family.
• • • •
Doubling Point Range
W. H Woodward, former keeper of
Monhegan Light arrived Oct. 8 to fill
the vacancy made by the death Sept.
1 of Capt. Harry L. Nye.
Additional Keeper Philip A. Davis
who has been in charge of the
Range Lights since Aug. 19 has been
appointed first Assistant Keeper of
The Cuckolds.
• • • •
Pond Island
Keeper Fickett's nephew. Donald
Fickett of Bar Harbor has been visit
ing on the Light for a few days with
Keeper and Mrs. Pickett. Donald
and his uncle motored Monday to
Portland where they were guests of
Keeper Pickett's sister Mrs. C. D.
Strout. Donald will remain a few
days with his aunt before going
home. Mrs. Strout is Keeper Pickett’s
sister.
Mrs. Fickett is under Dr. Gart
land's care.
Mr. Pickett called on Mrs. Pick
ett's brother and sister-in-law Mr.
and Mrs. Hooper while in Portland.

Every-Other-Day
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YANKS IN THE WORLD SERIES

by Agnes Bickford

Miss Ruth Harper of Rockland,
has been accepted into the Orchestra
and Glee Club.
• • • •
Miss Ruth Geele spent last week
end at her home in Waldoboro.
• • • •
Edward A .Race went to his home in
East Boothbay last weekend.
• • • •
Ernest Doyle
of
Thomaston
and Portland is on the committee for
the Dramatic banquet and dance.
• • • •
Fifty-six Gorham Normal School
students attended the concert of the
United States Marine band Tuesday
night at the Exposition Building,
Portland. Among those who went
were Miss Martelle Hamilton of
Damariscotta, Miss Pern Brown of
Rockland, and Mrs. Celia Gross of
Waldoboro.
• • • •
The faculty of Gorham Normal
School is planning a picnic Friday of
this week to Salmon Palls. Miss
Keene and Mrs. Gross of Waldoboro,
and Miss Trask of Rockland plan to
attend.
• • • •
Dr. Walter E. Russell went to
Crawford Notch to the October Con
ference Monday and Tuesday of this
week.
• • • •
The Gorham Normal School Cross
Country Track Team met Farmington Normal's Track Team Friday.
The Freshman and Junior-Senior
hockey teams tied. Among those
playing on the Junior-Senior team
were Miss Agnes Bickford and Miss
Martelle Hamilton of Damariscotta
and Miss Rose Flanagan of Rockland.
The score was 0 to 0.
• • • •
Thursday. Oct. 21. Miss Muriel
Leister of Kingsley Hall. London,
will speak to the School in Chapel
exercises. Miss Hall ranks along
with our own Jane Addams in this
country. Like Miss Addams Hull
House she has Kingsley Hall in
London for the needy. She has
traveled in this country before, lec
turing also in Europe and Asia on
social welfare. She was the hostess
to Mahatma Ghandi on his last visit
to London; she. herself, was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ghandi while
in India. She is associated on this trip
with a group that is touring and
preaching. Her coming visit to us
is looked forward to with great anti
cipation.
• • • •
An unusual party was given by
the Poetry Club Wednesday. All
members brought a cup and an ap
propriate verse; the cups were do
nated for future use of the Poetry
Club. After the program lollypops
and icecream were served. Among
those who attended were the Misses
Louise Eugley and Evelyn Knight of
Lincolnville, the Misses Rose Flana
gan and Catherine Chisholm of
Rockland, and Miss Agnes Bickford
of Damariscotta.
• • • »
Horseback riding has been added
to our sports this year. Miss Muriel
, McPhee of Rockland is one of those
participating.
• a • •
• Miss Priscilla Saunders attended
a house party at the home of Miss
, Louise Sanboum in Standish.
• • • •
Miss Evelyn Brown of Camden and
Harleth Hobbs of Hope spent last
weekend at their respective homes.

HAND SETS CHEAPER
The New England Telephone and
Telegraph
Company
announced
Thursday it is filing with the public
service commissions of Maine, Ver
mont, New Hampshire and Rhode
Island a schedule discontinuing as of
Cctober 1 all monthly charges on
hand telephone sets. Massachusetts
ordered reductions in the hand set
rates as of October 1 prior to the
telephone company announcement.

• • ■•

Miss Rose Flanagan is on the
program committee for the annual
Superintendent and Principals Day
to be held Nov. 9.
• • • •
Miss Muriel McPhee is on the
decorating committe for the Art
Club Dance to be given Oct. 9', in
honor of the Manuel Arts students.

Summer cottagers. Let us take down
your awnings, store them, insured
through the winter, make necessary
repairs and rehang them next spring.
Very reasonable cost. Tel. 1262-W
Rockland Awning Co., 16 Willow St.

The
The Three Big Gum ol the Yankee Attack
—Left to right: Joe Di Maggio, outfielder;
Lou Gehrig. 1st baseman; Bill Dickey,
catcher.

OUR. AMBmou IS Tb PRiktr
' AS MAIN WAMES AS POSSIBLE
IM EVERY ISSUE, AMD OUR
slooam is,"everv reader a
reporter." we wamt to

PRIWT THE iJEVJS ABOUT YOU
AMO YOURS -s-WILL YOU HELP
US, BY PASS IMS- IT OM
TO US'?’

Story Of

a

Scientist

|

PARK THEATRE, MONDAY, TUESDAY

Skipped Cattle
Dr. R. L. Emery Takes Re

Which Starts Millions Of

porter To

Years Ago

Union Fair Delinquency

Task

For

a

As reported m The Courier-Ga
(by O. A. LJungstedti
zette, the Knox Pair “Rang down
(6econd Installment)
the Curtain" after putting It over
However at the beginning of the
with a bocm. No doubt lt was the
next period, the Quarterly, because of
test fair ever put on in Union. The
some condition or combination of con
writer has attended many fairs in
ditions, the weather was becoming
Massachusetts rnd New Hampshire,
inclement. One reason fcr the change
but has never seen a better looking
may have been that the whole north
lot of humanity, a better behaved
ern part of the continent seems to
one and yet a crcwd that was thor
have risen several hundred or more ;
oughly enjoying every minute.
feet.
The reporter tor The Courier-Ga
But undoubtedly there was also
zette gave a very fine description of
other causes. However that may be.
the Pair In general, and of a lot of
the fact remains that snow was fall
the sports, but very little space was
ing in increasing quantities up in the :
given to the most important Industry
North; one center of disturbance be- i
ar.d part of the fair, that of the
ing east of Hudson's Bay. as already j
cattle and poultry exhibit.
mentioned. The animals that could
Perhaps the leporter had at some
not adapt themselves to the oncoming
time been tossed over the fence by a
cold, began plowly to move South.
bull, or butted by a ram. for evi
Many, such as the elephant tribe,
dently he did no: see the acres taken
were completely lost in the ensuing
up by the oxen, beeves, cows, sheep
John Barrymore and John Howard, who head the cast of the new Para and poultry. That alone was worth
struggle for existence in the very much
Heavy Artillery for the '37 World Series—Jake Powell (left), N. Y.
contracted area to the South. In the mount thriller. "Bulldog Drummond Comes Back." one of a series of pictures twice the price of admission. You
Yankee outhelder and batting star ol the last World Series,
meantime the climate had become so based on the “Sapper" McNelle stories. Barrymore plays an Inspector of could hardly believe there were as
sharpens up his
bad. that the snow that was falling the Scotland Yard detective force, while Howard plays Bulldog Drummond, many yokes it oxen as were ex
batting eye for the
did not melt during the short sum swashbuckling amateur detective and adventurer.—adv.
hibited. ln all of Maine. The beef
1937 tracas with
cattle were as good as any seen at
some air nfle tar
mers. Each new snowstorm added to
.
the thickness and weight of the cap. » s*ellln« «n on« <* the
folds scoured the underlying surface clean the Brockton or Springfield Pairs.
get practice Tim
Sullivan. Yan
that finally became solid ice, esti- that runs parallel to the coast. In and of all loose rocks and soil. Blocks, as Tbe
had a ane represenkee bat boy
mated, variously, to have attained a around Rockport harbor the quartzite large as houses, were picked oH the J tution ln t^e Holstein, Ayreshire.
shown with
thickness of up to 10,000 feet, and appears
the surface ln several valley sides and carried on its back to QUernsey
an(j jersey. It must have
Powell, can't
knock them over
began to move out in all directions j places- Thu®. In Hog Cove, are found , the sea. where all the matter, big
a
sense of judgment to
the fence with a
• . . •
two narrow strips, dipping at steep or little, that the ice had gathered be able
dlst|ngulsh the fine points
baseball bat like
On its way towards what is now angles on each side of the limestone , up on its way. was either dropped or ,
gach animal in order to present the
Powell yet. but
Rockland, it overtopped all of the already mentioned. On the west side floated away on icebergs tom loose
pmes
the owners without making
when it comes to
mountains and valleys of New^England of the point it again appears behind ! from the ice sheet as it cascaded over j anJ. hard feelings
ar, air rifle shoot
ing match. Tim
with the probable exception of the the limestone outcrop.
the continental shelf.
j While there was a large repre
can hold his own
With the coming of warmer seasons sentation of different animals from
very top of Mount Katahdln. When
....
with anyone.
It reached the sea and the abrupt des;zed areas are also seen the ice began to retreat which means a-Ound Union and the thickly popuclivlty of the continental shelf, it stood aiong the -water's edge f>n the west that though its front was wasted lated farming country to the North.
there as a -towering shining cliff. side- of the harbor, and again in hw
Pine !, away faster than the lce was Pushed , Rockland district, or better the town
maybe 1000 or more feet high, keeping Hill it was thrust up and iajd bare i forward. It then unloaded itself on | Of owl’s Head, got its share of praise
up a constant cannonade, as the ice- by tbe wearing away of the overlying the surface of the land of its rocks and plizeS. Outstanding were anibergs broke away, and plunged into
Conspicuous boulders of lt and earth. This was let down pro- n;a]s from Rose Hill Farm. Nashoba
the abysmal water beyond.
can be found in many places, some mlscously, helter skelter, except where i Septimus Valprlde, No. 230953. the
bull
I leave lt to your imagination what wlth deiicate pinkish colors, probably carried out by one of the many streams rarm's 2-year-old Guernsey
this cliff of ice would have been like torn off some ledge on Mount Battie. that gushed forth at the front of the Pulled down first prize in his class.
*
while his son. Rose Hill Pride. No.
when struck ty the reflecting rays of and transported by the ice sheet.
ice' Here the rushin8 waters sorted
the rising sun. How* long the icecliff There are some few minor outcrops i tbe material, and thus we have the 252306. took second in the bull calf
stood there we don't know, but lt was besides those enumerated, but other- extensive P^vel deposits, we find class Rose Hill Julia. No. 301498 got
a long time, no doubt. In course of wise it is covered by the rocks of the ! around West Rockport, south and third ln cow riass and her daughtime the weather improved, and un- next higher formation, the Penobscot
of Chickawaukie Pond and else- I ter Rose Hill April. No. 527931 took
der the onslaught of driving, warm Thia you wU1 not have any troubie where- There se€tns not to have been second tn the calf class.
In the
rains, the ice sheet began its retre rt, ln anding as it is the rock at the-the numbers of halts of the ice | sheep
Judging. Eastleigh
85. a2-year
and Mother Earth heaved a sigh of surface over most of the country i fr°nt, in its withdrawal over Maine, old ram. took first easily, while both
relief when the load of the ice, that around Rockland. Thus on No. 1 as was the case west of New England his son and daughter took first in
had depressed her breast for so long. Highway you run on it all the way were massive ridges, moraines, were [ the lamb class. All these are Hampwas gradually removed.
irom Rockland to Rockport, and bullt up by the debris, let down at 1 shires. Among the hens, the Farm's
j circumstances. The chief officer
How long ago the Ice began its re- wherever the road had to be blasted 'the front' when lt stood in a certain "Thompson Strain of W hite Ply with his watch, was shouting from treat is not known. It may have been through the rock, you will see tt as lt locality for any length of time. Nev- , mouth Rocks. 2 pens took first and
I the fore port rigging for the ap- 100,000 years—maybe more. When- ' was left—tilted and broken up into ertheless, there probably were halts | second prizes.
The Pair certainly gave many peo
proaching shipto put her helm hard ever that happened it is conjectured great blocks—after it had gone within the Rockland area, as is indicated
by
a,
couple
of
remnanls,
which
P'e
an incentive to
to try
try and raise
< up but it was alleged later that their that the sea rolled in over the de- j through the severe strain brought
seem to be moraines, one Just west better animals, for it costs just as
'
cries
were
not
heard.
No
one
or.
pressed
coast,
and
stood
for
a
short
about
by
that
thrust,
these
many
Two stories of shipwreck are re-,
corded in Dad's diaries one under board the Johnson notices that the while at an elevation of 240 feet above i years ago. Mt. Megunticook. Bald of South Hope end the other about a much to keep a poor one as it does
Aug 1879 stating that "A despatch stran«er alt€red her course at aU' the present sea level. After that the Mountan. Ragged Mountain. Bear mile south of the |flrst. The most I a 8°od one.
R L. Emery.
was received here tonight that the! The Jobnson was struck Just for- coast seems to have risen rapidly for Hill. Dodge's Mountain, are all made striking effect of the ice invasion on
[The
Courier-Gazette
reporter ob
the
New
[England
landscape
was
un

.
,
j
ward
of
the
mizzen
rigging
and
cut
100 feet, when it again came (to a up of this slate and schist rock. To
Sch. G W Andrews was run down
tained his Information regarding the
half
way
through,
causing
her
to
doubtedly
the
bringing
into
life
of
the
halt,
and
a
very
important
halt
Inbe
sure
it
may
only
be
skin
deep
ln
and sunk, crew all saved. I lose
Pair exhibits on Tuesday, which was
$425.” The other entry is dated Aug. sink in two minutes with 17 of her deed, because, while lt stood there. £ome places, as the underlying
. _Battie thousands of lakes and ponds, that
12. 1879 and leads: “Capt. Grover and crew Capt. Kelleran and 11 men the fairly level plains of clay, on which quartzite is sticking through ln a everywhere enrich the view Like all to have been the opening day, but
family came home this morning mana8ed to JumP aboard the other Rockland and the other towns along couple of spots on Mt. Megunticook. else that is transient on this planet of which was marked by a pouring rain
without baggage, all lost when vessel 5nlp as bls vesse' for a moment the coast are built, were deposited ln jn its greater part the rock is shot to ours, the lakes are born. live, and die storm. Conditions, naturally, afsunk Oct. 7. 1879; Case of Sch. O W EWung a'ongside of her The stranger the sea. Finally the sea retreated to pieces, so to speak, by injections of This fact is generally not realized, but forded no opportunity for inspection,
Andrews vs. Sp. Pride of the Ocean proved w be the British ship Thirl- the present coastline and the wonder- ignious rock, which you will find out- it is nevertheless so. With very few , The reporter was too busy ln the
exceptions, they owe their existence j newspaper office to visit the Pair
went against the ship 1 New York U., rnere. whose master, Capt. Smith, ac- ful scenery that attracts visitors from cropping at the surface mostly in
S. Court ! The details I am writing knowlcd8ed in writing to Capt. Kel- an over the country, was revealed in streaks of various sizes, but also as to the damming up of some stream | Wednesday or Friday and had no
from memory after a lapse of 58 lerar that the side lights of the all Its glory.
vast bosses such as those, already valley, by one kind of debris or an- opportunity to visit the cattle exhiblts Thursday. Dr. Emery’s serv
years, so I do not vouch for the ac- Johnson had
fully flve
’ * * *
mentioned, surrounding Spruce Head other, dumped there by the Ice sheet.
ices will be requisitioned next year
curacy of them "
minutes before the collision occurred.
The withdrawal of the ice was close- for miles in every direction, as well as
• • • •
because he seem to know the Job so
The Thlrlmere was also bound ly followed by animals and plants, on the islands to the east. Another
As gin example, let us take the
The three-masted schooner G W
from Caleta Buena to Hamburg and very much as we find them today. goed-sized one lies northwest of South Chickawaukie Pond. When the ice
Andrews wss built at the Harbor by
_
, .
, , later landed the survivors of the Whether man mingled with them is a
Bean & Long in 1873
Charles Johnson at Pernambuc0 (Dad told mooted question. Some firmly be- Hope, and is touched by the No 17 front stood in that neighborhood, a
highway, as it makes the turn towards flood came out from under the ice,
Grover was master and my brother
me once that Edward O'Brien never Ueve that he did; others as firmly that East Union. This one is about halfI rushing down Meadow Brook, carry - j
1,1am
roc er. was n.
t ereo
insured his ships, claiming he could he did not. Thus again it is up to
ing with it sand, gravel, and mud. President Roosevelt Will Call
a mile ln diameter.
,7
e
H lose a 5hip occasionally at a less you. That he existed in Europe at
The gravel and sand were deposited
• • » •
One Soon—The Intended
' 80
e capans w e an cost than to insure them. I do not the time is an undisputed fact, and
around the lower end of the present
two children were on board as pas- vouch for tbat statement.)
'
The next higher rocks, those of the
j he may most likely have found his
Legislation
lake, and to some extent covered up
sengers.
Boze.
way over here. If he did. he was a Rockland formation, have, of course, by
unasorted
glacial
material
It was a clear night, just a whole
Administration supporters in Con
Somerville, Mass.. Oct. 5.
very’ primitive fellow, following the Been By far the most important to the dropped by the melting ice. This
sail breeze, the schooner had every
gress said Thursday they are prepared
chase with the most <rude of stone j c^y
Rockland. These include the
was an effective barrleT, behind to push President Roosevelt's legisla
thing set. and was on the starboard
various limestones, so familiar to
DON BRENNAN'S LUCK
(implements.
which the water piled up. Thus the tive program to quick enactment at
tack when she was run into by the
Thus runs the story And now we j everybody, seen in the quarries west Pond was bom. When the rising wa
British ship. Pride of the Ocean, out
either a special session or the regular
Don Brennan of Augusta, a mem- wm
to grance back, and see how
the clt7 The main outcrop comes
ter had finally reached the lowest meeting in January.
from New York, light, and the
ber of the New York Giants’ pitchevents that have unfolded themEbe surface at the south end of
notch ln the barrier, the Meadow
schooner sank in five minutes. She
Senator Thomas (D—Utah), among
ing staff, has been voted a quarter selves, are revealed on the surface of Chickawaukie Pond, and runs from
Brook found its way down the me others, Indicated he would advise
was not insured, hence the "I lose
share of that club s World Series ,he iand. as we find it today. The im- there' ln* more or less- a mil« wlde
andering valley But the man-made Mr. Roosevelt to call a special ses
$425 " Dad owned a share in her.
cut. Don went up with the Giants portant thing to realize ln this con- str‘P- alon8 the old County road to
probably a 64‘.h. Cause of collision? but a few weeks ago. He won two } nection. is the fact, that had it not Thomaston, with several narrow strips dam of the highway, sooner or later, sion. The President said at Hyde
it may have taken thousands of years, Park he would reach a decision within
Probably drunken crew, no watch
against one defeat and his bonus been for the thrust from the south- Branching off to the south. Then,
the brook would eat its way down a week.
forward.
The ship was libeled suit brou„ht j sbould range
»1000 and »>500, east. that {olded up the rocks de- *hen y™ d^e out of Rockport on
Inn hv (h» VhZ r dePendm8 <>" whether the Giants win ;
in the se« of lone aco. welyour way to Camden, you cross an- through the obstruction, and even
Such a session would begin a new
posited in the sea of long ago, we
into the underlying bedrock, thus attact on prime administration ob
agalnst her won by the schooner. or lose the claafijc
other outcrop of limestone of the
would
never
have
known
of
(the
ex

The ship, sold at auction to satisfy
____________
lowering the outlet, until the lake be jectives, among them crop control,
istence of the deeper-seated forma same age, with Lily Pond lying in it came drained of its water. Meantime,
judgment, was bid in by former
wage-hour and child labor laws,
tions. As it is, the oldest of them, the to the right of the road. Still an the vegetation in and around the lake
owners for a low figure. Finis for
government reorganization and crea
other
one,
just
west
of
Simonton's
muds and limes that later became
will gradually [have settled to the bot tion of regional planning boards. It
the Andrews. It was said the
Corner,
is
skirted
by
the
road,
run

the slates and limestones of the Isles
schooner could be seen on the bottom
tom, and by the time the outlet has would begin Nov. 8 and end Nov. 16.
boro formation, were* only pushed up ning out of that settlement, and these deepened sufficiently, the lake would
for a long time after she went down
Senator Thomas, who is slated to
Just enough to be laid bare In a couple are the only outcrops of any conse in all probability have become a bog,
with all sails set.
head the Senate Labor committee,
quence in the area, and are also the
of narrow bands on the point east of
The second story bears the date,
only remnants of the once extensive like tha one a couple of miles west of said he would seek enactment of wage
Rockport harbor, although a hmall
Nov. 14, 1884; "News tonight that
formation, laid down in the ancient the present lake, and thus have com and hour legislation in the form it
area of the limestone is sticking up
Ship Andrew Johnson was lost and 17
pleted its life cycle. Of course, this passed the Senate during the last
sea.
through a later formation of slate and
of crew drowned." Here are the
Thanks to the fact that the out- was a (Very slow process, acting in session.
schist about two miles west of Cam
details from the record. American
i crops lie in basins, between two folds most cases during thousands of years.
The wage-hour bill which would
den, on the road to Hosmer Pond,
Merchant Ships (1930) published by
of the lunderlytng Irocks—synclines Any other lake might Just as well give a labor standards board power
and
another
one-half
mile
west
of
the Mayine Research Society of
as the geologists call them—of the un- have been taken as a suitable ex to establish minimum wages of not
Simonton's Corner.
Salem. Mass Ship Andrew Johnson
' derlying rocks, they have escaped de- ample of the leveling agencies, con more than 40 cents an hour and
built by Edward O'Brien at Thom
In the case of the Battie quartzite ! struction, when the higher lying por- stantly working in nature, but this a maximum work week of not
aston, 1866; 215 ft. long, 41 ft.
was chosen on account of Its proxim less than 40 hours, was steered
we will do better. The beautiful dome tions were planed off during the sub
breadth. 30 dept, 2005 tons. She was
ity to Rockland. .
sequent
ages
of
erosion.
So
much
for
thru the Senate by Justice Hugo L.
like structure of Mount Battie, har
owned by Edward O'Brien during
It has already been mentioned how, Black, then chairman of the Senate
the
solid
earth.
monious
with
the
rest
of
the
Camden
the whole of her sea life. J. Hovey
as the final act of the drama, the sea Labor committee. The measure was
Hills, where it rises 800 feet from the
Kelleran, master. Oct. 20. 1884.
came rolling in on the heels of the held up the House by the Rules com
sea. is composed almost entirely of
Over some 500.000 square miles of
Ship in Lat. 20 degrees South,
receding ice sheet, resulting in the mittee.
the quartzite. Pine exposures of the the northern United States there is a
Long 41 degrees West, bound from
deposition of the clay, that made it
Thomas said he would oppose
rock are found on every hand, in the mantle of boulders, cobble stones,
Caleta Buena to Hamburg. The
possible to build the towns along the modification of the bill to provide for
great
clean
cut
ledges,
as
well
as
on
gravel,
sand,
and
clay.
It
comes
in
lookout shortly after 8 p. m. saw a
coast on a comparatively level ground. flat standards for all industry.
the path leading up to the summit, all kinds of combinations; from ac
light on port bow. Capt. Kelleran
Senator Minton urged Senate and
itself. The next largest area of this cumulations of mostly boulders to the
ordered second mate to light a torch
House
Agriculture committees to get
finest
silt.
In
places
it
attains
a
and wave it over the port quarter to •T'HE captain Is law aboard ship. rock you will find about one-half
crop control legislation in shape for
thickness
of
several
hundred
feet.
mile
west
of
Rockport
bridge,
if
you
^'-Yeara
of
training,
accumulated
attract the attention of the ap
quick action whether Congress re
proaching ship in case she did not see knowledge, and experience have take the road toward Simonton's However in New England it is mostly
convenes in November or January.
moulded
his
character
and
formed
thin,
and
ln
the
Rockland
area
it
is
Corner.
There
you
rise
upon
another
the sidelights.
A special session, he added, “would
his judgment. On the bridge of the domelike structure and run for half never more than 50 feet. On the way
The helmsman was ordered to keep Grace Line's "Santa Lucia” Capt.
be worse than none" unless a definite
down
from
its
center
east
of
Hudson's
a
mile
on
the
quartzite.
the ship snugly by the wind, which William C. Renault Is about to shoot
program was ready.
The Mount Battie dome is in (act Bay, the great ice sheet plucked or
was all that could be done under tlie tha sum
_______
_______
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